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Tropospheric formaldehyde
retrievals with GOME-2

by Will Hewson

Abstract

Biogenic Volatile Organic Compounds (BVOCs) emitted by terrestrial ecosys-

tems impact air quality and climate. The most important BVOC for global tropo-

spheric composition is isoprene, whose annual global emissions (400–600 Tg C/year)

account for ∼50% of the total global BVOC budget. Tropical ecosystems are gen-

erally thought to be responsible for 70–90% of the global isoprene budget. Satellite

observations of formaldehyde (CH2O), a high-yield, short lifetime product of iso-

prene oxidation, provide top-down constraints on surface isoprene emissions.

Errors in retrieved satellite slant column densities (SCD – trace gas concentra-

tion along the instrument’s line of sight) are typically in the region of 40% for scenes

with little cloud and aerosol contamination. Error sources arise from instability in

the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) retrieval procedure, largely

due to low signal to noise ratios frequently encountered with space-borne UV spec-

trometers, coupled to CH2O’s faint absorption signal. The essential conversion of

SCDs to vertical column densities (VCDs – vertical trace gas concentration extend-

ing from the Earth’s surface), needed for application of retrieved CH2O values to

geochemical modelling schemes, is a further significant contributor to product error

(30–60%), being strongly influenced by aerosol, cloud and albedo inhomogeneities

at sub-pixel level.

A new global 5 year CH2O product (2007–2011) generated with global ozone

monitoring experiment 2 (GOME-2) satellite radiance data is presented. SCDs for

this are generated with optimised spectroscopic fit settings derived from an extensive

sensitivity study of input retrieval parameters for the DOAS portion of the retrieval.

SCDs are then converted to vertical column densities VCDs using air mass factors

calculated with a significantly upgraded retrieval scheme, accounting for atmospheric

radiative transfer due to viewing geometry, surface albedo and atmospheric scatter-

ing. New GOME-2 CH2O VCDs are then evaluated against GEOS-Chem modelled

CH2O VCDs, and compared to a suite of associated environmental parameters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Trends in the Earth’s long term climate record are controlled by the balance of

radiation received from the Sun, offset by losses from the Earth system through

re-radiation back into space. Adjustment of this radiation balance caused by an-

thropogenic modification of Earth’s naturally regulated environment has contributed

to recent changes in climate (Forster et al., 2007). Since the industrial revolution

at around the turn of the 18th century, the atmospheric environment in particular

has undergone significant changes in the magnitude and distribution of its con-

stituent components (Isaksen et al., 2009). The influence of atmospheric chemistry

on global climate is seen through adjustments to levels of greenhouse gases resident

in the atmosphere, directly affecting the insolation and irradiation balance through

absorption and scattering processes (Collins et al., 2006).

Atmospheric chemistry is a dynamic system primarily driven by photochemistry

(solar radiation exciting and breaking chemical compound bonds), whose variation

around the Earth determines availability of catalysts for chemical reactions (Monks

et al., 2009). These catalysts are more commonly known as the radical species HOx

and NOx, molecules with an unpaired electron endowing them with a particularly

high level of reactivity. Photolysis of the trace gas ozone (O3) in proximity to water

generates the hydroxyl radical OH, a free radical whose propensity for participation

in chemical reactions and acceleration of chemical decomposition, frequently leads to

its moniker as the detergent of the troposphere (Monks, 2005). OH’s importance in



the troposphere hinges on its capacity for removal and conversion of a great variety

of trace gases and pollutants. Over time, the atmosphere reaches a semi-steady

state of stable oxidised substances resulting from this initial radical oxidation of

trace gas species. Such stable species are un-reactive, thereby allowing them long

residence times in the atmosphere on the order of decades to centuries (Wayne,

1990). With an increasing concentration of anthropogenically induced trace gas

emissions, the balance of these gases is changing, affecting global climate through

direct and indirect radiative forcing.

The tropics is a key region of the Earth for global atmospheric chemistry (Sein-

feld and Pandis, 2006). Due to the phenologically advantageous climatic conditions

at tropical latitudes, trace gas biogenic compound emissions are greatly enhanced in

these regions (Guenther et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2008). The isoprene compound

is a major component of these emissions (∼50% globally), playing a role in the reg-

ulation of direct and indirect radiative forcing (Forster et al., 2007; Pacifico et al.,

2009; Arneth et al., 2010). Isoprene is emitted globally from vegetation, with emis-

sion dependencies on temperature, light and water availability (Rinne et al., 2002).

In the tropics, where none of these factors are in short supply, isoprene emissions

can be greatly enhanced above global background levels year round. The environ-

mental stimuli governing regulation of isoprene emission from vegetation are poorly

understood; however the current consensus postulates emission as a stress response,

acting as a safety valve in high heat and / or low moisture availability events to

increase efficiency of membrane activity (Sharkey et al., 2008).

Isoprene’s radiative forcing capacity is related to the compound’s influence on

tropospheric O3 production, and regional pollution in the form of secondary organic

aerosol (van Donkelaar et al., 2007; Fiore et al., 2011). Once emitted to the planetary

boundary layer, the interaction of isoprene with the local and regional atmospheric

chemistry can follow several pathways depending on the prevailing trace gas compo-

sition. Isoprene is identified as a key component in tropospheric ozone production,

whereby in the presence of sunlight, molecules (typically nitrogen compounds – NOx)
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are split into inert nitrogen and an oxygen atom, quickly combining with an adja-

cent O2 molecule to form ozone. Complicating this simplified tropospheric ozone

production mechanism, isoprene is oxidised by OH to H2O and CO2, with intermedi-

ate peroxy radical oxidation products reacting with NO to form another OH radical,

and NO2. The isoprene compound therefore displays a sensitivity to local NOx lev-

els – serving to increase tropospheric ozone in high NOx situations, and decrease

ozone with low NOx availability (Atkinson and Arey, 2003; Paulot et al., 2012). In

addition to being an emission precursor of the greenhouse gas ozone, isoprene is also

identified as a precursor to secondary organic aerosol production (Carlton et al.,

2009). Karl et al. (2009) outline isoprene to aerosol conversion mechanisms; includ-

ing gas-phase photo oxidation under both high and low NOx conditions, acidification

of isoprene oxidation products, and polymer formation directly from isoprene. High

levels of OH in the tropical troposphere means isoprene’s lifetime is typically short at

under 1 hour (Palmer et al., 2003), however its overall effect on tropospheric chem-

istry through O3 regulation is thought to be significant at a global scale (Sanderson

et al., 2003). Isoprene affects global climate through regulating greenhouse gas bud-

gets available for radiative forcing (Paulot et al., 2012). The compound also bears

implications for human health through its interaction in pollution episodes via tro-

pospheric ozone production and aerosol pollution (Brunekreef and Holgate, 2002).

Expected dynamic isoprene emission feedbacks due to climate change are expected,

but the sign of such changes are uncertain. Increased global CO2 concentrations

coupled to expansion of savannah grassland type biomes will lead to increases in

isoprene emitting vegetation (Hardacre et al., 2013; Squire et al., 2013), whilst some

authors suggest a reduction in isoprene caused by elevated CO2 concentrations in-

hibiting emissions (Young et al., 2009).

Measurements of isoprene are currently limited to in-situ observations, for which

the logistical expense of data gathering in remote, but chemically reactive tropical

regions (e.g. the Amazon rainforest) precludes isoprene measurements being made

in any great quantity (Kuhn et al., 2007; Eerdekens et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2011).
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Formaldehyde (CH2O) represents a major trace gas sink for isoprene oxidation,

and is detectable from space-borne UV spectrometers, albeit with great difficulty,

due to its extremely weak absorption signal (Chance et al., 2000; Wittrock, 2006;

De Smedt et al., 2008). Its balance in the troposphere is largely determined by

sources of oxidation of the global methane background, and elevated concentrations

due to biogenic isoprene sources, and sinks of conversion to CO and the hydroxyl

radical via photolysis (Cooke et al., 2010). Localised direct CH2O sources include

biomass burning events, industrial and urban pollution (Stavrakou et al., 2009b;

Gonzi and Palmer, 2010; Parrish et al., 2012). Satellite observations of CH2O can

be used to infer global isoprene emissions through application of a linear regression

from formaldehyde observations to chemical transport model estimated isoprene

emissions (Palmer et al., 2003; Shim et al., 2005; Palmer et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2007;

Barkley et al., 2008, 2013).

Continuing a heritage of satellite mounted UV spectrometers beginning with

GOME-1, through SCIAMACHY and to OMI, GOME-2 was launched on October

19th 2006 on board the European MetOp-A satellite (Munro et al., 2006). The

polar orbit of MetOp-A has a local equator crossing time of 09:30, whilst the 1920

km swath of GOME-2 allows for global coverage every 1.5 days. GOME-2’s wave-

length range extends through 240–790 nm, recording Earthshine radiances on four

channels each constructed of 1024 pixels. Scanning the sensor’s field of view across

the satellite ground track’s swath width of 1920 km, standard mirror rotation speed

generates data at a spatial resolution of 80 km × 40 km per scan – a significant

increase on its predecessor’s 320 km × 80 km. Designed with the ability to discrimi-

nate between atmospheric absorbers whose absorption cross sections possess rapidly

varying features, the spectral resolution of the instrument ranges from 0.26 nm to

0.51 nm.

Work presented here is motivated by a need to increase the knowledge of atmo-

spheric chemistry’s interactions with global climate. In the context of constraining

the effects of isoprene on tropical tropospheric chemistry, significant improvements
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on current CH2O retrieval accuracy are necessary to improve poorly understood

isoprene emission estimates (Barkley et al., 2012a). This translates to a require-

ment for a formaldehyde product whose spectral fitting parameters are thoroughly

understood, and optimised specific to the GOME-2 instrument. Critical to the ap-

plication of satellite measured formaldehyde is the error prone conversion from line

of sight measurements to vertical columns whose values are directly applicable to

chemical transport models (CTM). For this, an air mass factor (AMF) must be

derived, accounting for instrument viewing geometry, cloud, aerosol surface albedo,

and absorber profile of the measurement (Palmer et al., 2001). In an effort to de-

rive CH2O columns whose measurements are as reliable as currently possible, the

accuracy of highly sensitive formaldehyde AMFs must also be improved upon the

current generation of models for applicability to GOME-2. Comparison of satel-

lite formaldehyde products against CTM columns provides a two-way evaluation of

both CTM and satellite data, whilst new data can be correlated with environmental

parameters known to be of relevance to isoprene emission (Zhang et al., 2010).

This thesis begins in Chapter 2 with a briefing on the scientific background of

tropospheric chemistry, and significantly for this work, isoprene’s interaction with

atmospheric chemistry. A summary of isoprene monitoring methods is continued

with the introduction of formaldehyde, its relevance to isoprene and atmospheric

chemistry, and a discussion of existing monitoring methods for its distribution and

magnitude. Chapter 3 examines the methodology and instrument used for detection

of formaldehyde from space in this work. The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment

2 (GOME-2) spectroscopic instrument is detailed, and complemented by an intro-

duction to the principles of the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS)

method used for CH2O’s detection from space. Limitations of the DOAS method

when applied to GOME-2, as well as issues surrounding the radiometric degradation

of the instrument are noted.

Conducting a comprehensive suite of sensitivity tests on a month’s GOME-2

data, the 4th chapter details the characterisation of an optimal CH2O retrieval using

8



the DOAS technique with radiance measurements from the GOME-2 instrument.

Further experiments are conducted in an effort to reduce instrumental degradation

effects, and spectroscopic retrieval dependence on the latitudinal bias correction

known as the reference sector method. Chapter 5 looks at the generation of AMFs

pertinent to the preceding GOME-2 CH2O retrieval, focussing on the development

and upgrade of an existing AMF algorithm. This incorporates the state of the art

in the field of AMF generation, whilst advancing the method with the introduction

of several novel components to the algorithm. Chapter 6 brings together work from

chapters 4 and 5 to present a brand new global 5 year (2007–2011) CH2O vertical

column product. This provides the data for subsequent quantitative comparison

and evaluation of the new columns against model generated CH2O columns from

GEOS-Chem, and an existing CH2O dataset. Correlations are then drawn between

CH2O concentrations and external geophysical datasets associated with elevated

formaldehyde (and by extension, isoprene) concentrations. Chapter 7 concludes the

thesis with a critical appraisal and summary of the work, as well as discussion on

future directions for tropospheric CH2O retrieval research.
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Chapter 2

Formaldehyde’s Role in

Atmospheric Chemistry

2.1 Overview of atmospheric chemistry

The atmosphere is essential for life on Earth, providing a protective shield to reflect

and absorb harmful ultra-violet (UV) radiation, as well as providing an invisible

blanket for the biosphere; serving to maintain temperatures within a habitable range

for much of the Earth’s surface. Atmospheric chemistry groups the study of chemical

processes occurring above Earth’s crust, and extending through various layers of

gases enveloping the Earth, up to the boundary of space, at approximately 100

km from the Earth’s surface. Atmospheric chemistry is intimately connected to

the Earth system through dynamic feedbacks with the biosphere and hydrosphere,

with changes in magnitudes and distributions of chemical compounds resident in the

atmosphere affecting geochemical and geophysical processes at the Earth’s surface

(Wayne, 1990; Fowler et al., 2009). The role of atmospheric chemistry in regulating

Earth’s climate is significant, with direct effects occurring due to reflection and

absorption of radiation by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Indirect effects on

climate change arise due to the regulation of quantities of these first order climate

effectors by highly reactive chemicals in the atmosphere (Forster et al., 2007).



The majority of research into atmospheric chemistry has historically been of a

reactionary nature, investigating anthropogenically initiated pollution events related

to air quality (Monks et al., 2009). Examples of such events include the London

smog, arising from lack of control on industrial emissions from the 1700’s onwards,

allowing large urban scale accumulations of soot and fog to form over the capital.

In tandem with rapid industrialisation experienced globally over the last century,

photochemical smog has formed over large conurbations (e.g. Los Angeles, Mexico

City) on a regular basis, becoming a common feature of life over the last 20 years

for residents in the rapidly developing urban centres of East Asia. Discovery of

the ozone hole over Antarctica provided evidence of the global impact of humans

on atmospheric chemistry (Farman et al., 1985), whose rapid diagnosis has allowed

policy makers to implement legislation to ameliorate and reverse the problem over

the coming years. Contemporary focus on anthropogenically induced climate change

has led to a co-ordinated effort to better understand the processes of atmospheric

chemistry on a global scale. In order to provide policy makers with more accurate

information on probable causes and effects in the climate system, monitoring and

modelling of atmospheric chemistry is now at the forefront of the climate change

agenda (IPCC, 2001).

Within this chapter, an overview of the basics of atmospheric chemistry is pre-

sented, acting as a primer for the following discussion of the volatile organic com-

pound isoprene, and its significance for atmospheric chemistry. As a first order de-

composition product of isoprene, formaldehyde is subsequently examined together

with an appraisal of its global distribution, magnitudes, and a review of space-borne

monitoring methods.

2.1.1 Atmospheric vertical structure and composition

The atmosphere is a stratified medium, whose distinct layers are formed by pres-

sure and temperature gradients as a result of radiation balancing between the Solar

source and Earth’s radiative emission. At least in the lower reaches of the atmo-
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Figure 2.1: Vertical composition of the atmosphere, showing the temperature gra-
dient as a function of height. Data from the 1976 U.S. standard atmosphere.

sphere, these layers are identifiable by the reactivity of gases found within them due

to available radiation with which to encourage chemical reactions (Finlayson-Pitts

and Pitts, 2000). Directly above the Earth’s surface lies the troposphere, typically

extending upwards to between 8–15km at mid-latitudes, and accounting for approx-

imately 80% of atmospheric mass (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). This layer consists

of turbulent air masses, directly influenced by surface albedo and diurnal variation

in the radiation balance, and friction of its air masses against the Earth’s surface.

Weather systems are generated by turbulence in the troposphere, facilitating sig-

nificant chemical mixing within this layer, contributing to the dynamic cocktail of

chemical composition in this region. Decreasing temperatures are experienced as a

function of height throughout the troposphere, as air parcels become less subject

to the influence of the radiation reflected and emitted by the Earth’s surface. This

encourages vertical mixing between systems of ascending and descending parcels of

air, influencing pressure and temperature at the surface, serving to form weather

systems of wind and cloud.

The stratosphere is defined by a gradual increase in temperature from the top

of the troposphere, upwards to approximately 50 km at mid latitudes. It is less
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H2O-rich atmosphere (Levy, 1971; Chameides
and Walker, 1973; Ehhalt, 1999; Lelieveld et al.,
1999; Prather et al., 2001). As of early 2000s,
its global average concentration is only ,106
radicals cm23 or ,6 parts in 1014 by mole in
the troposphere (Prinn et al., 2001). But its
influence is enormous and its life cycle
complex. For example, it reacts with CO,
usually within ,1 s, to produce CO2 (and also
a hydrogen atom, which quickly combines with
O2 to form hydroperoxy free radicals, HO2).
Another key player is nitric oxide (NO), which
can be produced by lightning, combustion, and
nitrogen microbes, and undoubtedly became
present at significant levels in the Earth’s
atmosphere as soon as O2 and N2 became the
dominant atmospheric constituents. NO can
react with either O3 or HO2 to form NO2.
The reaction of NO with HO2 is special because
it regenerates OH giving two major sources
(Oð1DÞþ H2O! 2OH and NOþ HO2! NO2þ
OH) for this key cleansing radical. The NO2

is also important because it photodissociates
even in violet wavelengths to produce oxygen
atoms and thus O3. Hence, there are also two
major sources of O3 (photodissociation of both
O2 and NO2).

The importance of OH as a removal mechanism
for atmospheric trace gases is illustrated inTable 2,
which shows the global emissions of each gas and
the approximate percentage of each of these
emitted gases which is destroyed by reaction with
OH (Ehhalt, 1999).
Evidently, OH removes a total of ,3:65 £

1015 g of the listed gases each year, or an

Table 1 Gaseous chemical composition of the atmosphere (1 ppt ¼ 10212; 1 ppb ¼ 1029; 1 ppm ¼ 1026).

Constituent Chemical formula Mole fraction in dry air Major sources

Nitrogen N2 78.084% Biological
Oxygen O2 20.948% Biological
Argon Ar 0.934% Inert
Carbon dioxide CO2 360 ppm Combustion, ocean, biosphere
Neon Ne 18.18 ppm Inert
Helium He 5.24 ppm Inert
Methane CH4 1.7 ppm Biogenic, anthropogenic
Hydrogen H2 0.55 ppm Biogenic, anthropogenic, photochemical
Nitrous oxide N2O 0.31 ppm Biogenic, anthropogenic
Carbon monoxide CO 50–200 ppb Photochemical, anthropogenic
Ozone (troposphere) O3 10–500 ppb Photochemical
Ozone (stratosphere) O3 0.5–10 ppm Photochemical
NMHC CxHy 5–20 ppb Biogenic, anthropogenic
Chlorofluorocarbon 12 CF2Cl2 540 ppt Anthropogenic
Chlorofluorocarbon 11 CFCl3 265 ppt Anthropogenic
Methylchloroform CH3CCl3 65 ppt Anthropogenic
Carbon tetrachloride CCl4 98 ppt Anthropogenic
Nitrogen oxides NOx 10 ppt–1 ppm Soils, lightning, anthropogenic
Ammonia NH3 10 ppt–1 ppb Biogenic
Hydroxyl radical OH 0.05 ppt Photochemical
Hydroperoxyl radical HO2 2 ppt Photochemical
Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 0.1–10 ppb Photochemical
Formaldehyde CH2O 0.1–1 ppb Photochemical
Sulfur dioxide SO2 10 ppt–1 ppb Photochemical, volcanic, anthropogenic
Dimethyl sulfide CH3SCH3 10–100 ppt Biogenic
Carbon disulfide CS2 1–300 ppt Biogenic, anthropogenic
Carbonyl sulfide OCS 500 ppt Biogenic, volcanic, anthropogenic
Hydrogen sulfide H2S 5–500 ppt Biogenic, volcanic

Source: Brasseur et al. (1999) and Prinn et al. (2000).

Table 2 Global turnover of tropospheric trace gases
and the fraction removed by reaction with OH according
to Ehhalt (1999). The mean global OH concentration
was taken as 1 £ 106 cm23 (Prinn et al., 1995)

ð1 Tg ¼ 1012gÞ.
Trace gas Global

emission rate
(Tg yr21)

Removal
by OH
(%)

Removal
by OH

(Tg yr21)

CO 2,800 85 2,380
CH4 530 90 477
C2H6 20 90 18
Isoprene 570 90 513
Terpenes 140 50 70
NO2 150 50 75
SO2 300 30 90
(CH3)2S 30 90 27

Ozone, Hydroxyl Radical, and Oxidative Capacity2

Figure 2.2: Chemical composition of the atmosphere (Table 1., Prinn (2003))

affected by fluctuations in the radiation balance of the Earth’s surface, depending

primarily on incoming solar radiation for its energy receipt, and as such is much less

turbulent than the troposphere in terms of weather systems. Ascending temperature

gradients in this region are caused by photochemical oxidation of oxygen molecules

by UV radiation forming the ozone layer.

Beyond the stratosphere lie the mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere, con-

tinuing into the ionosphere, collectively termed the upper atmosphere, these regions

extend towards Earth’s boundary with space at approximately 600 km. At these

heights very low air densities are encountered, with the few chemicals in this region

forced to highly volatile states owing to high levels of unmodulated solar energy.

Due to its inaccessibility (too high for aircraft and balloon measurements, and too

low for orbiting spacecraft), the upper atmosphere has been the subject of com-

paratively little research compared with efforts applied to the lower reaches of the

atmosphere.

Air within the atmosphere is composed predominantly of nitrogen (N2 - 78%),

oxygen (O2 - 20.9%) and argon (Ar - 0.9%), with the remainder constituting the trace

gases, which although only present in minute amounts, account for the majority of
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activity in atmospheric chemistry (Figure 2.2). Trace gases of interest include O3

in the stratosphere, the greenhouse gases – responsible for climate forcing via direct

adjustment of Earth’s radiation balance in the troposphere (e.g. H2O, CO2 and

CH4), and traces gases responsible for indirect forcing via altering greenhouse gas

concentrations (CO, NO2, O3 and volatile organic compounds such as isoprene).

Aerosols represent the final important constituent of the atmosphere, whose particle

size and weight allow these solid particles to be uplifted from the Earth’s surface

and held in suspension in the atmosphere. Whilst not classed as gases, aerosols

nevertheless exhibit many key interactions with atmospheric chemistry.

2.1.2 Stratospheric chemistry

Providing the first significant buffer of gaseous molecules between space and the

Earth’s surface, the stratosphere acts to absorb the vast majority of UV radiation

through photochemical oxidation (Rowland, 2006). An excited O(1
D) atom from

photolysis of O2 at wavelengths <290 nm rapidly combines with an adjacent O2

molecule to form O3, itself susceptible to further photolysis in the UV, ensuring the

cycle is continued (Chapman, 1932). This ozone-oxygen cycle maintains a layer of

stratospheric ozone absorbing approximately 98% of incoming UV radiation from the

Sun, which in its lower wavelengths (< 280 nm) is extremely harmful to life (Diffey,

1991). With an increase in ozone monitoring facilities, it has been shown that

ozone amounts estimated solely with the Chapman formalism have been incorrectly

estimated at approximately twice their actual concentrations.

Extra catalytic ozone removal processes have since been inferred which align

modelled ozone with the measured reality. Hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine and bromine

are known to offer pathways for ozone removal, all being emitted in not insignifi-

cant quantities globally - BrO released from melting snowpacks at the poles, OH

from water vapour and vegetation, and chlorine emission via CFCs. In addition

to absorption of harmful UV radiation, displaced energy from this process acts to

maintain broad temperature gradients throughout the atmosphere. The thickness,
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and therefore quantity of ozone in the stratosphere, can be directly linked to climatic

changes for the Earth system (Aghedo et al., 2011). Greater amounts of ozone lead

to a greater interception of UV radiation and higher levels of photolysis, in turn

liberating larger amounts of heat from energy, warming the stratosphere. Whilst

lesser amounts of ozone allow for fewer reactions, encouraging a cooler stratosphere.

Ozone is distributed globally, with layer depth varying on a broadly latitudinal scale,

thinning towards the poles as a result of Brewer–Dobson circulation.

2.2 Tropospheric chemistry

The troposphere lacks the ozone layer seen in the stratosphere (accounting for 90% of

the atmosphere’s O3) due to an insufficient number of photons with enough energy

(<240 nm) reaching the troposphere to initiate the Chapman cycle. This region

therefore relies on a multitude of complex chemical processes for OH sources with

which to initiate chemical reactions. Typically exhibiting a lifetime of between

1 week in the tropical planetary boundary layer to several months closest to the

tropopause (Jacob, 2000), ozone’s interaction with atmospheric chemistry at these

lower levels are markedly different to its role in the stratosphere. Tropospheric ozone

is of major interest as a direct influence on climate change via radiative forcing of

the Earth’s climate, and for its indirect effects through influence on the oxidative

capacity of the troposphere (Brasseur et al., 1998).

2.2.1 Radiative forcing

The most recent IPCC report ranks tropospheric ozone’s radiative forcing effect

(the difference between energy received at the top of the atmosphere to that which

is reflected back into space) behind only CO2 and CH4, with an estimated total

sky radiative forcing of 0.35 W m−2, noting the level of scientific understanding

on the topic as medium (Forster et al., 2007). More recent evaluations taking into

account upgraded model schemes, place ozone’s direct radiative effect at 0.40 W m−2
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(Stevenson et al., 2012). Uncertainties for attribution of ozone forcing remain, in

part influenced by temporal and spatial variability in the tropospheric O3 column.

These uncertainties are affected by poorly quantified cloud screening effects on ozone

forcing, in the short wave acting to increase radiation path lengths, and in the long

wave decreasing outgoing long wave radiation (Joiner et al., 2009). Varying spatial

and vertical distributions of the gas also impart errors on attempts to constrain O3’s

radiative effect, with Aghedo et al. (2011) finding significant biases between model

estimations due to uncertainties in tropopause height and O3 vertical columns over

Earth’s mid-latitudes.

2.2.2 Chemical forcing

The complex web of chemical pathways leading to generation and de-composition

of chemical species plays a large role in moderation of the Earth’s radiation bud-

get. That these pathways are so numerous, and for the most part unknown, makes

this area of tropospheric chemistry source and sink attribution so uncertain. With

anthropogenic increases of CH4, reductions in tropospheric OH are expected, en-

couraging further accumulation of CH4 as part of the CH4 oxidation chain (Logan

et al., 1981). Elevated O3 production as a result of CH4 photolysis provides an ad-

ditional element to CH4’s radiative forcing capacity. IPCC estimates indicate extra

tropospheric O3 will add ∼30% to CH4 radiative forcing of approximately 0.11 W

m−2 (Collins et al., 2006; Forster et al., 2007).

2.2.3 Atmospheric pollution

Tropospheric ozone clearly has the potential to provide a significant element in

climate change (Ainsworth et al., 2012; Stevenson et al., 2012); however its effects

are often felt more immediately in the form of pollution in the very lowermost levels

of the troposphere. Ozone pollution has major effects on the biosphere in natural

and agricultural contexts (Chameides et al., 1999; Fuhrer, 2003; Ashmore, 2005),

where an excess of the molecule causes injury to vegetation by forcing the closure
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of stomata, usually open for the diffusion of CO2 and H2O into tissues, thereby

reducing photosynthesis, plant re-generation and growth (Heggestad and Middleton,

1959; Reich and Amundson, 1985). These effects on plant productivity are thought

to offer an indirect forcing on climate change by adjusting levels of carbon fixation

through vegetation, possibly accounting for a greater contribution to global warming

than expected for ozone’s radiative effects alone (Sitch et al., 2007; Ainsworth et al.,

2012).

Ozone can cause damage to living tissue including that of humans, with the

molecule ingested via the respiratory system causing a multitude of health issues

related to cell damage in this part of the body (Kim et al., 2011). The impact

for humans is exacerbated by the fact that anthropogenic activities often have a

tendency to promote an excess of tropospheric ozone to form, through incomplete

combustion of fossil fuels in industrial processes and vehicle engines (via NOx ini-

tiated O3 production), as well as a greatly increased likelihood for the presence of

anthropogenic VOCs.

2.2.4 Ozone sources and sinks

The tropospheric ozone budget is derived from a number of sources (Table 2.1).

Most obviously, the sinking of stratospheric air through the tropopause accounts for

approximately 610 Tg yr−1 (Hsu and Prather, 2009) of an estimated tropospheric

Natural emissions Anthropogenic emissions

CH4 100–230 Tg y−1 299 Tg y−1

10 Tg y−1 oceans
5 Tg y−1 freshwater
5 Tg y−1 CH4 hydrates
20 Tg y−1 termites

NMVOC (all) – 139 Tg y−1

NMVOC (isoprene) 500–600 Tg y−1

NOx 7–20 Tg NO-N y−1 soil (all sources) 31 Tg NOx-N y−1

2–20 Tg N y−1 lightning
20 Tg N y−1 pyrogenic, agriculture

CO Negligible 549 Tg y−1

Table 2.1: Global natural and anthropogenic tropospheric ozone precursor estimates
(Table 4.1, Royal Society (2008)).
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Figure 2.3: Tropospheric ozone sources and sinks, including global O3 fluxes. (Figure
3.1, Royal Society (2008))

ozone budget of 4974 ± 223 Tg yr−1 (Stevenson et al., 2006). The remainder of

the budget is highly dependent on the chemical conversion of trace gases in the

planetary boundary layer (Holton et al., 1995; Lelieveld and Dentener, 2000). These

contributing trace gases are primarily composed of variable NO2 concentrations pho-

tolysing with carbon monoxide (CO) (Holloway et al., 2000), and the class of trace

gases known as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Logan et al., 1981). Naturally

occurring VOC emissions are found in vast quantities, which despite an increasing

influence from anthropogenic activities in recent years, still dwarf the human com-

ponent globally (Jacob and Wofsy, 1988; Guenther, 1995; Atkinson and Arey, 2003;

Warneke et al., 2007). CO sources are primarily composed of anthropogenic emis-

sions, together with oxidation of VOCs including CH4 and biogenic VOCs (Duncan

et al., 2007). Figure 2.3 provides an illustrated view of the O3 cycle in terms of its

global sources and sinks.

CO and CH4 combine to provide a significant component of tropospheric chem-
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istry in clean, remote regions lacking significant BVOC and anthropogenic VOC

sources, together with additional oceanic sources of BVOCs (?). The extent of their

influence on the remote troposphere is due to the gases high residence times prior

to chemical degradation, allowing for thorough mixing and distribution to regions

beyond the lifetime of more reactive trace gases. Significant non-methane VOCs

(NMVOCs) are emitted primarily by vegetation, and include isoprene, monoter-

penes, and aromatics (Guenther et al., 2006). Localised NMVOC budget contri-

butions are seen from anthropogenic sources associated with fossil fuel combustion.

Aside from VOCs, nitrogen oxides (NOx) play a key role in tropospheric ozone forma-

tion (Sillman et al., 1999), being naturally released through decomposition of plant

matter within soil (Bertram et al., 2005), as well as production from lightning (Price

et al., 1997). The anthropogenic contribution to the NOx budget is derived again

from fossil fuel combustion, as well as a significant portion from biomass burning

(Jaegle et al., 2005). As ozone is an unstable compound, its primary sink of ∼4500

Tg y−1 is photolytic reaction in the troposphere (Jenkin and Clemitshaw, 2000),

whilst deposition and ingestion by vegetation also accounts for approximately 1000

Tg y−1 of ozone removal (Ainsworth et al., 2012).

2.2.5 Tropospheric radical chemistry

Availability of free radicals determines the degradation pathways of many organic

compounds in the atmosphere (Monks, 2005). Radicals including hydroxyl (OH),

nitrates (NOx), excited oxygen (O(1
D)), and hydroperoxys and peroxys (HO2 and

RO2) control the rate of these reactions. Radical’s ability to rapidly react with the

vast majority of trace gases arises from a free electron forcing the molecule to an

unbalanced state. The role of radicals in the troposphere, and OH in particular, is

often likened to that of a detergent, providing the oxidation capacity to cleanse the

troposphere of an excess of pollutants (Lelieveld et al., 2008).

Although radiation ≤290nm is largely filtered out by the stratospheric ozone

layer, photolysis still occurs less frequently, at wavelengths ≥290nm. Following
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the nomenclature of Atkinson (2000), the single excited oxygen atom (O(1
D)) from

this reaction is available to combine with water vapour (H2O) and produce an OH

radical. The OH pathway operates in competition with de-activation of the oxygen

free radical to a ground state - ensuring that for each O(1
D), approximately 0.2 OH

molecules are generated.

O3
hv<290nm−−−−−−→ O2 + O(1

D) (2.1)

O(1
D) + H2O −→ 2 OH. (2.2)

Tropospheric VOC concentrations are reduced via deposition processes or chem-

ical transformation as a result of interaction with NO3, OH and O3. These VOC

transformations typically make use of the alkyl degradation pathway, entailing the

creation and destruction of the alkyl (R), alkyl peroxy (RO2), and alkoxy (RO)

intermediary radicals. With the large number of VOC species present in the tropo-

sphere, in the following general description of VOC oxidation, R is used to denote a

generic VOC. Hydroxyl initiates the oxidation chain by reacting with R, generating

water, which reacts with oxygen to form peroxy radicals (RO2):

RH + OH −→ H2O + R (2.3)

R + O2 −→ RO2. (2.4)

The atmospheric pollutant NO2 is generated after RO2’s reaction with NO, allow-

ing accumulation of O3 through NO2 generation, without requiring a further O3

molecule:

NO + RO2 −→ NO2 + RO. (2.5)

Of relevance to work presented here, the organic formaldehyde (CH2O) com-

pound permits further R formation through photolysis, and as such represents an
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important intermediate in atmospheric O3 cycling through release of free radicals

(Calvert et al., 1972; Cantrell et al., 1990):

CH2O
hv−→ HCO + H (2.6)

CH2O
hv−→ H2 + CO. (2.7)

With the product of Equation 2.6 quickly reacting with oxygen leading to the gen-

eration of forming the hydroperoxyl radical:

HCO + O2 −→ CO + HO2 (2.8)

Which in concert with a stabilising molecule of N2 or O2 (referred to as M), assists

in the O3 cycle:

H + O2 + M −→ HO2 + M. (2.9)

2.2.6 Methane

CH4 is of major importance for climate change for its properties as both a chemical

and radiative forcer on the climate system (Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002). It plays

an active role in regulating background tropospheric OH concentrations (Cicerone

and Oremland, 1988), and contributes to the greenhouse effect through radiation

absorption and reflection (Lashof and Ahuja, 1990). From a global emission source

estimated at 600 Tg yr−1, anthropogenic sources are thought to account for ap-

proximately 70% of methane released to the atmosphere (Lelieveld et al., 1998).

These man-made sources occur in the form of agriculture, predominantly rice culti-

vation (Redeker et al., 2000), and coal and natural gas processing for use as fossil

fuels. Naturally occurring methane is emitted from wetlands such as peat bogs and

swamps (Whiting and Chanton, 1993). In all cases, the bulk of methane is emitted

by bacteria acting on the decomposition of organic matter (Conrad, 1996; Hanson
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and Hanson, 1996).

Removal processes for CH4 are predominantly composed of loss to the tropo-

spheric OH sink (507 Tg yr−1), with minor stratospheric losses (40 Tg yr−1), and

subsumption by soil (30 Tg yr−1) (Mikaloff Fletcher et al., 2004). To illustrate the

OH decomposition pathway of CH4, the Atkinson (2000) nomenclature is used again:

OH + CH4 −→ H2O + CH3. (2.10)

CH3 + O2 −→ CH3O2. (2.11)

The methyl peroxy radical product of the above reactions react with NO or HO2

depending on availability:

CH3O2 + NO −→ CH3O + NO2. (2.12)

CH3O2 + HO2 −→ CH3OOH + O2. (2.13)

Methyl radicals (CH3O) from the NO based reaction are converted to CH2O:

CH3O + O2 −→ CH2O + HO2. (2.14)

Whilst the CH3OOH product from OH reaction can be photolysed, yielding CH3O,

which feeds into the above reaction:

CH3OOH
hv−→ CH3O + OH. (2.15)

Alternatively, reactions may be descendants of methyl, which on scavenging by OH

leads to CH2O generation, and OH recycling:

CH3OOH + OH −→ CH2O + H2O + OH. (2.16)

Or for descendants of hydroperoxy reactions, peroxy radicals are formed, feeding
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back into the pathway at the NO / HO2 level illustrated above (Equations 2.12 and

2.13):

CH3OOH + OH −→ CH3O2 + H2O. (2.17)

From the above equations it is shown all CH4 is eventually converted to CH2O.

In turn, CH2O is converted to CO on a timescale of 4–6 hours, and then on to CO2

over a matter of months. The HCO radical used in the conversion to CO is produced

by photolysis below 330 nm:

CH2O
hv<330nm−−−−−−→ H + HCO. (2.18)

Or through reaction with the OH radical:

CH2O + OH −→ HCO + H2O. (2.19)

And on to CO and HO2:

HCO + O2 −→ CO + HO2. (2.20)

2.2.7 Non-methane volatile organic compounds

The above mechanisms operate in a relatively uniform fashion across the globe due

to the lifetime of CH4. Less well distributed are NMVOCs, adjusting the balance of

tropospheric ozone production, and the oxidising capacity of the atmosphere over

vegetated continental regions. NMVOCs tend to have short atmospheric lifetimes

of hours to days, rather than weeks, allowing large variations in spatial distribu-

tion across the globe to occur dependent on localised emission sources. Unlike

direct ozone, CO2 and CH4 radiative forcing mechanisms, NMVOCs indirectly af-

fect climate (Pacifico et al., 2009), adjusting the availability of ozone (Sanderson

et al., 2003; Fiore et al., 2011; Paulot et al., 2012), influencing regional OH budgets
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(De Arellano et al., 2011; Taraborrelli et al., 2012), and assisting in the production

of secondary organic aerosol (SOA), a direct radiative forcer (Claeys et al., 2004;

Henze and Seinfeld, 2006; van Donkelaar et al., 2007; Forster et al., 2007).

2.3 Isoprene

The NMVOC grouping is predominantly composed of isoprenoids, monoterpenes,

alkanes and alkenes, amongst others (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999). Guenther

et al. (2000) estimate that of the tens of thousands of organic compounds generated

by vegetation, less than 40 are likely to be emitted in significant enough quantities

to affect the atmospheric OH balance. Anthropogenic activities are thought to ac-

count for 145 Tg yr−1 of the NMVOC budget (EDGAR, 2011), dwarfed by a further

1150 Tg yr−1 of emissions from biogenic sources, primarily vegetation (Atkinson and

Arey, 2003); hereafter referred to as biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs).

Here, the focus is placed on the most dominant BVOC, isoprene (C5H8). Thought to

account for approximately 50% of the BVOC grouping, isoprene’s estimated emis-

sions are between 500–750 Tg yr−1 (Guenther et al., 2006). Given the propensity for

emission from vegetation, strong regional enhancements are masked by the global

mean, with the Tropics accounting for 75% of the global total (Figure 2.4). In

the following section, isoprene’s significance for atmospheric chemistry is discussed,

examining emission function and the effects of the compound on the tropospheric

oxidation budget (Figure 2.5).

2.3.1 Production

Trace gas emissions from vegetation are identified as a key interface between the

biosphere and atmosphere (Sharkey and Yeh, 2001). Isoprene production occurs in

the chloroplast, undergoing no storage, and is immediately emitted directly to the

planetary boundary layer through leaf stomata. Isoprene’s emission from vegetation

is known to be strongly dependent on light and temperature in the first instance,
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Figure 2.4: MEGAN estimated mean isoprene emission rates for 2003 (Figure 10,
Guenther et al. (2006)).

as well as exhibiting more complicated relationships with environmental stress and

growth stages (Pacifico et al., 2009). Occurring naturally, isoprene accounts for 2–

8% of carbon fixation in vegetation, dependent on environmental factors and plant

type (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999).

2.3.2 Emission

Isoprene emission is not common to all vegetation, but present in a large number

of measured species, particularly woody biomass in temperate regions, which goes

some way to explaining the prevalence of tropical rainforests in isoprene emission

inventories (Guenther, 1995; Guenther et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2008; Arneth et al.,

2011). It is widely reported that the fundamental controls on its emission are light

and temperature (Sharkey and Singsaas, 1995; Sharkey et al., 1996). With the tem-

perature dependency of isoprene production directly linked to photosynthesis, via

isoprene synthase activity (Monson et al., 1992), emission rates and the climatic

factors controlling isoprene emissions are intricately linked (Figure 2.6). Variations
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Figure 2.5: Overview of isoprene’s interaction for tropospheric chemistry (Barkley,
personal communication, 2013).

in isoprene production occur between a range of minimum and maximum emission

activation temperatures, above these maximum temperatures, emissions are seen to

rapidly drop off, indicating a significant degradation in leaf biochemistry (Singsaas

and Sharkey, 2000). Regional extrapolation studies using satellite datasets have

been used to infer isoprene plant response to insolation and temperature, with re-

sults broadly confirming expected responses to air temperature (Abbot et al., 2003;

Duncan et al., 2009).

2.3.3 Function

Leaf age and plant development also play a part in isoprene production, with work

by Kuzma and Fall (1993) linking emissions to leaf growth stage and isoprene syn-

thase activity, showing old and young leaves to emit isoprene at reduced rates. The

work of Sharkey and Loreto (1993) extends this hypothesis, suggesting emissions

are synchronised with leaf maturity, going on to show water availability maintains
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July and August with correlations of 0.57 and 0.58, respectively.
Unlike other regions, the temperatureesoil moisture relationship
found in the West is not as pronounced for July and August with
correlation coefficients of !0.36 and !0.14, respectively. June is the
only month that is well correlated for the West (R¼!0.65). This

indicates that soil moisture and temperature are largely decoupled
for this region and can be considered independent of one another
outside of June.

In summary, the response of EN to environmental factors can
vary from region to region due to differences in regional climate.

Fig. 4. Dependency factors, (orange) LAI, (black) gT, (blue) gSM, and (red) gP, versus EN for the Southeast, Northeast, Plains, and West regions (Fig. 1). Note that LAI is divided by 10 for
illustrative purposes. Each marker represents the monthly average for one simulation year averaged over the specified region (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

A.B. Tawfik et al. / Atmospheric Environment 54 (2012) 216e224 221

Figure 2.6: Modelled monthly mean (left to right: June, July, August averages
over 1994–2008) isoprene fluxes for the north east U.S.A. plotted as a function
of model parameter: LAI (yellow), soil moisture (blue), leaf temperature (black),
photosynthetically active radiation(red). (Figure 4, Tawfik et al. (2012)).

a control on isoprene emission. Localised ozone pollution events affect plant health,

with Loreto and Velikova (2001) postulating an anti-oxidant role for isoprene emis-

sions, protecting photosynthetic membrane apparatus in plants from ozone damage.

Isoprene is thought to offer a large degree of thermo-tolerance to leaves during ex-

treme heat episodes, noting isoprene production greatly increases throughout such

events, protecting leaves from cellular necrosis at otherwise unsustainable tempera-

tures (Singsaas et al., 1997; Siwko et al., 2007). Further proposed functions of VOC

emissions from vegetation include compounds facilitating communication between

plants (Baldwin and Shultz, 1983; Kessler et al., 2006), and discouraging herbivore

grazing (Baldwin et al., 2006; Kost and Heil, 2006). Oxidation of VOCs in the plan-

etary boundary layer also creates variations in trace gas concentrations visible to

some insect species, linking isoprene emission and plant pollination (Pichersky and

Gershenzon, 2002; Andrews et al., 2007).

2.3.4 Chemical significance

Isoprene mixing within forest canopies is subject to a series of complex transport and

decomposition pathways, all the more so in tropical regions where species diversity

is high, and associated chemical reactions largely unknown. Following emission from

leaves, isoprene’s escape efficiency to the atmosphere is determined primarily by its

height in the boundary layer – for biomes composed predominantly of trees, these
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emission rates increase towards the top of the canopy (Guenther et al., 1996; Helmig

et al., 1998). For isoprene emitted within and below the canopy, significant amounts

of isoprene are thought to be oxidised prior to reaching the canopy surface (Jardine

et al., 2011), increasing variability in mixing gradients under the canopy. Despite

this, studies have shown that on reaching the canopy ceiling, isoprene is reasonably

well mixed on entrainment into the planetary boundary layer (Kuhn et al., 2007).

Vertical mixing is time dependent, tied to diurnal cycles of mesoscale convection

created by insolation receipt throughout the day to initiate within canopy movement

(De Arellano et al., 2011). Once elevated to the troposphere, isoprene exhibits a

high reactivity, with a tropical atmospheric lifetime expected to be in the region of

1–2 hours prior to its removal (Atkinson and Arey, 2003), although large variability

is noted depending on compound height and associated temperature and pressure

(Kuhn et al., 2007; Apel et al., 2012). Several of the chemical pathways followed

in the breakdown of isoprene (Figure 2.7) are known to bear significant effects on

regional atmospheric chemistry, with associated implications for global climate.

2.3.5 Role of isoprene for Earth’s climate

In a pristine atmosphere, ozone formation is regulated by NOx and relative VOC

concentrations (Jenkin and Clemitshaw, 2000). The key to isoprene’s interaction

with ozone formation lies in the climatic predisposition for regions of elevated iso-

prene to sustain high atmospheric temperatures, leading to an efficient reaction with

NOx, whereby a single isoprene molecule can lead to several ozone molecules forming.

This becomes a problem in urban areas where high NOx levels from anthropogenic

activities prevail (mainly combustion engine emissions) to produce unnaturally high

O3 concentrations (Ryerson et al., 2003).

OH regulation – Isoprene’s significance in the tropical atmosphere relates to its

role in OH regulation (Stone et al., 2011), and subsequent provision for tro-

pospheric ozone formation (Atkinson and Arey, 2003; Archibald et al., 2011;

Fiore et al., 2011; Paulot et al., 2012). With isoprene decomposition pathways
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example, in the presence of 50 ppt of HO2, the loss coef-
ficient for each of the isoprene-derived peroxy radicals via
reaction with HO2 in MCM v3.1 is about 0.02 s−1.
The possible isomerisation of isoprene-derived peroxy

radicals possessing both δ-hydroxy and β-hydroxy sub-
stituents has recently been addressed as part of the theoreti-
cal study of Peeters et al. (2009), who used a combination of
DFT and ab initio methods to elucidate potential pathways
in the isoprene OH initiated degradation that may be impor-
tant for the issue of recycling HOx. Several of the potentially
significant outcomes of their study have therefore been in-
corporated (Mechanisms 3a and 3b). The schematic in Fig. 6
summarises the major changes which have been made to the
base mechanism, to allow a full appraisal of the impact of
the RO2 isomerisation chemistry, based on the parameters
reported by Peeters et al. (2009). These include a number of
important features, which are now summarised:
(i) a rigorous representation of the cis- and trans- isomers

of the δ-hydroxyalkenyl peroxy radicals, to reflect that only
the cis- isomers can potentially undergo isomerisations anal-
ogous to Reaction (R20);
(ii) a rigorous representation of the reversibility of O2 ad-

dition to the “allyl-type” OH-isoprene adducts, which was
calculated to be significant by Peeters et al. (2009). This
allows redistribution of subsets of the peroxy radical popu-
lation between the various isomers under atmospheric condi-
tions, i.e., when their lifetimes with respect to onward reac-
tion (with NO, HO2 and RO2) are comparable with, or longer
than, those with respect to back decomposition;
(iii) inclusion of 1,6 H atom shift isomerisation re-

actions for each of the (newly-defined) cis- isomers of
the δ-hydroxyalkenyl peroxy radicals, CISOPAO2 and
CISOPCO2, at respective rates of 1 s−1 and 8 s−1 (based on
the reported lower limits); followed by reaction with O2 to
yield HO2 and a hydroperoxyaldehyde product. Peeters et
al. (2009) thus calculate that these reactions are likely to be
the dominant onward fates of these radicals, even at ppb lev-
els of NO;
(iv) inclusion of 1,5 H atom shift isomerisation reac-

tions for the β-hydroxyalkenyl peroxy radicals, ISOPBO2
and ISOPDO2 at respective rates of 4×10−3 s−1 and
1.1×10−2 s−1 (based on the reported lower limits); followed
by a concerted decomposition to yield OH, HCHO and ei-
ther MVK or MACR. Peeters et al. (2009) thus calculate
that these reactions provide a partial competition to Reac-
tions (R10) and (R11) for these radicals at low NOx.
With the exception of the hydroperoxyaldehyde prod-

ucts HPC41CHO (4-hydroperoxy-2-methyl-cis-but-2-enal)
and HPC42CHO (4-hydroperoxy-3-methyl-cis-but-2-enal),
no new first generation products are generated from the
above mechanistic changes. The further degradation of these
compounds was defined using the MCM protocol (Jenkin
et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003), but without imposing
the simplifications usually applied to species possessing hy-
droperoxide groups. The main features of the chemistry are
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the OH initiated degradation
of isoprene to first generation products in Mechanisms 3a and 3b.
With the exception of the initial OH addition ratio, the mecha-
nism and parameters are taken from the theoretical study of Peeters
et al. (2009), and facilitate a full appraisal of the impact of the
RO2 isomerisation chemistry on HOx recycling. ki = 1.5×10−12
cm3 molecule−1 s−1; kii = 3.0×10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1;
kiii = 1.4×10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1; kiv = 1.0×10−12 cm3
molecule−1 s−1. The initial OH addition ratio is unchanged from
MCM v3.1 (see Sect. 2 and Fig. 1), but is very close to that calcu-
lated by Peeters et al. (2009).

shown schematically in Fig. 7 for HPC42CHO, with analo-
gous pathways implemented for HPC41CHO. The complete
updated chemistry in Mechanisms 3a and 3b resulted in an
overall increase of 35 species and 132 reactions relative to
the base case mechanism.
The further degradation of HPC41CHO and HPC42CHO

in the initial update (Mechanism 3a) is dominated by removal
initiated by reaction with OH. Although removal by photol-
ysis is also represented, this makes only a minor contribu-
tion, based on the generic parameters applied to the pho-
tolysis of the hydroperoxide and α, β-unsaturated aldehyde
(methacrolein-like) groups, which assume the chromophores
are independent. However, Peeters et al. (2009) also pointed
out that the combination of the relatively strongly-absorbing
unsaturated aldehyde chromophore, and the weak O-O bond
in the hydroperoxide group, provides the possibility of pho-
tolysis with a unity quantum yield, i.e., some two orders
of magnitude greater than reported for methacrolein (e.g.,
Raber and Moortgat, 1996; Gierczac et al., 1997; Pinho et
al., 2005), leading to the formation of OH as follows:

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 8097–8118, 2010 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/8097/2010/

Figure 2.7: Isoprene’s primary OH initiated decomposition pathways (Figure 6,
Archibald et al. (2010)).

to numerous to detail here, the reader is referred to Atkinson and Arey (2003)

and Archibald et al. (2010) for a detailed description of the predominant iso-

prene reactions. In short, isoprene is rapidly scavenged from the troposphere

by OH, resulting in generation of peroxy radicals. Local concentrations of

NO then determine the fate of these products - low concentrations allowing

HO2 to preferentially react with O3, reducing the tropospheric ozone source.

Conversely, high NO allows for recycling of OH, coincident with an increase in

tropospheric O3 (Atkinson, 2000; Sharkey et al., 2008), from which the major-

ity of tropical boundary layer ozone is thought to be derived (Jacob and Wofsy,
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1988). Recent work suggests an overlooked regeneration OH pathway in trop-

ical environments, whereby in low NO situations, isoprene itself is recycled to

OH without the need for NO interaction, reducing the previously stipulated

influence of isoprene on OH depletion (Lelieveld et al., 2008; Taraborrelli et al.,

2012).

Regardless of which pathway freshly emitted isoprene compounds follow, the

cumulative effect ensures a rapid removal of BVOCs from the atmosphere,

tropospheric ozone generation, and promotion of regional OH levels (Pacifico

et al., 2009). Its net effects become more complex in pristine atmospheric

environments with low NOx levels such as remote tropical ecosystems, where

isoprene is able to react directly with O3, factors which contribute to large

uncertainties in deriving previous extents of tropospheric greenhouse gas in-

teractions (Beerling et al., 2007, 2011).

Secondary Organic Aerosols – Isoprene was first identified as a precursor to

secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation (Claeys et al., 2004). SOAs are

formed in the boundary layer and troposphere through photo-oxidation of iso-

prene, at low enough vapour pressures to separate the compound into gas and

aerosol components (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Hallquist et al., 2009). While the

isoprene compound is not a large SOA yielding product itself, the magnitude

of isoprene emissions (as a result of the extent of Tropical biomes), means

a substantial portion of the global SOA budget is likely to be derived from

isoprene photo-oxidation (Henze and Seinfeld, 2006). Carlton et al. (2009)

list global SOA contributions from isoprene in the range of 14 Tg yr−1 (Hoyle

et al., 2007) to 19 Tg yr−1 (Heald et al., 2008), out of a suggested total of

12–70 Tg yr−1 SOA from all biogenic emissions (Hallquist et al., 2009).

The aerosol products resulting from the photo-oxidation of VOCs, including

isoprene, are currently the least well understood of all organic aerosol forma-

tion mechanisms (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008). As with all aerosols, SOA bears a

wide range of impacts on the Earth system; influencing the insolation receipt
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at the surface through modification of scattering and absorption processes

(Paredes-Miranda et al., 2009; Morgan et al., 2010), as well as representing an

important mechanism for cloud condensation nuclei, due to SOAs capacity for

hygroscopic growth (Wex et al., 2009). With the majority of SOA formation

occurring in the free troposphere, isoprene derived SOA also has the potential

to be transported well away from its emission zones, expounding its effects to

regional and global scales (van Donkelaar et al., 2007; Karl et al., 2009).

Pollution – Atmospheric levels of isoprene and its O3 and SOA products are of

critical relevance for human health. At enhanced concentrations in meteoro-

logically stable conditions, these airborne chemicals and products form photo-

chemical smogs (Chameides et al., 1988). Particularly over urban areas, hu-

man exposure to toxic airborne matter stresses cardiovascular and respiratory

systems (Gold et al., 2000; Brunekreef and Holgate, 2002), being linked to

increased mortality rates in affected regions (Samet et al., 2000). Ozone is

also known to have detrimental effects on agriculture, affecting growth rates

and reducing crop yield through leaf damage (Fuhrer et al., 1997). Further ef-

fects of isoprene on regional and global pollution have been identified through

its pathway as a precursor, along with other VOCs such as acetaldehyde, to

the peroxy acetyl nitrate (PAN) compound. PAN contributes to the ozone

budget in the troposphere, although has a much longer lifetime than that of

isoprene, allowing it to be entrained into cooler stratospheric airflows, where

its reactivity is decreased and transported long distances. Upon descent into

a warmer air mass, reactivity increases, thereby increasing tropospheric ozone

levels over the subsiding region (Fiore et al., 2011).

Climate Change – Predicting isoprene’s overall contribution to the changing cli-

mate is hampered by the multitude of connections the trace gas makes with

direct and indirect radiative forcers in chemistry, climate and the biosphere

(Pacifico et al., 2009). However, increasing temperatures as a result of global

climate change are expected to increase the latitudinal bounds of large biomass
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Figure 2.8: Predicted response of isoprene emission rates to a changing global climate
(Figure 1, Monson et al. (2007)).

stores. Sanderson et al. (2003) modelled a ∼34% increase in isoprene emissions

as a consequence of vegetation changes, together with associated surface ozone

increases. Indirect impacts on climate change have been investigated by exam-

ining the link between changing BVOC emission scenarios and direct radiative

forcers such as O3 and CH4, with Collins et al. (2002) suggesting temporal

and spatial distribution of BVOC emissions to bear a notable global warming

potential. Modelled tertiary impacts of an increase in ozone precursors are

expected to reduce the global vegetation carbon store from vegetation due to

increased ozone damage (Collins et al., 2010).

Estimating the response of biogenic emissions to climate change over the

United States, Chen et al. (2009) coupled predictions of anthropogenic land

cover changes to expected temperature increases, finding increases in mean

isoprene emission rates of 26%. Applying this emission scenario for change

simulation in global atmospheric chemical composition produced regionally

dependent changes in surface level ozone concentrations of between +8 and +

10 ppbv. Future CO2 emissions are expected to increase (Forster et al., 2007),

in response to this Monson et al. (2007) modelled a reduction in isoprene emis-

sions caused by temperature and drought stress, thought to offset increased

isoprene emissions due to elevated vegetation productivity (Figure 2.8).
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2.3.6 Isoprene measurement

Direct isoprene emission measurement techniques take a variety of methodologies

depending on the scale of observation desired. A brief outline of some of the more

regularly applied techniques are outlined in order of measurement resolution, from

leaf level to ecosystem scale. Table 2.2 lists a sample of isoprene mixing ratios across

the globe taken with some of the below measurement techniques.

Emission observation

At leaf level, detailed measurements are made by sampling air adjacent to vegetation

followed by subsequent application of gas chromatography to derive gaseous concen-

trations of the air mass (Goldan et al., 2000). Detailed measurements of this nature

are limited by the proximity required to the vegetation being sampled, necessitating

supporting structures for the suspension of equipment when making measurements

away from the ground.

Sampling larger areas for isoprene emissions requires a modification to the leaf

level approach, frequently entailing the use of tower and balloon mounted instru-

ments. Harley et al. (2003) performed canopy isoprene emission measurements of

the South African savannah with tower mounted sampling equipment, collecting air

samples via absorbent cartridges, followed by laboratory based gas chromatography

Location Mean conc. (ppbv) Reference

Hong Kong, China (urban, tropical) 0.109 Guo et al. (2012)
Crete, Greece (mediterranean, semi-desert) 0.0015–0.1375 Liakakou et al. (2007)
N.E. Spain (mediterranean, semi-desert) ∼1 Peñuelas et al. (2013)
Rondonia, Brazil (tropical, forested) 4–10 Kesselmeier et al. (2000)
West Africa (tropical, forested) 0.604 Murphy et al. (2010)
Taipei, Taiwan (sub-tropical, urban) 0.72 Wang et al. (2013)
Alaska, U.S.A. (clean, tundra) 1.5 Potosnak et al. (2013)
Southern Indian Ocean (clean, marine) 0.04 Colomb et al. (2009)

Table 2.2: Selected in-situ measurements of isoprene mixing ratios across the globe
under varying environmental conditions, demonstrating the range of concentrations
to be expected. Isoprene concentrations measured by Potosnak et al. (2013) are no-
table for their apparent high values when considering the lack of significant biomass
stores in the region.
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analysis. Balloons are used to sample air masses for isoprene studies in a similar

fashion to canopy schemes, with Wiedinmyer et al. (2001) making isoprene mea-

surements from balloon-borne samples at heights of 25 m over central Texas, U.S.A.

Further extrapolation of isoprene measurement for regional study is made possible

by mounting equipment on aircraft. Airborne isoprene measurements provide re-

gional scale data for model validation and calibration, with successful campaigns

over Borneo (Hewitt et al., 2010), south east U.S.A. (Goldan et al., 2000), and

the northern Amazon (Eerdekens et al., 2009) highlighting the utility of large scale

observations.

Increasing measurement capacity for isoprene observations at regional and con-

tinental scales necessitates application of geophysical models relating isoprene to

its environmental precursors such as light, temperature and vegetation type. Con-

struction of such models follows one of two pathways, with bottom-up models using

available data on isoprene emission factors and meteorology, and top-down mod-

els constraining isoprene emissions with the use of a-posteriori emission data and

satellite proxy emission datasets.

Bottom-up emission estimates

Bottom-up modelling schemes take databases of known isoprene emission depen-

dencies (such as light availability, temperature and vegetation type) as inputs to

isoprene mechanism parameterisations (determined from laboratory and field ex-

periments) in order to derive spatial representations of the global isoprene emission

flux. The Guenther et al. (2006, 2012) Model of Emissions and GAses from Na-

ture (MEGAN) applies such a scheme to produce widely quoted global estimates of

isoprene emissions from field measurements using the following equation:

Emission = ε γ ρ. (2.21)

The origin of the equation components are defined in Guenther (1995); here, ε

represents the emission rate of a desired compound in mg m−2 h−1 at a predefined set
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of standard environmental measurement conditions, γ denotes the emission activity

factor, modulating the emission rate as a function of climate and location, whilst

ρ details within canopy sources and sinks. Despite species heterogeneity making

this difficult to perform with a high degree of accuracy (particularly within tropical

rainforests), evaluation of the MEGAN inventory has shown the model to produce

isoprene emission estimates broadly inline with satellite derived estimates (Müller

et al., 2008).

Building on a dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM) in the first instance, the

Lund-Potsdam-Jena (LPJ) GUESS model takes a different approach to calculating

isoprene emissions modelling from MEGAN. Taking into account plant functional

types and atmospheric CO2 (amongst other variables) to generate a model of veg-

etation patterns, isoprene fluxes are derived as a function of temperature and light

with regards to electron requirements for isoprene generation at leaf level (Smith

et al., 2001; Arneth et al., 2007, 2011). The Biogenic Volatile Organic Compound

Emission Model (BVOCEM) represents a recent development for MEGAN, tying the

driving inputs of the model to a DGVM (Lathière et al., 2010). Applying the same

gridded inputs as applied in MEGAN (leaf area index, plant functional type, and

dynamic meteorology) for derivation of isoprene emissions, BVOCEM incorporates

model dependencies on MEGAN ε, γ and ρ parameters.

Future directions for BVOC emissions modelling include model integration to

Earth system modelling schemes (Guenther et al., 2012), as well as the need for an

improvement of leaf level emission factor definitions (Niinemets et al., 2010). With

small scale measurements observing isoprene emission fluxes at a high spatial and

temporal resolution, there is an implied tendency for canopy fluxes to exhibit speci-

ficity to vegetation types observed. When incorporated in global isoprene emission

models, this uncertainty in leaf and canopy level emission observations allows for

the propagation of error imparted through species un-captured species heterogene-

ity, for which the standardisation of observation techniques is attempting to address

Niinemets et al. (2011). Despite emission estimate uncertainties for the latest gener-
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with the nominal yield in Table 1 (2.3), given that the latter
value assumes the high-NOx limit and that the integrated
yield is a time-dependent quantity. Figure 7b (black sym-
bols) shows modeled WHCHO versus WISOP for the same

region and time frame, with a slope of 3.99. The ratio of the
slopes from the two plots (2.2) corresponds to the mean ratio
kISOP/kHCHO.
[31] Plots of WHCHO versus WISOP calculated from con-

centrations measured aboard the DC-8 aircraft or simulated
along the flight track during the continental and nearshore
vertical profiles are shown in Figures 7b (model, red
symbols) and 7c (measurements). Using the model value
kISOP/kHCHO = 2.2, which should be reliable (errors in model
OH partly cancel in the ratio), the observed WHCHO – WISOP

slope implies an average molar HCHO yield from isoprene
oxidation of 1.63 ± 0.26, compared to the modeled value of
1.66 ± 0.27. Uncertainties reflect the standard error of the
regression. Error estimates computed using jackknife resam-
pling are slightly higher (0.33 and 0.52 for the modeled and
measured values, respectively). We conclude from the
INTEX-A data that the GEOS-Chem HCHO yield from
isoprene oxidation is correct to within 30%.

7. Uncertainty in the Air Mass Factor
7.1. AMF Simulation

[32] In this section we employ the extensive mapping of
HCHO over North America from the INTEX-A mission to
quantify the uncertainties and bias in the AMF calculation.
To do so, we calculate air mass factors separately on the

Figure 6. Stack plot showing the relationship between
measured HCHO column (WHCHO) and HCHO production
rate (PHCHO) from different precursors. Isoprene is the
dominant source of WHCHO variability.

Figure 7. (a and b) Simulated and (c) observed relationships between HCHO and isoprene columns.
Figure 7a shows modeled kHCHOWHCHO versus kISOPWISOP averaged over the INTEX-A spatial and
temporal domain (black), and for the locations and times corresponding to the DC-8 vertical profiles
(red). Figure 7b shows modeled WHCHO versus WISOP with the same color scheme. Figure 7c shows
WHCHO versus WISOP calculated from concentrations measured aboard the aircraft during the profiles. The
observed WHCHO – WISOP slope indicates an average molar HCHO yield from isoprene oxidation of 1.6.
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Figure 2.9: CH2O’s production rate (PHCHO) from the largest BVOC sources plotted
against the measured CH2O column (ΩHCHO) (Figure 6, Millet et al. (2006)).

ation of isoprene models being of the order of a factor of 2 (Guenther et al., 2012), the

similarity of parameterisations within modern isoprene emission models is causing

a convergence for modern isoprene emission estimates (Arneth et al., 2008).

Top-down emission estimates

The top-down modelling approach constrains emission estimates with databases of

isoprene oxidation products, stepping backwards through the isoprene oxidation

chain based on assumptions of BVOC decomposition pathways. To mitigate for

issues of model’s temporal and spatial resolution failing to capture detail required

to accurately simulate emissions, a top down approach to emission monitoring has

been developed (Palmer et al., 2003, 2006); linking CTM BVOC outputs (Ei) (scaled

to CTM CH2O production rate Yi), to CH2O columns (Ω):

Ω =
1

kCH2O

∑
i

YiEi, (2.22)

with kCH2O denoting the CH2O sink via photolysis and oxidation gases (primarily

relevant to O3 and NOx reactions).

The key component of the above equation is the linking of CH2O to BVOC

outputs, as satellite measurements of CH2O are available from 1996 to the present

day (De Smedt et al., 2012). To ensure the applicability of satellite CH2O columns
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as a proxy for isoprene emissions, Palmer et al. (2006) demonstrated isoprene is

the largest contributor to satellite measured CH2O columns over south east U.S.A.,

showing the yield from longer lived BVOCs to be negligible within the measurement

sensitivity of satellite spectrometers (also see Figure 2.9 and Millet et al. (2006)).

Formaldehyde’s 2–8 hour lifetime is dependent on spatial and temporal gradients of

reaction rates with OH, photolysis, and NO3 (Frost et al., 2002; Cooke et al., 2010;

MacDonald et al., 2012). This lifetime is thought to preclude significant horizontal

transport prior to CH2O removal, inferring satellite observed CH2O at moderate

ground footprint sizes (40–400 km) are not expected to be contaminated with signal

from adjacent scans (Abbot et al., 2003).

Isoprene emissions are estimated with a linear regression from CTM isoprene

emissions (Eisop, modelled for time and location of the satellite measurement) to

modelled CH2O columns:

Ω = S Eisop +B, (2.23)

with B representing a modelled CH2O background (primarily as a function of CH4

oxidation), and S the slope of the fitted regression, detailing CH2O produced via

isoprene oxidation (Figure 2.10) (Palmer et al., 2006). The slope S is then used to

transfer satellite measured CH2O columns (Ωmeas), less the model background B,

to an isoprene emission estimate (Emeas):

Emeas =
Ωmeas −B

S
. (2.24)

Various studies making use of satellite CH2O data have estimated the geographic

distribution of isoprene emission quantities for all major vegetated biomes using this

inversion technique (Table 2.3). Initial analysis of North America by Palmer et al.

(2006) suggested the region to be responsible for as much as 15.4 Tg C month−1

at the height of the growing season, with Shim et al. (2005) extending the study

to a global scale translating this value to an annual isoprene emission mean of 25.7
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precursors by

WHCHO ¼ 1

kHCHO

X

i

YiEi; ð3Þ

where Yi is the HCHO yield from the oxidation of precursor
i with emission rate Ei, and kHCHO is the column-integrated
HCHO loss rate constant. Direct (primary) emissions of
HCHO from biogenic [Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999] and
anthropogenic [EPA, 2003] sources in North America are
minor relative to secondary production, so that we can
neglect them here. Horizontal wind smears this relationship
according to the lifetime of the parent VOC with respect to
HCHO production and that of HCHO itself. Palmer et al.
[2003] estimated the smearing length scale induced by the
time lag between isoprene emission and HCHO production,
and the HCHO lifetime, at $50 km under typical
conditions, so that on a 1! % 1! grid (as used here) the
smearing can be neglected. As shown by Palmer et al.
[2003, 2006], VOCs other than isoprene generally either
have excessive smearing or insufficient emission relative to
the HCHO detection limit, so that HCHO column observa-
tions from space are highly specific to isoprene. This was
confirmed by Millet et al. [2006] using concurrent VOC and
HCHO aircraft measurements over eastern North America
in summer.
[33] Palmer et al. [2003] fitted the relationship between

isoprene emission and HCHO columns in GEOS-Chem for
each U.S. quadrant (defined by longitudinal and latitudinal
divides at 100!W and 40!N) to a linear regression

WHCHO ¼ SEisop þ B; ð4Þ

where the slope S reflects the HCHO yield from isoprene
oxidation and the column-integrated HCHO loss rate
constant (equation (3)), and the intercept B represents the
background HCHO column arising from the oxidation of
other VOC precursors. They then used this relationship to
infer isoprene emissions from the HCHO columns measured
by GOME. The geographical division by U.S. quadrants
had no particular justification. We improve here on this
work with a more deliberate analysis of the geographical
variability of the WHCHO ' Eisop relationship. The quality of
the correlation is expected to vary with the concentration of
NO (affecting the timescale for conversion of isoprene to
HCHO; [Palmer et al., 2006]) and with the distribution of
isoprene emission upwind; in addition, S is expected to vary
with the local photochemical environment. Inasmuch as
GEOS-Chem has predictive capability in simulating this
variability in S, it should be taken into account when
inferring Eisop from WHCHO. One has to be cautious,
however, as model errors in simulating the variability in S
will generate spurious variability in the inferred isoprene
emissions. We consider here two limiting cases. In the first,
we apply a single uniform WHCHO ' Eisop relationship,
derived from linear regression over the entire North
American domain (65–130!W, 25–50!N); spatial varia-
bility in the retrieved isoprene emission fluxes is then solely
determined by the OMI data. In the second, we use a
spatially resolved WHCHO ' Eisop relationship for each
model grid square; the variability then contains model
information related to the photochemical environment and
the local pattern of isoprene emission.
[34] Figure 10 shows the simulated WHCHO ' Eisop

relationship at 12:00–15:00 local time for the entire North
American analysis domain (65–130!W, 25–50!N), com-
puted using MDVD2 land cover (using CLM land cover
does not significantly change the regression results). The
coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.82) implies that 80% of
the spatial variability in isoprene emission can be resolved
using space-based measurements of the HCHO column. The
slope S (2.4 % 103 s) can be compared to a value of 2.1 %
103 s estimated from measurements of HCHO mixing ratio
and isoprene flux over a Michigan forest [Palmer et al.,
2006], and a value of 2.3 % 103 s implied by aircraft
measurements of HCHO and isoprene columns over North
America [Millet et al., 2006]. The intercept B (0.5 %
1016 molecules cm'2) is consistent with the lowest columns
measured over North America during the INTEX-A aircraft
mission [Millet et al., 2006].
[35] Figure 11 shows the relationship between Eisop

predicted by MEGAN (using both the MDVD2 and CLM
land cover databases) and the corresponding HCHO column
simulated by GEOS-Chem, computed separately for each
model grid square at the satellite overpass time (12:00–
15:00 LT). We can only derive a meaningful local slope
at locations where the isoprene emissions exceed 2 %
1012 atomsC cm'2 s'1 (see below), and grid squares not
meeting this criterion (according to MEGAN) are grayed
out. We also omit grid squares where the WHCHO ' Eisop

correlation is low (R < 0.4); this occurs along the Gulf
Coast, where frequent inflow of marine air disrupts the
local relationship. The uniform and spatially resolved
approaches give consistent slopes where the correlation is
high (this includes the dominant isoprene source regions of

Figure 10. GEOS-Chem relationship between HCHO
column and isoprene emission at 12:00–15:00 local time
over North America (65–130!W, 25–50!N) for June-
August 2006, taking the whole domain as a single statistical
population. Each point represents one day (12:00–15:00
average) for one model grid square. The reduced major axis
regression line is also shown with regression statistics given
inset.
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Figure 2.10: GEOS-CHEM modelled isoprene vs. GEOS-CHEM modelled CH2O
for North America, Summer 2006 (Figure 10, Millet et al. (2008)).

Tg C−1. Emissions derived from ensuing studies using the technique are detailed

in Table 2.3, although most notably the global inversion model proposed by Shim

et al. (2005) predicts a global total of 566 Tg C−1. As would be expected, the largest

isoprene emission fluxes are found for tropical biomes, with estimated emissions for

Europe around an order of magnitude lower. Despite all groups constraining their

inversions with similar methodologies, differences are found for the same regions

when using alternate satellite CH2O datasets, pointing towards an additional source

of error in the isoprene inversion.

CH2O columns from satellite instruments represent one of the two major in-

puts to the inversion (the other being the CTM); the accuracy of this constraining

Region Instrument Time period Mean emissions Reference

S.E. Asia GOME 1996–2001 56 ± 30 Tg C−1 Fu et al. (2007)
Africa OMI 2005–2009 60 Tg C−1 Marais et al. (2012)
Europe SCIAMACHY 6–8/2003 2.7 Tg C−1 Dufour et al. (2009)
Trop. S. America GOME 1–12/2000 31–38 Tg C−1 Barkley et al. (2008)
Trop. S. America SCIAMACHY 1–12/2006 31–38 Tg C−1 Barkley et al. (2013)
Trop. S. America OMI 1–12/2006 28–38 Tg C−1 Barkley et al. (2013)
N. America GOME 7/2000 15.4 Tg C −1 Palmer et al. (2006)
N. America OMI 6–8/2006 11.5 Tg C −1 Millet et al. (2008)

Table 2.3: Selected isoprene emissions derived from application of satellite formalde-
hyde data for constraining model isoprene inversions. Values given represent means
over the time period denoted, multi year values detail annual values for the time
period.
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input dataset is identified as a key contributor the inversion’s accuracy Barkley

et al. (2013), for which two sets of error sources exist. Firstly, measurement of the

formaldehyde column from space is hampered by the low signal to noise ratio of

UV spectrometers - particularly in the wavelength region formaldehyde’s extremely

faint absorption signal is sensed in. Secondly, conversion of measurements along

the instrument’s line of sight (slant columns – SC) to vertical columns (VCs – den-

sity of the absorber in a vertical column extending from the surface) are needed

for application of retrieved CH2O values to geochemical models. This represents a

further significant contributor to product error (30–60%), being strongly influenced

by aerosol, cloud and albedo inhomogeneities at sub pixel level. Over Tropical land-

masses, the above limitations combine to make satellite retrievals of tropospheric

gases particularly difficult due to persistent cloudiness (especially during the wet

season) and high aerosol loading (from biomass burning and to an unknown extent,

secondary organic aerosol).

2.4 Formaldehyde

The vast majority of tropospheric formaldehyde (CH2O) is formed as an intermediate

product in the VOC oxidation chain. A global background of CH2O is maintained

by CH4 oxidation, described in equation 2.16. Regional enhancements are seen as

a result of the compound being the major high yield product of isoprene oxidation

(Palmer et al., 2003; Guenther et al., 2006), biomass burning (Gonzi et al., 2011)

and industrial sources (Millet et al., 2008) (see Table 2.4). The release of isoprene

from vegetation maintains CH2O hotspots over the worlds major biomes, correlating

the molecules short lifetime of 2–8 hours prior to photolysis and radical reactions,

with isoprene’s source regions. That isoprene is identified as the major contributor to

regional enhancements is readily confirmed by knowledge that direct CH2O emissions

by vegetation are negligible in a global context (Rottenberger et al., 2004). Direct

anthropogenic VOC sources also contribute a small amount to the global CH2O

budget (Fu et al., 2007; Stavrakou et al., 2009b).
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2.4.1 Sources and sinks

Localised enhancements of CH2O due to isoprene emissions occur via OH oxidation

of isoprene yielding the peroxy radical RO2, which depending on adjacent NOx con-

centrations, reacts to follow one of two pathways. For high NOx situations, CH2O,

methacrolein (MACR) and methyl vinyl ketone (MVK) are formed in less than one

hour in the first series of decomposition reactions (Palmer et al., 2006; Liu et al.,

2012), followed by a second generation of further CH2O from OH oxidising with

the MVK and MACR. The alternate isoprene pathway for a low NOx environment

allows the reaction of RO2 and HO2, encouraging peroxide deposition as well as

CH2O generation on a slightly longer timescale, on the order of a day, rather than

3–4 hours in the high NOx pathway. Sinks of CH2O are reaction with radicals OH

and NO3, as well as photolysis (Cooke et al., 2010; MacDonald et al., 2012), with

HCO producing hydroperoxy radicals and CO from reaction with O2, indicating the

compound’s importance in contributing to the CO budget (see equations 2.18–2.20).

2.4.2 Formaldehyde measurements and distribution

Observations of atmospheric formaldehyde concentrations are made possible by the

unique absorption cross section of the gas, permitting the derivation of column con-

centrations from measurements of light (Platt et al., 1979). Measurements from

ground, airborne, and space-based instruments have proven invaluable in the cali-

Location Mean conc. (ppbv) Reference

Greenland (clean, Arctic) 0.12 Jacobi et al. (2002)
Northwest Canada (clean, Arctic) 0.15 Sumner and Shepson (1999)
Cape Verde (clean, marine) 0.35–0.55 Carpenter et al. (2010)
Mauna Loa (clean, marine) 0.2–0.9 Zhou et al. (1996)
Agra, India (clean, rural) 0.8 Khare et al. (1997)
Po Valley, Italy (polluted, rural) 0.7–4.2 Heckel et al. (2005)
Beijing, China (polluted, urban) 5.54–8.72 Li et al. (2010)
Bukit Atur, Borneo (tropical, forested) 2–3 MacDonald et al. (2012)
Florida, U.S.A. (tropical, forested) 0.3–5 Herndon et al. (2007)

Table 2.4: Selected in-situ measurements of formaldehyde mixing ratios across the
globe under varying environmental conditions.
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Figure 2.11: Modelled diurnal variation in vertical CH2O and isoprene profiles above
a South East Asian tropical rainforest (Figure 11, MacDonald et al. (2012)).

bration and validation of chemical transport model (CTM) formaldehyde estimates.

As part of the OP3 field campaign (Hewitt et al., 2010), boundary layer CH2O

concentrations were measured with a ground based MAX-DOAS instrument over

Borneo in April and August 2008 (MacDonald et al., 2012). Shown in Figure 2.11,

measurements and modelling of CH2O and its isoprene precursor detail the diurnal

cycle expected in response to isoprene’s emission as a function of temperature and

light. In use for validation of SCIAMACHY satellite CH2O observations, Fourier

transform infrared and MAX-DOAS measurements conducted at Réunion Island

(Indian Ocean) offered good agreement between the two differing CH2O observation

sets, with comparison 1σ of 20–30%.

Aircraft campaigns have shown the majority of BVOC generated CH2O to reside

in the lower troposphere, with Martin et al. (2004) identifying ∼60% of the tropo-

spheric CH2O column below 1500m over the south east U.S.A., reflecting the com-

pound’s short atmospheric lifetime prior to removal at low altitude. More aircraft

measured CH2O data from the south east U.S.A. provided input for comparison

and validation between space-borne OMI CH2O measurements and GEOS-Chem

chemical transport model estimations (Boeke et al., 2011) (GEOS-Chem modelled

monthly mean CH2O concentrations for January 2009 are presented in Figure 2.12).

Results from the study showed OMI data to exhibit a very small mean negative bias

(-3%) compared to aircraft measurements.

Ship-borne campaigns offer the opportunity to measure formaldehyde over re-

mote oceans, with the work of Peters et al. (2012) measuring background CH2O
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Figure 2.12: GEOS-Chem modelled mean CH2O vertical columns for January 2009,
constrained to the viewing geometry and scan pattern of the GOME-2 satellite
instrument.

concentrations due to CH4 oxidation with MAX-DOAS instrumentation. Typical

CH2O vertical columns from these observations over the western Pacific Ocean of

∼0.3× 1016 molecules cm−2 found strong agreement when used to validate co-located

space-borne measurements from SCIAMACHY and GOME-2. An aircraft mounted

laser absorption spectrometer was employed to measure CH2O over the North At-

lantic and North America as part of the INTEX field campaign (Fried et al., 2008).

Observing throughout the troposphere to an altitude of 12.5 km allowed correla-

tions between CH2O’s vertical variability and temperature and pressure profiles to

be drawn. CH2O in the remote troposphere displays a more regular decline in mixing

ratios with height, being a function of CH4 oxidation temperature dependency (Mil-

let et al., 2006). Convection contributes to the vertical profile of CH2O depending

on prevailing meteorology (Fried et al., 2008), or in certain cases, pyrogenic uplift

(Gonzi and Palmer, 2010).

Use of instruments mounted onboard satellites mitigates many of the spatial

sampling limitations inherent to in-situ observations, providing a global picture of

the Earth’s CH2O emissions in as little as 1.5 days. With the launch of the Global

Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) UV spectrometer in 1996, satellite based

measurement of tropospheric formaldehyde columns ushered in a new era of trace
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Figure 2.13: Modelled annual mean CH2O emissions segregated into a: CH4 oxida-
tion, b: anthropogenic, c: pyrogenic, and d: biogenic NMVOC oxidation (Figure 2,
Stavrakou et al. (2009c)).

gas emission monitoring (Thomas et al., 1998; Chance et al., 2000), paving the way

for isoprene emission estimation via model inversion (Palmer et al., 2003).

The formaldehyde budget is estimated from modelling studies by Stavrakou et al.

(2009b) at 1587 Tg yr−1 (global mean for 2006). With a relatively homogenous

global background determined by CH4 of 958 Tg yr−1, elevated formaldehyde con-

centrations are found at regional and continental scales in concert with significant

biomass stores, providing a global mean from BVOCs of 472 Tg yr−1 (Figure 2.13).

Inevitably, Tropical rainforests are the highest emission sources given their year

round growing season. Seasonal variations in isoprene emissions are noted, with the

south east U.S.A. presenting a significant CH2O emission hotspot from BVOCs dur-

ing the summer months, and a small contribution from boreal regions of Northern

latitudes for a brief period during the summer.

Localised contributions to the CH2O budget are emitted from anthropogenic

sources, estimated at 109 Tg yr−1 (Stavrakou et al., 2009c). In the anthropogenic

signal, petrochemical industry emissions over Houston, USA, are identifiable (Millet
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et al., 2008). The rapid industrialisation of Asia has provided noticeable increases

in CH2O concentrations over China and India from power plant and industrial emis-

sions (Fu et al., 2007; De Smedt et al., 2008). With increasing global trade, associ-

ated transport of goods has also become a contributor, with Marbach et al. (2008)

identifying formaldehyde from shipping emissions over the Indian Ocean. Although

biomass burning is the smallest contributor to the global CH2O mean, accounting for

48 Tg yr−1, rapid convection of trace gases via pyrogenic uplift from burning sources

to the upper troposphere plays an important role in upper tropospheric chemistry

(Gonzi and Palmer, 2010).

2.5 Summary

The atmosphere is key to the presence of life on Earth. The closest two layers to

the surface of the planet are the stratosphere (descending from approximately 50

km to the tropopause at 8–15 km), responsible for filtering out harmful ultra-violet

radiation; and the troposphere (from the tropopause to the surface), playing host to

the majority of chemical reactions and assisting in maintaining air in a sufficiently

amenable state for all life on Earth to survive.

The hydroxyl radical OH is known as the detergent of the atmosphere, and

tropospheric O3 is key in the atmospheric production of OH. NOx is seen to be

a significant component of basic tropospheric chemistry, in high quantities acting

to reduce OH recycling, whilst a reduction encourages CH4 to act as an OH sink.

The availability of NOx also offers a control on ozone formation; NO2 photolysis

yields the free oxygen molecule required to react with O2, allowing formation of O3.

The long lived greenhouse gases CH4 and CO, both significant for climate change

through direct and indirect forcing, act as sources and sinks for CH2O, the trace gas

of interest in this project.

In addition to these basic components of atmospheric chemistry, there are many

NMVOCs with varying lifetimes and distributions. Isoprene accounts for ∼50%

of them, and can be monitored via its high yield oxidation product formaldehyde
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(CH2O). The complexity of emitted isoprene’s chemical fate in the troposphere

prevents an accurate quantification of its interaction with tropospheric chemistry,

particularly in tropical regions where reactivity is high, leaving large errors on es-

timates of the magnitude and distribution of its effect. Furthermore, large gaps

remain in knowledge on basic isoprene emission control functions from plants, with

speculation continuing on fundamental factors such their relationship with light and

temperature, and more complicated dependencies on vegetation growth and external

stresses.

Formaldehyde’s distribution can be summarised on three scales – a global back-

ground from CH4 oxidation, regional concentrations from oxidation of BVOCs (pri-

marily isoprene), and localised contributions from biomass burning, and to a lesser

extent, anthropogenic sources. Sampling problems for the measurement of formalde-

hyde from space are identified as the area in which the following work is proposed

to improve upon.
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Chapter 3

Retrieval Methods and

Instrumentation

In this chapter, basic principles of the transfer of electro magnetic radiation through

the atmosphere are examined, followed by a discussion of the application of these

properties to the spectroscopic measurement of trace gases in the atmosphere. In-

strumentation used to measure ultra violet radiation with this technique from space

is then detailed, together with an examination of the mitigative techniques applied

to minimise impacts of instrumental shortcomings.

3.1 Atmospheric radiative transport

Light is accurately described as having the properties of both waves and particles,

however for the discussion of radiative transport here, the concept of light as photons

allows for a more convenient description. During transport from source (in our

instance, the Sun) to detector (e.g. the cones and rods of an eye, or silicon diode of

a spectrometer’s detector array), the photon is likely to be subjected to a number of

events acting to alter the intensity of energy emitted from the source. Collectively

referred to as radiative transport, the processes of scattering and absorption force

a transaction of energy between the photon and molecules lying in the path of

transmission.



3.1.1 Absorption

Absorption describes the wavelength dependent reduction in intensity of radiation,

due to transfer of energy from photon to incident molecule. The basic measure of

a molecule’s likelihood of radiation absorption is referred to as an absorption cross

section (σ), in areal units of cm2. Underlying processes governing the absorption of

radiation by a molecule relate electrons orbiting their nucleus at discretised energy

levels (fixed by the nucleus electrical field) to their capacity to undergo excitation.

In order to effect this excitation, photons are required to impart sufficient energy

to an opposing molecule to exactly equal the difference between a molecule’s discre-

tised energy levels. Those photons not bearing the required energy continue with

no effect on the absorber or incident radiation. These energy transitions give rise to

readily discernible structures in a molecule’s absorption spectrum. Molecules with

closely spaced energy levels exhibit wide absorption lines with a broad absorption

cross section, indicating the probability of an excitation is increased. Conversely,

individual absorption lines are evident for molecules with widely spaced energy tran-

sitions. In this instance, highly structured absorption cross sections are character-

istic, due to the decreased number of photons possessing equal energy to effect an

absorption response. Several key atmospheric trace gas species possess these lat-

ter characteristics, enabling us to fingerprint them with a unique absorption cross

section (Figure 3.1).

Depending on radiation wavelength and molecular excitation at the time of ab-

sorption, energy imparted will act on the molecule in one of the following ways.

Molecules may be split in a process known as photolysis, when energy levels are

high enough to break chemical bonds in a molecule (e.g. stratospheric O3). Colli-

sion of molecules encourages absorption and removal of energy from the atmospheric

path. Absorption may also act as a catalyst for chemical reactions, providing energy

for two or more adjacent molecules to break and reform bonds with one another. A

further pathway for absorption processes is the re-radiation by an excited molecule

of a portion of the incident photon’s energy via fluorescence, with a reduction in the
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Figure 3.1: Trace gas absorption cross sections related to CH2O retrievals.

photon’s frequency according to the energy required to raise the molecule to a state

of fluorescence.

3.1.2 Scattering

Scattering describes the processes resulting in a change of radiation direction due

to interaction with an opposing particle. This causes energy to be re-radiated in

any number of directions, depending on the scattering properties of the scatterer.

Scattering can be further divided into elastic and inelastic scattering events, the

former of which serves to re-direct incident radiation without significant transfer

of energy. With inelastic scattering, part of the incident energy is conceded to

the scatterer, whose properties are modified by the additional energy, causing an

excitation. The probability of singular and multiple scattering events are related to

atmospheric state at the time of transmission. Scattering greatly complicates the

accurate solution of radiative transfer for a given light path due to the vast number

of unknowns in the definition of a molecules scattering properties, and subsequent
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unpredictability for the directions of reflected radiation.

Scattering is a wavelength dependent phenomenon, highly dependent on size of

the scatterer. Consequently scattering events can be divided into one of three modes

according to the ratio (α) of incident radiation wavelength (λ) to the scattering

particle’s spherical radius (r):

α =
2πr

λ
. (3.1)

Rayleigh scattering

For instances of α ≤ 1, typically found in the UV and visible wavelengths for scat-

tering molecules, Rayleigh scattering permits redirection of radiation with no loss or

conversion of photon energy. This redirection can be safely treated as an absorbing

process due to the scattering of light away and out of its incident path. Known

as Rayleigh scattering, the highly wavelength dependent Rayleigh scattering cross

section (σR) is approximated following Platt and Stutz (2008):

σR(λ) =
8π3

3λ4N2
air

· (n0(λ)2 − 1)2 · FK(λ) (3.2)

with n0 representing air’s refractive index, Nair as air’s particle concentration, and

FK detailing the polarisability of air molecules. This shows us Rayleigh scattering

is most effective towards shorter wavelengths, and causes the colour of the Earth’s

atmosphere as viewed from the ground.

Mie scattering

Mie scattering is an asymmetric scattering and absorption process describing the

re-direction and change in intensity of radiation effected by interaction with the

asymmetric surfaces of particulate matter. Active for a size parameter of ≥ 1,

this scattering type is most applicable to larger particles in the atmosphere such

as aerosols and liquid droplets. Its effects are visible to the naked eye, with liquid

droplets large enough to scatter visible radiation wavelengths equally, giving the
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white appearance (all components of the visible spectrum) to clouds. Modelling

of Mie scattering is particularly problematic when the scattering properties of non-

spherical particles are taken into account, due to the number of scattering directions

permitted by asymmetric objects.

The effects of Mie scattering are particularly relevant to the work covered in this

project, with all tropospheric air parcels containing some amount of aerosol and

water vapour. The modelling and measurement of suspended particulate matter

is an extremely active research field, given the topic’s implications for radiative

transfer.

Briefly presented are the standardised terms used in describing a scattering par-

ticles properties:

Extinction coefficient – Denotes the fractional depletion of radiation per unit

of path length, providing a measure of the ability of light to pass through

the atmosphere following scattering and absorption by suspended particles.

When considered over the entire vertical column of a light path, this extinction

efficiency is more commonly referred to as optical depth.

Effective radius – To account for the non-sphericity of particles, an area weighted

mean radius (measured in microns), representing an effective radius of a par-

ticle is used to describe particle size; with a division between fine and coarse

mode particulate matter recognised at 2.5µm−1.

Single scattering albedo – Measurements of a particle’s effectiveness at scatter-

ing versus extinction are described as a dimensionless figure; the single scat-

tering albedo (w) simply refers to the ratio of an AOD to that of a radiance

measurement’s total optical depth.

Phase function – Given the tendency for Mie scattering to redirect incident light

to a large number of angles, the phase function is used to describe the pro-

portion of radiation scattered in each direction. With particles smaller than

incident radiation’s wavelength, there is a tendency for light to be scattered
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away from the direction of photon’s path of travel; whilst for particles with a

larger effective radius than incident radiation’s wavelength, there is a tendency

for the majority of light to be scattered in the direction of travel.

Raman scattering

Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering process, occurring when a molecule’s

excitation state is modified by collision with a photon, along with a transmission

of energy from the photon to the molecule. Rotational and vibrational excitations

can be affected, although depending on the transfer of energy occurring the excita-

tion may only be rotational (known as rotational Raman scattering), or vibrational

(vibrational Raman scattering). Raman scattering causes a frequency shift on the

incident photon, and is particularly significant in Earth’s atmosphere due to the

inelastic scattering caused by large quantities of O2 and N2 present, acting to fill in

narrowband structures (known as Fraunhofer lines) of the solar irradiance spectrum

by as much as 10%.

3.1.3 Beer-Lambert law

Forming the basis of all absorption spectroscopy measurements (the analysis of ra-

diation’s absorption by particles), the Beer-Lambert law provides a description for

light’s transmission through a volume, with exiting radiation subject to the influence

of absorption (and scattering) by any particles within the volume. Light I0 is emit-

ted from a source (the Sun) at a wavelength λ, having passed through a medium of

interest (the atmosphere, with a thickness dimension L), the intensity of light sam-

pled by a detector (be it the eye or a spectrometer) (I(λ)) exponentially decreases

as a function of scattering and absorption by molecules (σ) of concentration c:

I(λ) = I0(λ) · exp(−σ(λ) · c · L). (3.3)
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The quantity of absorbing medium c, can be derived assuming the other quantities

are known:

c =
− log

(
I0(λ)
I(λ)

)
σ(λ) · L

. (3.4)

Where the logarithmic ratio of the original emitted light, to that of the light after

passing through the absorber, is also known as an absorber’s optical density τ , along

the measured line of sight:

τ = − log

(
I0(λ)

I(λ)

)
. (3.5)

3.2 Differential optical absorption spectroscopy

Using the Beer-Lambert law as a basis, it is possible to separate a measured UV ab-

sorption spectrum into broadband and narrowband components, allowing the identi-

fication of trace gas ‘fingerprints’ and their concentrations. Known as the differential

optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) technique (Platt, 1994), the method is ap-

plied in this work for deriving CH2O concentrations in the troposphere.

The basic concept of spectroscopic measurements for absorbing particles uses the

optical density τ of a measurement to derive c. Scattering and absorption processes

effected at wavelength λ are known from the properties of σ. For measurements

taken in the open atmosphere, τ is difficult measure accurately due to the effect

on the measured spectrum by an unknown quantity of absorber and aerosol scat-

terers extraneous to the desired trace gas measurement. Therefore, equation 3.3 is

extended to include multiple absorbers cj, light extinction due to Rayleigh and Mie

scattering (εR(λ) and εM(λ)), as well as additional effects imparted by the measure-

ment device (A(λ)):

I(λ) = I0(λ) · exp
[
−L ·

(∑
(σj(λ) · cj + εR(λ) + εM(λ)

)]
· A(λ). (3.6)
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Figure 3.2: DOAS fitting principle (Figure 6.3, Platt and Stutz (2008)), with I0 and
σ separated into narrow and broadband components.

However, this extended Beer-Lambert equation still fails for remote sensing mea-

surements of the atmosphere, as we have a measurement incorporating the sum of

several absorbers, and for measurements from space, radiation is modified by the

albedo of the surface it has reflected from back towards the sensor. To overcome

these issues the differential portion of the DOAS technique is applied, comparing

the intensity of light measured at multiple wavelengths with trace gas absorbers at

the same wavelengths, themselves identifiable and separable by their unique wave-

length dependent absorption cross section. To ease distinction between the various

absorbers contributing to the measured spectrum, I(λ) is separated into broad-

band (σj0(λ)) and narrowband components (σ′j(λ)) (Figure 3.2). σj0(λ) consists of

smoothly varying εR and εM , whilst the high frequency σ′j(λ) spectrum represents

the fine scale features of our expected absorption cross sections in the wavelength

interval of interest, also known as the differential absorption spectrum.

Typically a low order polynomial designed to approximate σj0(λ) is subtracted

from I0(λ) to leave just I ′(λ) - the spectrum due to absorption processes. This allows

the derivation of a differential optical density (τ ′), providing the logarithmic ratio

for the amount of I removed with σj (absorption processes), as well as removing
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Fraunhofer structures in the Earthshine and Reference spectrums:

τ ′ = log
I ′0(λ)

I(λ)
= L ·

∑
j

σ′j(λ) · cj. (3.7)

The concentration c of absorber σ′j(λ) is commonly calculated using linear regres-

sion (amongst other techniques), fitting laboratory measured absorption spectra to

the narrowband σ′j(λ) spectrum. For multiple absorbers, fitting several absorption

spectra (σ′j1...jn(λ)) over the same wavelength range to just one measured spectrum

is made possible by differences in each absorbers absorption structure (Figure 3.1)

at different wavelengths. In deriving c, we are able to arrive at a density for the

absorber along the path L, which for satellite instruments, is typically an off nadir,

slanted line of sight, referred to as a Slant Column Density (SCD):

SCD = τ ′/σj. (3.8)

3.2.1 Passive DOAS application

Practical applications apply residual minimisation procedures such as linear least

square fits, to reconcile the Earthshine spectrum measured looking down at the

Earth from space (I(λ)) with quantities of trace gas absorbers, adjusting trace gas

SCDs to reduce the fit residual to an absolute minimum. Spectrometers measure at

a finite resolution, downgrading the recorded spectrum from a perfect representa-

tion, via passage through the instrument’s optics and gratings in order to separate

radiation into required wavelength intervals (the instrument line shape - ILS). Con-

version of the analogue spectrum to a digital representation suitable for numerical

analysis is performed via convolution with the instrument transfer function (ITF)

at the ILS-ITF interface (H):

I∗(λ, L) = I(λ, L) ∗H. (3.9)
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Figure 3.3: Convolution (H) and digitisation of a measured spectrum (I(λ)) over
the light path L (Figure 1, Stutz and Platt (1996)).

This process assigns wavelength intervals of the measured range to individual pixels

of the spectrometer detection array. Each pixel records the intensity of light inte-

grated over its mapped wavelength range, according to its detector response (Stutz

and Platt, 1996). Detector response over the whole detector array is denoted as

the instrument line shape (ILS). Critical to the performance of an accurate DOAS

retrieval is an accurate definition of H, which can change over short timescales (due

to temperature variation in materials along the optical train) and significantly af-

fect fitting accuracy when wavelength scales are not absolutely aligned with the

spectrum being measured.

Instrumental dependencies such as the wavelength to pixel mapping, can be

accounted for in the DOAS equation, where convolution of spectra by the ILS is

now included, along with measured absorbers pressure (p) and temperature (T )
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dependencies at point l along measured light path L, in a layer of thickness dl:

I∗(λ, L) = I(λ, L) ∗H

=

∆λ∫
−∆λ

I0(λ− λ′, L) exp

 L∫
0

∑
j

(σj(λ− λ′, p, T ) · cj(l)) + εR(λ− λ′, l) + εM(λ− λ′, l) dl


·H(λ′)dλ′.

. (3.10)

For the purpose of the DOAS retrieval, an integration over the entire atmospheric

path L is safe to perform when the path of photons to the detector can be assumed

to be linear within a scan, which is generally the case for clear sky situations.

Finally, resolution of the light path L is required to account for scattering processes

and instrument viewing geometry. The radiative transfer properties of L are largely

unknown from the radiance measurement alone, instead requiring numerical solution

of the scattering processes with the calculation of a scattering air mass factor.

3.2.2 Reference spectra

Parameters fitted to the narrowband differential absorption spectrum σ′j(λ) include

absorption cross sections of trace gases expected in the measured wavelength range,

modelled Ring spectra, and instrumental corrections, such as undersampling (section

3.4.4). Here, absorption cross section preparation and the Ring effect, common to

all DOAS retrievals in the UV, are discussed. Instrumental corrections vary from

instrument to instrument, therefore their discussion is omitted until examination of

the instrument in use for this work.

Absorption cross sections

Formaldehyde exhibits a highly structured set of absorption features in the lower

UV, between 320 and 360 nm. Figure 3.1 shows the interfering absorbers in this

wavelength range which need to be accounted for in a CH2O DOAS retrieval. These
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cross sections were measured in laboratories, with equipment designed to capture the

spectral detail at the highest resolution possible. For use in later retrievals, selected

reference spectra should ideally be an order of magnitude higher in sampling than the

resolution of the Earthshine measurement they are to be applied to (Platt and Stutz,

2008). The enhanced resolution of such lab measured spectra allows their application

to a broad range of DOAS retrievals later on, regardless of the instrument transfer

function for the space-borne instrument. In using lab measured reference spectra,

care must be taken to ensure all spectra used in analysis (including Earthshine) are

corrected to their equivalent wavelengths in a vacuum, and so account for wavelength

shifting due to temperature and pressure within Earth’s atmosphere (Edlén, 1966).

For comparability between reference spectra and the measured spectrum, reference

spectra must be downgraded to match the sampling of I, applying a convolution of

the known instrument line shape to the reference spectra.

Wavelength to detector mapping

Knowledge of the central wavelength for each pixel in the detector array is essential

for the matching of reference and Earthshine spectra (I). For spectral measurements

from space, a rigorous interrogation of each pixel is not possible due to instrumen-

tal limitations. However a daily measurement of solar irradiance can provide the

necessary quantification of wavelength to detector mapping. On emission from the

Sun, light must pass through the solar atmosphere, where portions of the emitted

radiation are removed by absorption in this region. A characteristic set of reduc-

tions in the solar spectrum were first noted by Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787–1826),

with the solar line shape seen to be constructed of a number of very fine peaks

and troughs. Correlation of a selection of these lines in smooth, man-made calibra-

tion light sources (from onboard lamps or LEDs), allows for alignment of the two

measured light sources, thereby providing an accurate quantification of wavelength–

detector mapping. Reference trace gas absorption spectra should not need cali-

brating in this manner, as in theory, they are perfectly aligned with a laboratory
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calibrated absolute wavelength scale.

Remaining minor spectral mis-alignments due to the finite resolution of the mea-

suring spectrometer, can be corrected in the DOAS retrieval procedure (Fayt et al.,

2011). Introduction of shift and squeeze parameters to the wavelength–detector

mapping allows adjustment of the wavelength grid to better suit the spectral mea-

surement. Stutz and Platt (1996) estimate UV spectrometers distort the wavelength

measurement grid by up to a tenth of a detector element per Kelvin, due to heating

and cooling effects on the detector array. With the derivation of shift and squeeze

parameters, wavelength grids of reference spectra (I0 and absorbers) are adjusted to

align their wavelength grids with that of the measured spectrum I. Neglecting to

ensure wavelength grids are correctly aligned in this fashion is thought to introduce

large errors into the DOAS fit, on the order of 50% in strong absorption cases (Stutz

and Platt, 1996).

Ring effect

As already noted, transmission of solar spectra through Earth’s atmosphere subjects

light to scattering processes, including Raman scattering. Raman scattering, as a

function of solar zenith angle, acts to broaden and fill in distinctive Fraunhofer solar

lines, as well as those of trace gas absorption spectra in the atmosphere. The process

is more commonly referred to as the Ring effect, after the first accurate descriptor

of the phenomenon (Grainger and Ring, 1962). Whilst other transmission processes

such as aerosol fluorescence and Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering also add to the Ring

effect, Raman scattering has been confirmed as the dominant mode in UV satellite

spectra (Joiner et al., 1995; Vountas et al., 1998). The Ring effect contributes to

a masking of absorption features (especially for weaker absorbers such as CH2O),

manifesting in an apparent decrease in retrieved trace gas slant column densities

(Fish and Jones, 1995), as well as the introduction of systematic features in retrieval

residuals.

To mitigate for this underestimation in slant columns, Ring correction mod-
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els have been proposed which typically apply synthetic Ring spectra as pseudo-

absorbers in the DOAS fitting procedure. Differences between corrections arise in

the methods used to arrive at a synthetic spectra, and the accuracy with which they

are able to replicate the atmospheric situation at the time of sampling. Wagner

et al. (2001) summarise several different approaches to the correction, although only

the Chance and Spurr (1997) and Vountas et al. (1998) procedures are seen to be

applied in any great number for satellite trace gas retrievals.

With the former model, synthetic Ring spectra are generated by convolving

a high resolution solar spectrum to the instrumental slit function, followed by a

further convolution of this new spectrum with N2 and O2 rotational Raman spectra.

From the ratio of the calculated spectra, and the original solar spectrum, a cubic

polynomial of the calculated spectra is subtracted to yield a close approximation of

the Ring effect. This method has proven particularly successful for improving minor

absorber retrievals from GOME such as BrO (Chance, 1998) and CH2O (Thomas

et al., 1998; Chance et al., 2000).

The latter method employs the SCIATRAN Radiative Transfer Model (RTM)

(Rozanov et al., 2005) to calculate the radiation field for any combination of at-

mospheric parameters (Vountas et al., 1998). Ring spectra are then derived for the

logarithms of these radiances calculated with and without rotational Raman scatter-

ing. The method’s greatest strength lies in the application of a principal components

analysis to several Ring spectra generated over a range of atmospheric conditions

(which in the case of satellite retrievals, is simplified to SZAs), for which the first

two eigenvectors effectively represent the Fraunhofer filling and molecular absorption

components of the Ring effect. Compared to the Chance and Spurr (1997) method,

this technique is thought to offer a superior representation of the Ring effect due to

modelling of the radiative transfer, particularly in the wavelength ranges susceptible

to strong Fraunhofer absorption. The increase in accuracy possible with the Vountas

method is perhaps reflected by the number of recent GOME-2 trace gas retrievals

utilising the method; e.g. NO2 (Richter et al., 2011), BrO (Theys et al., 2011) and
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CH2O (De Smedt, 2011).

Sensitivity of the Ring effect is not only limited to SZA, being highly dependent

on cloud (De Beek et al., 2001), aerosol (Wagner et al., 2010) and trace gas climatol-

ogy (Coldewey-Egbers et al., 2005). These parameters remain a major source of error

in minor trace gas retrievals, as atmospheric conditions used in the Vountas method

RTM for Ring cross section generation are generally set to model mid-latitude ocean

scans.

3.2.3 Slant to vertical column conversion

Dealing with scattered light observations from passively sensed upwelling radiation

introduces the requirement for a description of the path radiation has taken, di-

rectly related to the quantity L in the Beer-Lambert law. Radiation losses and

enhancements along the measured line of sight are introduced by Mie scattering

processes from clouds, aerosols and other in-elastic scatterers. Applying knowledge

of atmospheric radiative transport to trace gas measurements allows arrival at the

final quantity in the DOAS scheme, the vertical column density (VCD), representing

trace gas concentrations integrated for a column extending upwards perpendicular to

the surface at the point of measurement. VCDs are derived through application of a

scaling factor known as the Air Mass Factor (AMF), representing the proportional-

ity between the measured SC, and the value expected were it to have been measured

in the zenith. The simplest AMF takes into account measurement geometry only,

whilst more advanced models integrate reflection from the ground, Mie scattering

by aerosol, cloud, and trace gas absorbers themselves (Palmer et al., 2001). AMF

derivation is discussed in much greater detail later in this work (Chapter 5).

3.3 Space-borne remote sensing of trace gases

The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment 2 (GOME-2) is the latest in a line of

satellite-borne instruments designed to measure ozone from UV radiation backscat-
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tered by Earth’s atmosphere and surface, the heritage of which can be traced to the

1980s. Whilst early instruments such as NASA’s Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet sen-

sor (SBUV) and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) were designed with

ozone monitoring as their primary task, spectral resolutions for these instruments

prevented retrieval of minor trace gas species. Since then, and prior to the launch of

MetOp-A, 3 nadir sampling UV spectrometers have been placed into orbit, operating

in a similar fashion to GOME-2; all of which are detailed below.

3.3.1 GOME

A UV spectrometer developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) and partners

delivered the improved spectral resolution required to retrieve minor trace gases dis-

playing only weak spectral absorption signatures (Burrows et al., 1999b). Named the

Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), the passive across track scanning

spectrometer sensed in the UV between 240–790 nm at spectral resolutions between

0.2–0.4nm, and a spatial resolution of 320×40 km2. The instrument was launched

aboard ESA’s ERS-2 satellite in April 1995, remaining fully operational until a tape

drive malfunction in June 2003 rendered data obtainable only over ground stations,

before satellite de-commissioning in July 2011. GOME provided data for continuous

measurements of Ozone, NO2, BrO, SO2, and CH2O throughout its lifetime.

Data from the instrument has formed the basis of a large number of CH2O inves-

tigations, with the initial retrievals of Perner et al. (1997) and Eisinger et al. (1997)

preceding the first published account of GOME CH2O observations of a biomass

burning event over Indonesia in 1997 (Thomas et al., 1998). Later work with the

Instrument (Satellite) Overpass Spatial resolution Swath Spectral resolution
(CH2O range)

GOME (ERS-2) 10:30 320×40 km2 960 km 0.17 nm
SCIAMACHY (ENVISAT) 10:00 60×30 km2 960 km 0.26 nm
OMI (Terra) 13:45 24–150×13 km2 2600 km 0.5 nm
GOME-2 (MetOp-A) 09:30 80×40 km2 1920 km 0.26 nm

Table 3.1: Specifications of GOME-2 and comparable UV sensors. Overpass refers
to local equator overpass time of the satellite.
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Figure 3.4: GOME-1 CH2O vertical columns, and comparison to estimated vertical
columns derived with a chemical transport model (Figure 7, Palmer et al. (2003)).

GOME dataset by Chance et al. (2000) incorporated major advances in the detec-

tion of minor absorbers, reducing fitting residuals on the CH2O slant column fit to

around 5×10−4, with fitting precision of <0.4×1016 molecules cm−2. Following this

reduction in retrieval error, the Chance et al. (2000) dataset found application in

the work of Palmer et al. (2001), providing the first examples of a much improved

air mass factor formulation (Figure 3.4). Improved conversion from slant to verti-

cal column by the method allowed for the inversion of the GOME CH2O dataset

(Palmer et al., 2003; Shim et al., 2005) to provide continental scale top down iso-

prene emission estimates for North America (Palmer et al., 2006), South America

(Barkley et al., 2008) and Asia (Fu et al., 2007). At a smaller scale, the instrument

has found application to mapping of CH2O shipping emissions in the Indian Ocean

(Marbach et al., 2009), as well as separation of the biomass burning signal from

background CH2O (Marbach et al., 2008; Stavrakou et al., 2009b).
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3.3.2 SCIAMACHY

The former instrument essentially formed a precursor to the more capable SCanning

Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY)

instrument, flown as part of the ENVISAT mission (Bovensmann et al., 1999).

Launched in 2002, the instrument delivered data in nadir, limb and occultation

scanning modes until loss of communications with the satellite ceased further activ-

ity in April 2012. Also operating in the across track scanning mode, SCIAMACHY

followed GOME’s specifications with a similar spectral resolution (0.2–1.5 nm) whose

signal to noise ratio was greatly reduced compared to the earlier instrument in order

to accommodate a faster scan for higher spatial resolution of 60×30 km2 in nadir

mode.

Work by Wittrock (2006) and De Smedt et al. (2008) using spectral measure-

ments from SCIAMACHY retrieved CH2O to a precision of ∼1.0×1016 molecules

cm−2 for a single observation. The SCIAMACHY CH2O product has been combined

with the GOME CH2O dataset in the work of De Smedt et al. (2008) to create a

consistent 12 year dataset, which has seen its value added to in a similar fashion to

that of GOME. At global scales, Stavrakou et al. (2009c) inverted the dataset to

produce estimates of biogenic and pyrogenic non-methane hydrocarbons, offering a

comparison of emission inventories against the new dataset (Stavrakou et al., 2009b).

Regionally, Dufour et al. (2009) used the Wittrock et al. (2006) SCIAMACHY CH2O

columns in comparison with a chemical transport model for Europe, finding corre-

lations in both magnitude and distributions between the datasets. Barkley et al.

(2009) applied the De Smedt et al. (2008) dataset in a statistical analysis of the

seasonal variability for isoprene emissions over South America, highlighting large

scale leaf flushing of isoprene for rainforest vegetation in expectation of seasonal

changes. The same dataset has also seen use in sensitivity studies of the error prone

air mass factor calculation over South America (Barkley et al., 2011; Gonzi et al.,

2011; Barkley et al., 2012a).
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3.3.3 OMI

Designed and constructed by a Dutch and Finnish consortium, the Ozone Monitoring

Instrument (OMI) (Levelt et al., 2006) features a CCD array of 60×1024 sensors,

using the motion of its host spacecraft (NASA’s Terra satellite, launched 2004) to

impart along track movement. Its unique design gives a variable resolution for pixels

extending away from nadir (24×13 km2) to swath edges (150×13 km2). At 0.5 nm,

spectral resolution is poorer than that of GOME type instruments, although the

instrument is still able to perform the same suite of trace gas measurements.

Retrievals with OMI data are typically made by non-linear direct fitting of radi-

ances – a modification of the ‘classical’ DOAS technique presented above, whereby

optical depth is directly fitted to measurement intensity (Chance, 2002; Kurosu

et al., 2004). CH2O slant column retrievals are available for the duration of the

on-going OMI mission, with slant column uncertainties reported in the range of

40-100%. Much like the GOME and SCIAMACHY products, the OMI CH2O prod-

uct has found application to isoprene inversion schemes over North America (Millet

et al., 2008), Tropical South America (Barkley et al., 2013), Africa (Marais et al.,

2012) and Europe (Curci et al., 2010; Sabolis et al., 2011). OMI’s high spatial res-

olution has also proven useful for regional pollution studies (Boeke et al., 2011),

whilst OMI NO2 datasets have been used to test significant improvements to the

calculation of tropospheric AMFs for NO2 (Zhou et al., 2009, 2010; Boersma et al.,

2011; Russell et al., 2011).

3.3.4 GOME-2

Launched in October 2006, EUMETSAT’s MetOp-A is the first in a series of polar-

orbiting satellites expected to provide data continuity until at least 2020. As well

as housing GOME-2, MetOp-A carries a suite of 12 other instruments, including

the complimentary AVHRR imaging radiometer. In order to provide a continuous

ozone and trace gas dataset consistent with preceding GOME and SCIAMACHY

instruments, GOME-2 samples in the same spectral range, and operates in a similar
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Figure 3.5: MetOp-A (source: Siddans et al. (2006))

sun synchronous orbit, circling the Earth every 101 minutes, with a local equator

crossing time of 09:30 (Munro and Eisinger, 2006)

GOME-2 is a nadir viewing UV spectrometer, sampling the Earth’s backscat-

tered radiation with 4 optical channels, and 2 Polarisation Measurement Devices

(PMDs), all recorded by individual 1024 pixel silicon detector arrays, covering the

240–790 nm range (Table 3.2). Light is directed into the GOME-2 spectrometer

by a cross track rotating mirror, routed via mirrors and prisms serving to diffract

and redirect light into the 6 measurement channels, before gratings focus wavelength

separated radiation onto their respective detectors (Figure 3.6) (Callies et al., 2000).

Light is also siphoned off from the main UV-vis arrays towards the PMDs, which

whilst not concerned with directly measuring Earthshine spectra, provide essential

data for calibration of optical channel intensities.

The ± 57◦ viewing angle range of GOME-2’s scan mirror permits a maximum

Channel Spectral range (nm) Detector pixel size (nm) FWHM (nm)

1 240–314 0.12 0.26
2 310–403 0.12 0.27
3 397–604 0.21 0.51
4 593–790 0.21 0.48

PMD p
312–790 0.62 (312 nm)–8.8 (790 nm) 2.9 (312 nm)–37 (790 nm)

PMD s

Table 3.2: GOME-2 spectral range and resolution (EUMETSAT, 2011b).
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Figure 3.6: GOME-2 instrument (source: EUMETSAT (2011b)).

swath width of 1920 km, whilst adjusting detector integration times allow for variable

pixel sizes depending on operational demands. In the regular nadir scanning mode,

integration time is 187.5 ms for the main channels (1-4), giving a forward scan pixel

size of 80 km across track, and 40 km along track, facilitated by the spacecraft’s

forward motion (with the exception of larger back scan pixels at 240×40 km2). PMD

data are captured at twice the spatial resolution of the main channels, used for the

instrument’s cloud detection algorithm, allowing cloud discrimination at a sub pixel

level (Wang et al., 2008; Loyola et al., 2011a).

Commonality in instrument design between the previous generations of Euro-

pean UV sensors, permitted the rapid development of a GOME-2 CH2O product

following launch. In this vein, early work by the BIRA research group (De Smedt

et al., 2009; Lerot et al., 2009) built on GOME and SCIAMACHY DOAS retrievals

(De Smedt et al., 2008), taking into account advances in GOME-2 BrO detection

(Theys et al., 2011), as well as GOME-2’s instrumental idiosyncrasies and degra-

dation since launch, reporting SCD CH2O fit standard deviations between 0.9–

1.2×1016 molecules cm−2 (2007–2011). GOME-2 CH2O data have been applied

to evaluate ratios of CH2O and the glyoxal molecule (CHOCHO), also produced
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via VOC oxidation (Vrekoussis et al., 2010), confirming the co-location of both

molecule’s sources and highlighting frequently enhanced CHOCHO emissions as a

result of anthropogenic emissions.

3.4 Practical DOAS considerations

A number of instrumental shortcomings - inherent to all spectrometers - prevent a

perfect resolution of the DOAS equation. Those applicable to GOME-2 are detailed

here, along with appropriate mitigation procedures.

3.4.1 Instrument line shape

A spectrometer’s instrument line shape (ILS) represents the detector’s response to a

signal of given intensity. Depending on the sensitivity of detector elements and op-

tical dispersion elements (entrance slits and dispersion gratings), the full width half

maximum (FWHM) of the ILS determines the resolution to which narrowband com-

ponents of spectra can be recorded. Convolving high resolution laboratory measured

trace gas absorption cross sections with the ILS provides a representation of how

the spectrometer is expected to record the absorption spectrum. Knowledge of this

property is particularly important for the simulation of absorption spectra exhibit-

ing narrowband components such as O3 and CH2O, which must be sampled with

a high enough spectral resolution to discriminate absorption peaks from interfering

absorbers.

Correct determination and application of an instrument’s ILS is a fundamental

component of the DOAS procedure; use of an insufficiently characterised ILS for

cross section convolution will yield erroneous DOAS fits, and inaccurate slant col-

umn densities (Van Roozendael et al., 2002). With this in mind, the MetOp-A, B

and C GOME-2 series of spectrometers were subjected to a rigorous sub-pixel ILS

characterisation programme prior to launch (Siddans et al., 2006), modelling the

response function of the majority of detector elements in each of its channels (Fig-
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Figure 3.7: GOME-2 ILS for the inset wavelength range detailed in figure 3.8. Each
line represents the response function of one detector element in the detector array,
displaying approximately gaussian characteristics (colour variation is only present
in order to distinguish between different detector elements).

ure 3.7). Results from this study showed the GOME-2 slit function in the CH2O

retrieval range to be asymmetric, with a wavelength dependence for both FWHM

and the degree of asymmetry measured. Furthermore, significant inaccuracies in the

wavelength calibration of the onboard calibration light sources (GOME-2 carries an

onboard calibration lamp filled with argon and neon, whose absorption structures

imprint several very well defined absorption lines upon the artificial calibration light

source, with which to pinpoint detector pixel to wavelength mappings) were high-

lighted.

As no further in-depth spectrometer calibration is possible when the instrument

is space-borne, this final finding was particularly important in addressing the need

for careful calibration of the slit function in-flight. Estimating the ILS is performed

in two steps, with an initial best guess slit function resolution (typically taken from

Siddans et al. (2006)) used to provide a starting FWHM with which to minimise the

χ2 residual in an iterative fit between GOME-2 measured Solar irradiance, and a high

resolution Solar reference (Chance and Kurucz, 2010) convolved at the estimated

FWHM. This estimated FWHM is then used to define the wavelength dependent
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Figure 3.8: CH2O before and after convolution to the GOME-2 ILS.

asymmetric slit function (g(x)), modelled by Cai et al. (2012) as:

g(x) = exp

(
x2

((FWHM/1.66511)× (1± AF ))2

)
, (3.11)

with x as wavelength difference and AF the dimensionless asymmetry factor rep-

resenting the lean of the Gaussian, typically seen to vary in the range of ± 0.3

(De Smedt et al., 2012). An 8% reduction in slit function width has been noted

between 2007–2011 using this method, suggesting slit calibration beyond the pre-

flight measurement is essential to perform accurate retrievals. The current gener-

ation of space-borne UV spectrometers have spectral resolutions on the order of

tens of nanometres, whilst lab measured cross sections are measured at the least

to hundredths of a nanometre. Figure 3.8 shows the application of the pre-flight

slit function to convolution of CH2O absorption spectra, with high resolution CH2O

absorption spectra (in blue) down-sampled to match GOME-2’s spectral resolution,

and mapped to the instrument’s wavelength grid, displaying an absence of fine scale

structure previously captured.

3.4.2 Wavelength calibration

Wavelength calibration refers to the process of mapping individual detector pixels to

the central wavelength of light being measured (Platt, 1994), usually derived from
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Figure 3.9: Wavelength shift calculated on the SMR for orbit 4176. Shift values are
plotted as red circles (relevant to the right hand y axis), these are fitted by a linear
least squares function intended to reduce the difference between GOME-2 SMR and
Kurucz Solar atlas wavelength grids.

measuring well defined absorption lines in calibration light sources such as on board

lamps, or from Fraunhofer lines in Solar spectra. Conducting an error assessment

study on synthetic GOME-2 data at the instrument design stage, De Beek et al.

(2004) identified wavelength calibration as the key source of error for trace gas re-

trievals with the forthcoming instrument. With a well characterised ILS, accurate

wavelength calibration is essential for reducing the margin of error in DOAS re-

trievals, particularly for weak absorbers, where even small increases in measurement

precision can translate into noticeable reductions in retrieval residuals.

It is assumed laboratory measured absorption spectra are perfectly aligned to

the high resolution wavelength grid to which they are measured. This same level

of wavelength grid alignment accuracy is not achievable with the space-borne UV

spectrometer. Instrumental temperature variation as a function of the instrument’s

illumination by the Sun along the orbital path, and degradation of spectrometer

materials over the mission lifetime can lead to pixel–wavelength shifts, as found for

the original GOME instrument (Coldewey-Egbers et al., 2008).

To mitigate for wavelength calibration issues, highly visible Fraunhofer struc-

tures present in the solar spectrum are used to align a high resolution solar spec-

trum (Chance and Kurucz, 2010) convolved to the GOME-2 ILS, to those present
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in GOME-2’s interpretation of the solar spectrum. Solar spectra are measured by

GOME-2 once daily at the Northern hemisphere terminator, GOME-2’s solar mean

reference (SMR) is a doppler corrected mean of 32 scans taken whilst the instrument

is switched to Sun observation mode (internal lights are deactivated and the solar

port is opened) EUMETSAT (2011a). Originally defined for the GOME instrument

(Caspar and Chance, 1997; Van Geffen and Van Oss, 2003), the recalibration pro-

cess divides the fitting range of interest into several windows, each containing 30–40

pixels, whereupon a non-linear least squares fit is applied to minimise the χ2 of the

difference between GOME-2 and the convolved hi-resolution Solar spectra. Wave-

length grids in each of the windows are fitted with a high order polynomial, whose

first two terms represent the shift and squeeze required to align the two grids. With

these two parameters estimated to the desired degree of accuracy, a reconstruction

of the instrumental wavelength grid is possible from fitting a low order polynomial

through the values ascertained for each fitting window, and shifting the I wavelength

grid with the updated parameters (Figure 3.9).

3.4.3 I0 effect

Absorption cross sections measured in the laboratory, are typically measured with

a stable light source, therefore lacking distinctive Fraunhofer structures present in

Solar and Earthshine spectra. This difference in light sources manifests in the DOAS

retrieval as a series of systematic structures in the residual component of the fit (and

a corresponding overall reduction in measured trace gas quantities), reflecting the

omission of Fraunhofer features from fitted absorption cross sections.

Absolute mitigation for Solar I0 effects are not possible given that both the Solar

reference and Earthshine spectra are subject to the instrument’s slit function, and

as such do not offer a perfect model of spectra (Aliwell et al., 2002). However, this

effect can be corrected quite effectively by generating synthetic cross sections with

a maximum amount of the absorber artificially included in the absorption spectrum

(Johnston, 1996). A high resolution Solar reference is convolved to the instrument’s
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Figure 3.10: Top plot details I0 corrected O3 absorption cross sections, whilst the
bottom plot shows the difference between I0 corrected and uncorrected spectra.

slit function (I∗0 ); the convolution is repeated for the trace gas absorption cross

section of interest (I∗), incorporating a modelled quantity of the absorber (SC).

Following Wagner et al. (2001); I0 corrected cross sections (σcorr) are then derived

from the negative logarithm of the ratio of the two new spectra (also see Figure

3.10):

σcorr(λ, SC) =
− ln

(
I∗(λ)
I∗0 (λ)

)
SC

. (3.12)

3.4.4 Undersampling

With digital spectrometers limited in the spectral resolution to which they can

measure, spectra are fully sampled only if the spectrum is recorded to twice the

maximum wavelength frequency. If this is the case, spectra may be resampled to

another wavelength grid with no reduction in information content. If these sampling

conditions are not met, measurements between samples are aliased resulting in sys-

tematic fitting residuals in the DOAS retrieval – particularly in wavelength regions

with a small optical depth. GOME-2 was designed to oversample spectra to 2.16

samples per FWHM; Table 3.1 shows detector pixels in channel 2 account for 0.12

nm of the spectra each, with a FWHM of 0.27 nm. The pre-flight ILS detailed in
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Figure 3.11: GOME-2 undersampling cross section generated following the method
of Chance et al. (2005) (lower plot). Top plot shows the Solar atlas convolved to the
GOME-2 slit function. As the information content of the Solar signal increase with
wavelength, GOME-2 is less able to capture all the features, and so the amplitude
of the undersampling spectrum correspondingly increases.

Figure 3.7 show spectral resolution over the detector range varies, in the middle of

our CH2O fit range, sampling corresponds to approximately 2.05 measurements per

FWHM. Further minute wavelength shifts of the spectrometer in orbit due to spec-

trometer temperature variation introduce the potential for spectral undersampling,

especially towards the upper limit of the CH2O fit window where the sampling ratio

approaches 2.

Chance (1998) developed a method to approximate spectrometer undersampling

as a pseudo-absorber in the DOAS retrieval, detailed in Figure 3.11. Derived follow-

ing the notation of (Chance et al., 2005); first a high resolution Solar atlas (Chance

and Kurucz, 2010) is convolved to the spectrometer’s ILS (I∗0 ). This oversampled

representation of the Solar spectrum is then interpolated to both the irradiance grid

girr to give a fully sampled representation (I∗0 irr); and the instrument’s wavelength

grid grad, yielding an undersampled representation I∗0 rad. I
∗
0 irr is interpolated to the

original Earthshine wavelength grid grad to obtain I ′∗0rad. The final undersampling

spectrum Cu is realised as the difference of I∗0 rad and I ′∗0rad, scaled to the appropriate
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optical depth by the mean of I∗0 rad:

Cu(λ) =
I∗0 rad(λ)− I ′∗0rad(λ)

Ī∗0 rad(λ)
. (3.13)

3.4.5 Radiometric degradation

The original GOME spectrometer suffered from severe instrument degradation due

to a diffuser plate artefact affecting radiance measurements, and required appli-

cation of a number of correction techniques to allow retrievals of weak absorbers

(Richter and Wagner, 2001). With this in mind, GOME-2 was constructed with an

improved diffuser plate – although radiance measurement degradation has still been

encountered, significantly affecting the accuracy of GOME-2’s trace gas retrievals.

At least two factors are combining to cause loss of light throughput from instrument

degradation. De-gassing of sealants on printed circuit boards and microchips, and

degradation of mirror coatings are thought to have encouraged the accumulation

of an absorbing layer on internal instrument optics (Cai et al., 2012). This loss

of throughput bears a strong influence on the ability to perform a precise CH2O

retrieval, reliant on the recording of a strong Earthshine spectrum to compare the

very weak CH2O absorption signal against. Further to this, the slit function is seen

to alter following launch, possibly due to GOME-2’s detectors creeping towards the

focal plane as a result of changing temperatures (Dikty and Richter, 2011).

Degradation of the spectrometer bears implications for what was previously a

well characterised instrument line shape, causing an imperfect convolution of ab-

sorption spectra to be used in trace gas retrievals. These effects have resulted in

scanner angle and wavelength dependent biases increasing from the beginning of

the mission, with irradiance throughput decreasing at an average of 20% per year,

further accelerated by a mid-flight decontamination test carried out in September

2009, removing an additional 15% of throughput (EUMETSAT, 2009; Dikty and

Richter, 2011). Degradation is most noticeable when comparing the positive and

negative scanner angles, indicating throughput on the eastern side is significantly
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lower than found for the west.

EUMETSAT intend to develop an L1C GOME-2 product, removing instrument

degradations (EUMETSAT, 2012), but for the time being, corrections are left to the

user. To mitigate for the scan angle bias, EUMETSAT recommend the fitting of two

correction factors (Eta and Zeta) measured pre-flight, as pseudo absorbers in DOAS

trace gas retrievals (EUMETSAT, 2009). Following work characterising the in-orbit

instrument degradation (Dikty and Richter, 2011), the recommended correction for

the weakening intensity throughput is to apply a daily reference sector correction,

to remove the intensity dependence of weak absorber retrievals. The method for

the reference sector correction takes slant columns from a latitudinal reference strip

of ‘clean’ Pacific air between 140–160◦W longitude, representing a constant local

time due to MetOp-A’s sun-synchronous orbit, and fitting a 3rd order polynomial

through the latitudinal axis. CH2O concentrations in this Pacific Ocean region are

representative only of global background levels generated by methane oxidation,

avoiding continental enhancements. Latitude-dependent fitted slant columns from

this strip are then subtracted globally from each day’s measurements to serve as a

daily correction. Also known as the reference sector method (RSM), the technique

was originally developed for stratospheric correction of NO2 retrievals (Martin et al.,

2002; Richter and Burrows, 2002).

Aside from the general RSM technique, several research groups have developed

further corrections specific to individual instrument degradation factors. Cai et al.

(2012) applied a re-calibration of GOME-2 measured reflectances based on measured

and radiative transfer model generated radiance differences, taking into account

wavelength, scan angle and SZA dependency of degradations. This thorough mod-

elling of radiance degradation has been applied in GOME-2 SO2 retrievals, showing

an effective reduction in scan angle dependent bias, and reducing the product’s lat-

itudinal dependence (Nowlan et al., 2011). In addition to radiance degradation cor-

rections, the GOME-2 ILS is recommended to be re-calibrated on a per-orbit basis;

whereby fitting a new asymmetric wavelength dependent slit function corrects for a
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narrowing slit function throughout GOME-2’s lifetime (Cai et al., 2012; De Smedt

et al., 2012). For ozone total column retrievals with GOME-2, Loyola et al. (2011b)

calculated an empirical correction function based on latitudinal means of GOME-2

ozone for 2007–2008, correcting retrieved ozone values as a function of scan angle,

time, and latitude; almost completely eliminating scan angle bias in the process.

3.5 Summary

Radiation emitted from the Sun undergoes a variety of scattering and absorption

processes. In the photosphere, these impart a series of distinctive absorption lines

in the Solar spectrum known as Fraunhofer lines. In the Earth’s atmosphere, ab-

sorption and scattering by suspended molecules give rise to an Earthshine signal

constructed of several absorption structures, depending on interaction with interfer-

ing molecules along a photon’s path. Interfering molecules typically exhibit a unique

absorption structure depending on their propensity to absorb and scatter radiation

at certain wavelengths.

The Beer-Lambert law, in conjunction with this unique absorption structure,

can be used to identify the absorbers in Earthshine spectra. The differential opti-

cal absorption spectroscopy technique is used to separate broadband atmospheric

scattering processes such as Rayleigh scattering, from narrowband signals caused by

trace gas absorption. Absorber concentrations are quantifiable with this method,

applying mathematical fitting methods to minimise residual components in a DOAS

retrieval to fit quantities of an absorber to best match the measured spectra. DOAS

retrievals require careful selection of wavelength fitting region in order to minimise

conflict with ancillary absorbers. Further consideration must be given to spectrom-

eter characteristics, particularly pixel–wavelength mapping, and an accurate reso-

lution of the Ring term. The final, critical component of a DOAS retrieval entails

the conversion of the SC measured along the instruments line of sight, to a vertical

column to allow compatibility and comparability between measurements.

Remote sensing of trace gases from space via the DOAS method, was first realised
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with the original GOME UV spectrometer, launched in 1996. Since then, launch

of the similar SCIAMACHY and OMI instruments have provided data to allow the

construction of a continuous trace gas dataset time-series. Building on this heritage,

the launch of GOME-2 in 2006, and its successors aboard MetOp’s B and C over

the coming years, are expected to provide data continuity until at least 2020. CH2O

columns derived with these instruments have found use in a variety of regional

pollution and global VOC budget studies.

The bulk of the work presented here makes use of spectra recorded by GOME-2,

for which several adaptations to the classical DOAS technique need to be made due

instrumental issues. As with all spectrometers, an accurately defined instrument

line shape must be applied to measurements so to best match measured Earthshine,

and reference absorption spectra. Whilst GOME-2’s slit function was thoroughly

characterised pre-flight, there remains the necessity for constant re-calibration of the

slit against a high resolution Solar spectrum to model a narrowing asymmetric slit.

The wavelength–pixel mapping of GOME-2 exhibits in-orbit shifts due to temper-

ature variation along the orbital path, which needs accurate resolution via further

calibration to preclude the introduction of unwanted residuals in the DOAS due to

Earthshine / absorber reference spectral mis-alignment. Solar I0 effects and under-

sampling must also be considered, especially so given the weakness of the CH2O

absorption signal when compared against the stronger absorbers in the same wave-

length fit range. Mitigation is required for the significant degradation in quality

of spectra from GOME-2 since launch, with a reduction in instrument throughput,

and scan angle dependent biases present in recorded spectra.
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Chapter 4

DOAS Parameter Testing

Despite a heritage of CH2O monitoring from space, CH2O column retrievals still re-

main less well characterised when compared to major absorbers such as ozone (e.g.

Van Roozendael et al., 2002; Balis et al., 2008; Loyola et al., 2011b) and nitrogen

dioxide (e.g. Boersma et al., 2004; Richter et al., 2011; Valks et al., 2011). This

work attempts to address this issue by presenting a detailed assessment and char-

acterisation of GOME-2 CH2O retrieval uncertainties. Increased accuracy of the

CH2O column product improves confidence in its use for testing models of surface

emissions.

In the analyses that follow, a default reference retrieval described in Table 4.1

is adjusted one setting at a time to determine the sensitivity of the DOAS retrieval

within a range of optimised settings. Sensitivity is analysed with reference to the

retrieved CH2O column, 1σ standard deviation of the CH2O column, and reduced

χ2. We use the χ2 statistic as a measure of the goodness of fit for retrievals, with χ2

reducing towards a minimum limit of estimated noise as fit quality increases. This

is output directly from QDOAS following Equation 5 in Fayt et al. (2011):

χ2(ai) =
(y(ai)− y)× (y(ai)− y)

M −N
, (4.1)

where χ2 is calculated as the difference between our observations (y) and the function

y(ai) representing our model of the observation. ai represents each parameter N ,



Parameter Setting

Fit window BrO 328.5–359 nm (Theys, 2010)
CH2O 328.5–346 nm (De Smedt, 2011)

Polynomial 5th order
Cross sections BrO (223 K) (Fleischmann et al., 2004)

CH2O (298 K) (Meller and Moortgat, 2000)
NO2 (220 K) (Vandaele et al., 1998)
O3 (228 and 243 K) (Malicet et al., 1995)
(I0 corrected using 0.8 × 1019)

Linear offset 1st order
Ring Vountas et al. (1998), Rozanov et al. (2005)
Undersampling Chance et al. (2005)
Scan bias Eta and zeta polarisation vectors

(EUMETSAT, 2011a)
Slit function Siddans et al. (2006)
Solar reference GOME-2 daily solar mean reference
I0 calibration Caspar and Chance (1997)

Table 4.1: Default retrieval settings used in the sensitivity analysis, based on
De Smedt (2011). Differences to the original retrieval are the inclusion of an under-
sampling cross section, and exclusion of an OClO fit.

with M the number of data points (e.g. the number of instrument pixels providing

observations within the wavelength fitting region); therefore M−N accounts for the

degrees of freedom allowed in the fit. This has the advantage over a basic analysis

of fitting residuals in that any extra degrees of freedom allowed by the inclusion of

extra fitting parameters are accounted for.

The chosen reference retrieval settings are largely based on the initial GOME-2

CH2O characterisation of De Smedt (2011). By analysing the ensuing parameters

with respect to the reference retrieval, differences in slant columns are attributed

to systematic effects imparted by each parameter adjustment. The random error

component of the retrieval (or the noise in GOME-2 measured Earthshine spectra)

is reduced by analysing a monthly mean rather than individual orbits.

The DOAS retrieval itself is performed using the QDOAS analysis software (Fayt

et al., 2011), prior to which trace gas cross sections listed in Table 4.1 are corrected

to vacuum wavelengths (where appropriate), and convolved with the GOME-2 slit

function measured pre-launch (Siddans et al., 2006), using the daily Solar Mean

Reference (SMR) wavelength grid taken from the relevant L1B orbit file. Ozone

cross sections are corrected for the I0 effect (Aliwell et al., 2002). Shift and stretch
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Figure 4.1: Monthly mean CH2O slant columns for August 2007 retrieved using the
default algorithm settings (Table 4.1). The data are averaged onto a 0.5◦× 0.5◦ grid
excluding observations with cloud fraction > 0.4 and solar zenith angles > 60◦.

parameters are applied to Earthshine spectra, accounting for a very small error con-

tribution from Doppler shift due to spacecraft and planetary motion. An improved

wavelength calibration for the GOME-2 SMR I0 reference is employed to further

increase the accuracy of wavelength to pixel mapping in order to further reduce fit

residuals arising from mis-alignment of Earthshine and reference absorption spectra

(Caspar and Chance, 1997; Van Geffen and Van Oss, 2003). Post-processing is ini-

tially limited to discarding observations with cloud fraction >0.4 and solar zenith

angles (SZA) of >60◦. Monthly mean CH2O slant columns for August 2007, gener-

ated with this reference retrieval, are shown in Figure 4.1. A sample DOAS fit for

a region of enhanced isoprene emissions over the southeast US (see Palmer et al.,

2003) is presented in Figure 4.2. Global results are complemented by a detailed

analysis for three 5◦× 5◦ sub-regions (detailed in Figure 4.1) to examine regional

effects potentially masked in the global statistics. Sites chosen reflect the range of

CH2O column concentrations expected to be retrieved: (1) the remote Pacific Ocean

(PAC) providing a clean reference in which only background concentrations of CH2O

are expected, (2) the southeast United States (SEUS) at the height of the regional

growing season (August), and (3) a portion of the Amazon rainforest (AMA) where
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large CH2O enhancements due to high biogenic emissions occur (Barkley et al.,

2008). Results for all sites are given as means over their respective geographic area.

4.1 DOAS parameter sensitivities

Sensitivity test results are presented towards the end of this chapter in Table 4.4,

to which the reader is referred by test numbers in-line and their corresponding

descriptions. The sensitivity tests are divided into three groups: (1) spectral fit

range, (2) spectral fit approaches, and (3) instrumental corrections. Following this,

effects due to post-processing of slant columns are discussed in Section 4.3. Analysis

of each setting accompanies the description of its influence on the retrieval.

4.1.1 Spectral fit range

Selection of an appropriate fitting window is known to be a major component of

achieving an accurate DOAS fit, particularly for weak absorbers (Aliwell et al.,

2002). Fit problems are prone to arise when different trace gas absorption features

overlap, with weakly absorbing spectra (CH2O, BrO) masked by stronger absorbers

(O3, Ring). CH2O is typically retrieved in the lower end of the UV between 325

and 360 nm (Wittrock et al., 2000; De Smedt et al., 2008). A large degree of overlap

between absorption cross sections is evident in this region, therefore the choice of

fitting window immediately presents two problems which must be overcome to effect

a reliable CH2O retrieval: (1) accurate retrieval of O3 in the lower reaches of the

fitting window, and (2) reduction of a false detection relationship between BrO and

CH2O. Here, a selection of fit windows relevant to the GOME-2 fitting range, and

used throughout the literature, are tested.

BrO pre-fit

The pre-fitting technique has been used in GOME-1 and GOME-2 retrievals (Chance

et al., 2000; De Smedt et al., 2012) to counter the effect of spectral similarities be-
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tween BrO and CH2O. BrO is first retrieved in a wide wavelength window (328.5–

359 nm), using the same settings and spectra as found in the regular CH2O fit. The

second step of the fit fixes the BrO SCD in the CH2O fitting window at the value

retrieved in the first interval, whilst all other parameters are fitted as usual. This

two step fit effects a de-correlation between the spectrally similar BrO and CH2O

absorption cross sections, with the intention of stabilising the retrieval, and increas-

ing the signal to noise ratio in the CH2O SCD fit (M. Van Roozendael, personal

communication, 2013).

Testing the inclusion of scan bias correction terms (EUMETSAT, 2011a) in both

BrO and CH2O fit windows shows no discernible difference compared to scan cor-

rection in the BrO window alone, therefore in order to reduce the number of fitted

parameters, corrections are applied to the BrO window only. Based on the GOME-2

BrO retrievals as implemented in Theys et al. (2011), a slightly narrower BrO fit

window is tested here in the 332–359 nm region, both with and without inclusion

of the additional absorber OClO (as implemented in the retrieval of Theys et al.

(2011)). In the first instance, test 1a adjusts the BrO fit window alone to give a

global CH2O slant column mean increase of 0.06× 1016 molecules cm−2, largely re-

flecting the increase over oceans of the same value, with a very small reducing effect

on fit χ2. Including OClO in test 1b increases CH2O slant column means further

(+0.15× 1016 molecules cm−2) globally, with AMA showing a more pronounced in-

crease than for 1a, although less so than the SEUS and PAC regions whose values are

proportionally increased more by adjusting the BrO fit window. Inclusion of OClO

in both BrO and CH2O fit windows is tested further on in the study, but it should

be noted that fit quality exhibits a tendency to increase in parallel with additional

fitting parameters. In the case of including OClO here, whereby distributions of

the additional absorber should be expected only on regional scales at high latitudes

during the polar springtime (Kühl et al., 2006), fit quality is increased, but in an

erroneous fashion.

Taking the pre-fitting concept further, Chance et al. (2000) have previously ap-
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plied a three-step fitting procedure to GOME-1 data, fixing both BrO and O3 in

the CH2O window to pre-fitted values from preferential fitting windows. Test 1c

applies this method with an O3 pre-fit in the 325–335 nm window (using the basic

O3 retrieval settings from Loyola et al., 2011a), along with the default BrO pre-fit

detailed above. This two-way pre-fit offers a slight increase in CH2O slant columns

and fit χ2, suggesting for GOME-2 that the application of a further pre-fit is not

worth the extra computation required. It should be noted, however, that the extra

fit windows applied for the pre-fits are in a slightly different wavelength range to that

of the CH2O retrieval, particularly so for the extra O3 pre-fit. Whilst slant columns

for these extra absorbers are optimised with the intention of yielding a more accurate

retrieval than found with the CH2O fit window alone, the subsequent value passed

into the CH2O section of fitting is likely to be a different slant column than would

have been found with the CH2O specific window, thereby modifying the CH2O slant

column as a function of this difference. One method which may alleviate some of

these issues would be the application of a weighting function DOAS (WF-DOAS)

type algorithm, accounting for the wavelength dependency of the various absorbers

included in the fit (Buchwitz et al., 2000). Having been successfully applied to UV

retrievals of O3 from GOME spectra (Coldewey-Egbers et al., 2005), application of

WF-DOAS to minor absorbers in the UV has also shown promise, with successful

retrievals of SO2 from SCIAMACHY data proving its efficacy (Lee et al., 2008).

Application of the technique to CH2O retrievals is reserved for a future study, with

the methodology requiring significant modifications to the DOAS retrieval setup in

use.

Margins between differing BrO pre-fit windows are small, in terms of both re-

trieved CH2O slant columns and fit residuals. Given the slightly higher CH2O slant

columns and very small increases in fit quality found with test 1a, adjusting the

pre-fit window to the new range may well appear justified, in line with Theys et al.

(2011) findings of an improved BrO fit in this region. In relation to the pre-fit

wavelength dependence interplay, by discarding spectra taken at a SZA of > 60◦,
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Figure 4.2: Example CH2O fit using the reference retrieval settings for an enhanced
CH2O plume over the southeast USA on 9 August 2007 (scan 3107, orbit 4176, SZA
28.8◦). NO2, Ring, undersampling, polynomial fit, and linear offset are omitted from
the plot but included in the fit; slant column units are in molecules cm−2.

the issues of spurious BrO and/or O3 values modifying the CH2O fit are mitigated

for, given the proportionally reduced columns of these absorbers typically expected

in the latitudes covered by a SZA < 60◦.

CH2O

Shown in Figure 4.3, the dependence of retrieved slant column and its error on

the chosen fit window is demonstrated by repeatedly performing a DOAS fit on

a single GOME-2 scan (covering a region of strong CH2O emissions), incrementally

adjusting the upper and lower fit window limits with a 0.5 nm step. Minimised fit

residuals (the remaining spectrum following the fitting of the modelled spectrum to

our measured Earthshine spectrum) are found with the lower fit limit at wavelengths
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Figure 4.3: This surface plot (scan number 3107, orbit 4176) takes the reference
retrieval and adjusts the upper and lower limits of the CH2O fit window in 0.5 nm
increments, revealing the large variations in slant column and concurrent errors to
be found within the CH2O fitting window. Note areas of low slant column error
and fit RMS coincide well with the baseline retrieval window of 328.5–346 nm on
the x and y axis, respectively. Differences between CH2O error and fit residuals
are suggested to be attributed to variation in the error covariance matrix as the fit
boundary is adjusted (M. Van Roozendael, personal communication, 2012).

<329 nm, coinciding with the second major CH2O absorption peak in the fit range,

whilst slant column error serves to provide an estimate of the upper window cut-off,

displaying a band of error minima in the 345–349 nm region.

In test 2a we retrieve in the 325.5–350 nm fit range used by Marbach et al. (2010),

taking in the strongest CH2O absorption peak available (326 nm) in the UV as well

as an extra BrO peak towards the visible. Whilst fitting in this region is seen to

substantially increase CH2O slant columns (+0.57× 1016 molecules cm−2 globally),

fitting quality becomes poorer by 1.95× 10−7, pointing towards significant amounts

of spectral interference from the wider band of strong O3 absorption in the lower

UV. A newly proposed fit region, 332–350 nm is tested for test 2b, with the intention

of avoiding the largest O3 absorption in the lower fit range. This sees a global reduc-

tion on CH2O slant columns of −0.08× 1016 molecules cm−2, along with noticeable

increases in χ2 (1.23× 10−7 globally); suggesting exclusion of the CH2O absorption

peak around 330 nm imparts a significant negative effect on retrievals, providing an

insufficient number of peaks with which to accurately discriminate CH2O from its

conflicting absorbers.
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Testing similar space-borne UV spectrometer retrieval windows on GOME-2 data

shows the trend in slant column reduction continues as we move to the higher end of

the window further from the UV. In 2c we test the 337.5–359 nm fit window refined

for use with the original GOME instrument (Chance et al., 2000; Wittrock et al.,

2000). With the fit window lower limit at 337.5 nm, correlations between CH2O and

O3 spectra should be minimised in the DOAS fit – moving into a region of greatly re-

duced O3 strength compared to the CH2O absorption spectra. However, reduction in

the O3 correlation comes at the cost of greatly reduced fit quality (−4.38× 10−7 glob-

ally) and major reductions in CH2O slant columns (−1.18× 1016 molecules cm−2)

due to increased interference from BrO and O4. Comparable in wavelength range to

GOME-2, the OMI sensor also provides spectra for CH2O column retrievals using

a GOME type spectral fitting algorithm (Chance, 2002; Kurosu et al., 2004). Test

2d applies the suggested OMI retrieval window (327.5–356.6 nm) on the GOME-2

data (in conjunction with the standard BrO pre-fit), leading to a global decrease in

fit χ2 of −2.43× 10−7 compared to the reference retrieval, whilst we observe conti-

nental CH2O slant column decreases of −0.26 and −0.16× 1016 molecules cm−2 for

the AMA and SEUS regions.

From tests 2a–d, it is apparent that the differences between various spectrometers

limit applications of fit windows as specific to each instrument. This has major im-

plications for the generation of an extended CH2O time-series from multiple sensors

(e.g. De Smedt et al., 2008). Sensitivity to unknown instrumental or atmospheric

absorption features towards 350 nm precludes use of the original GOME and OMI

CH2O fit windows due to their use of a higher wavelength cut-off. Nevertheless,

a good retrieval is possible with the lower fitting range as applied in the reference

fit, with Figure 4.3 demonstrating a minimisation of fit RMS is achieved, coupled

to strongly enhanced CH2O slant columns expected of the SEUS study site.
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4.1.2 Absorber effects

Ring effect

Modelling of the Ring effect is accounted for with the inclusion of Ring spectra as

pseudo-absorbers in the retrieval. In the reference retrieval, the method of Vountas

et al. (1998) is applied to Ring cross sections generated with the SCIATRAN ra-

diative transfer model (Rozanov et al., 2005), accounting for both Fraunhofer and

molecular Ring effects. The widely used alternative method of Chance and Spurr

(1997) applies only one pseudo-absorber in the retrieval, assuming the contribution

of absorbers in Earth’s atmosphere to the Ring effect can safely be ignored. Apply-

ing this alternative Ring model (in DOAS mode) in test 3a shows large increases

in CH2O slant columns (+0.27× 1016 molecules cm−2), coincident with dramatic re-

ductions in fit quality for all regions demonstrated by a global χ2 of 46.57× 10−7.

These relatively poor results compared to the two Ring cross section method (Voun-

tas et al., 1998), suggest the Chance and Spurr (1997) method could be better tested

in the modified DOAS algorithm for which it was originally devised. This modified

technique fits intensity rather than linear least squares fitting of differential optical

depth, as originally intended for the method, as applied here. In either instance,

further increases in fit quality can be expected with an improved Ring term, taking

into account scene-specific parameters on albedo, aerosol loading, and clouds. How-

ever, given the range of variables involved in this process, this is considered beyond

the scope of this study.

O4 inclusion

When using a narrow window from 328.5–346 nm, the reference CH2O window upper

limit correlates well with an O4 absorption minimum, which when combined with

application of a 5th order polynomial, should negate significant O4 interference in

this region (De Smedt et al., 2008). Testing the inclusion of O4 shows a minor

decrease in global χ2, corresponding to an increase of CH2O slant columns. The

possibility of an O4 incursion in the upper fitting region, where O4 absorption is
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strongest, has been explored for desert regions by De Smedt et al. (2008) and further

tested here.

Tests 3b, c and d include the Greenblatt et al. (1990) O4 cross section as an

extra absorber. Its inclusion in the reference fit alone (test 3b) increases CH2O

slant columns for global and PAC regions by 0.14 and 0.08×1016 molecules cm−2,

respectively, with less noticeable effects for the enhanced CH2O regions. In all O4

tests, fit χ2 is modulated within ∼ 1 % of the reference retrieval. In 3c we adjust

the fit window to that of the GOME-1 fitting region, a wavelength range in which

O4 exhibits significant absorption features. Compared to test 2c (same fit region, no

O4 fitted), retrieved CH2O slant columns increase by ∼ 0.1× 1016 molecules cm−2,

a value not dissimilar to the 0.14× 1016 molecules cm−2 increase for test 3b against

the reference retrieval.

In test 3d we test the effectiveness of the reference retrieval’s 5th order polyno-

mial by replacing it with a 3rd order polynomial and fitting O4, as previously applied

to GOME-1 retrievals (albeit in a higher wavelength range) (Wittrock et al., 2000).

This offers a significantly different result to the reference retrieval, not demonstrated

by alternate O4 permutations in the tests above. CH2O slant columns are retrieved

0.94× 1016 molecules cm−2 higher globally, the majority of which are accounted for

by higher values over oceans, with a slightly reduced fit quality (∼ 1.74 % glob-

ally). These results suggest the 5th order polynomial, in conjunction with the shift

in fit region to lower wavelengths, is accounting for additional unquantified instru-

mental and/or atmospheric artefacts beyond the broadband atmospheric absorption

processes typically modelled by a 3rd order polynomial in the fitting region.

OClO inclusion

Including the Bogumil et al. (2003) OClO cross section (convolved to the GOME-2

slit function) in both fit windows is seen to affect CH2O slant columns less substan-

tially than with O4, where slight decreases in fit residuals are displayed (alluded to

from its inclusion in BrO pre-fit window tests), concurrent with a global reduction
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Figure 4.4: Difference plot on monthly mean for test 3f, excluding wavelength cal-
ibration. Dark fringes at the latitudinal extremes of the retrievals indicate CH2O
slant columns are strongly depressed in these regions, primarily as a function of
increased O3 interference.

in CH2O slant columns of approximately a third. However, OClO’s presence is in-

homogeneous over the globe, being largely confined to stratospheric polar regions,

and active during polar springtime (Oetjen et al., 2011). By discarding scans with

SZA > 60◦, OClO should not present a problem for CH2O, elevated concentrations

of which are largely confined to mid-latitudinal and tropical regions. However, due

to similarities between CH2O and OClO absorption cross sections, signal contamina-

tion cannot be completely ruled out. False OClO detection in tropical tropospheric

regions will lead to a reduction in CH2O columns, whilst an OClO contaminated

signal in poleward regions may well yield artificially enhanced CH2O values. Test 3d

includes OClO in the DOAS fit, yielding lower CH2O values over the Pacific Ocean

(−0.16× 1016 molecules cm−2), together with slightly decreased slant columns for

AMA and SEUS regions (−0.09 and 0.08× 1016 molecules cm−2) and a moderate

global reduction in fit RMS (−0.04× 10−4).
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Wavelength calibration

Although an extensive pre-flight characterisation campaign for the GOME-2 in-

strument (Siddans et al., 2006) has allowed for a superior operational wavelength

calibration compared with its predecessor, additional wavelength calibration on ref-

erence spectra prior to application of DOAS fitting is deemed essential. To test

the usefulness of this extra calibration, the wavelength calibration step is omitted

from the reference retrieval in test 3f. This results in a global reduction of CH2O

slant columns by 0.81× 1016 molecules cm−2, coupled to an amplification in global

latitudinal bias in the geographical distribution thought to be imparted by strong

O3 absorption towards the poles (see Figure 4.4). Fit quality is reduced, with χ2

deteriorating at a global scale (by 0.55× 10−7). This shows the improved wavelength

calibration allows for an enhanced alignment of absorption features in spectra and

trace gas cross sections, crucial in improving the accuracy of O3 and BrO fits, par-

ticularly at large SZAs.

I0 correction

Following the methodology of Aliwell et al. (2002), O3 cross sections included in the

reference retrieval are corrected for the I0 effect. The baseline retrieval followed here

uses a slant column of 0.8× 1019 molecules cm−2 for the I0 correction of O3 cross sec-

tions prior to fitting (our reference retrieval shows O3 retrieved in the slightly wider

BrO pre-fitting window to be close enough to values retrieved in the CH2O window

to warrant using the same correction value). The slant column used for I0 correction

remains a source of error in the retrieval, typically set to the maximum retrieved

slant column value of the corrected absorber. This value can be expected to exhibit

wide seasonal and geographic variation. For orbit 4176, the scaling factor is ad-

justed in 0.1× 1019 molecules cm−2 steps between 0.1 and 2.3× 1019 molecules cm−2

to evaluate the range of retrieval effects imparted by the correction.

Figure 4.5 shows the results of this test, with a levelling off of CH2O slant

columns and errors, O3 and fit residuals when the slant column is increased above
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Figure 4.5: I0 correction range test showing mean values for orbit 4176, with the
O3 column slant column adjusted at 0.1× 1019 molecules cm−2 intervals along the x-
axis (the reference retrieval applies an add back value of 0.8× 1019 molecules cm−2).
Dashed line indicates mean CH2O slant column error.

0.5× 1019 molecules cm−2. Assuming the retrievals from orbit 4176 are reasonably

illustrative of a typical GOME-2 orbit, this indicates incorporation of an O3 column

at 0.5× 1019 molecules cm−2 represents an appropriate correction factor. Extending

the application of I0 correction from just O3 to all trace gas absorbers in test 3g

(BrO at 4.5× 1014, CH2O at 12× 1016, and NO2 at 5× 1017) yields negligible global

increases in CH2O slant columns, with accompanying increases in fit quality of

0.07× 10−7. However, these changes are not uniform across the globe, with slant

columns increases for the AMA and PAC regions, and decreases evident for SEUS.

These further increases in fit quality suggest extending the I0 correction methodology

to all fitted trace gas absorbers is warranted.

Cross section temperature

Change in absorption spectra line shape and strength are encountered in parallel

with temperature variations. Of relevance here, O3 absorption cross sections show

a strong relationship with temperature (Liu et al., 2007), and are therefore included

in the retrieval at two temperatures, with the higher temperature orthogonalised to

the lower. Tropospheric CH2O retrievals typically fit O3 at temperatures suitable

to the stratospheric O3 component, at around 218–228 K and 241–248 K.
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Figure 4.6: Scan number 3107 (orbit 4176) repeatedly retrieved with the reference
settings, adjusting the low and high temperatures of the orthogonalised O3 absorp-
tion spectra in increments of 0.5 K. A linear gradient is seen for slant columns
(molecules cm−2) and fit residuals. Whilst the range of fit residual variation is not
large, the retrieved CH2O slant column displays a non-negligible range of values.

To test the dependence of CH2O slant column on O3 retrieval temperature, we

apply temperature coefficients given with the Liu et al. (2007) interpretation of the

Malicet et al. (1995) O3 cross sections, thus allowing derivation of O3 absorption

cross sections at any number of temperatures. As shown in Figure 4.6, the variabil-

ity is assessed for a single scan over the SEUS study site, on 9th August 2007 (scan

no. 3107, orbit 4176), when a high CH2O slant column magnitude is expected. The

O3 temperature range is adjusted through 200–230 K and 230–260 K in 0.5 K inter-

vals, altering retrieved CH2O slant columns between 4.0–4.8× 1016 molecules cm−2,

and O3 slant column from 2.20–2.30× 1019 molecules cm−2. Temperature effects on

fit residuals are limited to a small range of O3 temperature combinations for < 215 K

(lower) and > 245 K (upper), beyond which they flatten out around 7.1× 10−4. This

large range of minimised fit residuals allows optimisation of the CH2O fit accord-

ing to the maximum slant columns. For CH2O and O3, both suggest temperatures

currently in use are entirely suitable (i.e. 228 and 243 K, respectively).

The CH2O cross section varies throughout the UV absorption region (Brauers

et al., 2007). To arrive at an appropriate error estimate for CH2O temperature

dependency, CH2O cross sections were generated at 5 K temperature intervals be-

tween 273 and 308 K, and applied in place of the regular CH2O cross section (298 K).
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The mean temperature dependency over orbit 4176 is found to be weak, at only

∼ 0.03× 1016 molecules cm−2 over the 35 K temperature range tested, translating to

an average decrease in CH2O slant column of 0.11 % K−1.

Selecting two 5◦× 5◦ regions of high (southeastern USA) and low (Gulf of Mex-

ico) CH2O concentrations from the orbit provides a more detailed estimate of the

temperature dependency. O3 slant columns remain unaffected by the adjustment

of CH2O absorption cross section temperature. Corresponding to the increased

cross section temperature, CH2O slant column mean increases in a linear fashion of

+0.16× 1016 molecules cm−2 across the temperature range for the enhanced SEUS

CH2O plume, with a much smaller increase for the low CH2O slant column case,

increasing by just 0.01× 1016 molecules cm−2.

4.1.3 Polynomial degree

Fitting the GOME-2 measured Earthshine spectrum with a polynomial removes the

broadband spectral component of atmospheric Rayleigh and Mie scattering prior

to fitting trace gas absorbers. Work with the original GOME instrument found

application of a 3rd order polynomial sufficient to remove the atmospheric scatter-

ing component (Wittrock et al., 2000). However, with the shift of the fit range

further into the UV, allowing stronger O3 absorption to increase retrieval interfer-

ence, a 5th order polynomial is applied in the reference settings, based on the work

of De Smedt et al. (2012). Test 4a applies a 4th order polynomial, resulting in

an approximate doubling of slant columns over oceans, with gains in CH2O slant

column of 0.24× 1016 molecules cm−2 for AMA, and 0.31× 1016 molecules cm−2 for

SEUS. Application of a 3rd order polynomial in test 4b increases the strength of the

latitudinal dependency globally (reducing values at high latitudes, with increased

slant columns at mid-latitudes), yielding a global CH2O slant column increase of

around 15 %. Fit quality for both tests is seen to greatly reduce (+0.23× 10−7 for

the 4th order, and +0.73× 10−7 for the 3rd globally) from the reference retrieval

as we move away from the 5th order polynomial, showing lower order polynomials
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Figure 4.7: Monthly mean CH2O vertical columns for August 2007 retrieved using
the default algorithm settings (Table 4.1), after the application of the reference
sector correction (see Sect. 4.3.2). Data are averaged onto a 0.5◦× 0.5◦ grid excluding
observations with cloud fraction > 0.4 and SZA > 60◦. The South Atlantic Anomaly
is clearly visible in the plot as a region of noisy data centred on 60◦ W, 30◦ S. This
is caused by the lowering of the Van Allen belts in this region allowing an increased
frequency of high-energy radiation impacts on sensor elements, creating spikes in
measured radiances.

provide a comparatively poorer correction for atmospheric scattering processes in

the fitting range applied here. Further testing for polynomial effects should extend

the degree fitted to six in order to assess the impact of a more flexible polynomial,

although this is reserved for future studies due to technical limitations in the DOAS

software applied for this work.

4.1.4 Instrument corrections

In a similar fashion to modelling atmospheric absorbers as accurately as possible

presented in Sect. 3.2, mitigation must be made for known instrumental issues. In

many cases this can be conducted by the addition of pseudo-absorbers representing

spectral artefacts.
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Scan bias

GOME-2 exhibits a scan angle and SZA dependent bias, occurring as a function

of instrument degradation since launch (Dikty and Richter, 2011; Cai et al., 2012).

This is known to affect all GOME-2 retrievals, particularly those making use of

short UV wavelengths (Balis et al., 2008; Antón et al., 2009; Loyola et al., 2011b).

To counter this scan bias, Eta and Zeta polarisation spectra (measured pre-launch)

are included in the reference retrieval BrO pre-fit window as pseudo-absorbers (EU-

METSAT, 2011a; De Smedt et al., 2012). Visual inspection of individual orbits

reveal the values retrieved for the Eta and Zeta parameters display distinctive east

and west components. Confirmation of the corrective effect is made in test 5a by

testing the retrieval without the spectra and examining individual swaths, allow-

ing a strong cross track dependency to become apparent, highlighted by eastern

slant columns retrieving between 1–2× 1016 molecules cm−2 higher than their west-

ern counterparts over clear ocean, manifesting in a globally increased CH2O slant

column mean (0.4× 1016 molecules cm−2). However, exclusion of these correction

factors also serves to increase fit quality, with χ2 values decreasing for all sites. The

inclusion of the scan bias correction’s overall negative effect on fit quality points to

the requirement for implementation of superior retrieval-based bias correction tech-

niques such as that derived by Loyola et al. (2011b), or empirical corrections of L1B

data.

Spectral undersampling

GOME-2 samples between 2.46 and 2.25 measurements per FWHM (0.27 nm) at the

lower and upper wavelength limits of the reference fitting interval. Small wavelength

shifts of the spectrometer in orbit, on the order of 0.007 nm, introduce potential for

undersampling of spectra, especially with a moderately decreasing FWHM towards

the upper limit of the CH2O fit window (Cai et al., 2012). Undersampling spec-

tra are calculated for GOME-2 following Chance et al. (2005), and included as

a pseudo-absorber in the reference retrieval. Testing the efficacy of the undersam-
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pling correction by excluding the spectra from the fit in test 5b leads to an increase of

+0.13× 1016 molecules cm−2 in CH2O slant columns globally, with similar increases

for the study regions. Whilst the standard deviation on these columns decreases very

slightly, confidence in the retrieval without an undersampling correction is under-

mined by significant reductions in fit quality for all sites. Loss of retrieval sensitivity

from not correcting for undersampling, particularly for weak absorbers, suggests the

inclusion of an undersampling correction should be strongly considered, as expected.

Offset correction

A small amount of signal measured by GOME-2 is thought to be additive from

extraneous sources inherent to the imperfect nature of the instrument’s design, con-

struction and operation (e.g. stray light in the spectrometer housing, and degassing

of adhesives and materials contained within the housing and unable to escape to

space). These predominantly systematic artefacts can be accounted for by the ad-

dition of a linear offset term in the DOAS fit – typically taking the form of fitting

a 1st order polynomial to the fit residual (as used in the reference fit here, derived

following the modified offset equation detailed on page 69 of Fayt et al. (2011)). This

is tested in comparison with a zero and 2nd order offset polynomial (tests 5d and

5e), as well as application of a 1/I0 spectrum fitted as a pseudo-absorber (in place

of the standard polynomial) (Marbach et al., 2010; Valks et al., 2011). The latter

method, tested in 5f, has the potential to provide a more accurate representation of

the offset term, being based on the instrument’s physical parameters for each daily

reference spectra.

Increasing the offset polynomial to a 2nd order correction increases fit quality

very slightly (∼ 1 % globally), with corresponding increases in CH2O slant column

for all sites (∼ 0.06 × 1016 molecules cm−2). Application of a zero order offset

polynomial and a 1/I0 spectrum as the offset term both show similar significant

reductions in slant columns, with fitting residuals increasing beyond that found with

the reference correction term – rendering both alternatives unsuitable for further
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application to the CH2O retrieval.

4.1.5 SCD error

Slant column density errors are composed of random and systematic components

De Smedt et al. (2008); Theys (2010). Random error can be approximated by the

RMS of the DOAS fit, assuming it is primarily influenced by noise in the mea-

sured spectrum. Systematic errors are generated through the interference of fitted

molecules, as a function of the similarity of absorption line shape and subsequent po-

tential for mis-fit of the desired molecule. In the CH2O fit region, absorbers are seen

to be well correlated (Figure 3.1). Here the method of De Smedt et al. (2008) and

Theys (2010) is used to estimate systematic errors on retrieved slant column density

σ2Nssyst as a result of uncertainty on the convolved absorption cross sections:

σ2Nssyst =
m∑
j=1

N2
sj

[GSbjG
T]. (4.2)

Where Nsj is the fitted SCD of the jth absorber, Sbj is the n× n (n represents the

number of wavelengths the DOAS fit is performed on) covariance matrix of errors

on the jth fitted absorption cross section against the absorption cross section of

interest, and the gain matrix G is formed by a matrix of absorption cross sections

K with dimensions n×m (where m is the number of fitted absorbers):

G = [KTK]−1KT. (4.3)

Complete error budgets are unavailable for the high resolution absorption spectra in

use here, therefore as in the method of De Smedt and Theys, errors are estimated by

multiplying convolved absorption cross sections by the accompanying uncertainty

values from each absorbers respective literature reference (BrO: 8%, CH2O: 5%,

NO2: 3%, O3: 3%, and Ring: 5%). An additional error source accounting for

varying quality of wavelength calibration and linear offset fitting is estimated at

12%.
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Figure 4.8: 2◦ latitudinal mean SCD errors calculated for 200703 and 200708.

Systematic SCD errors are calculated for March and August 2007; two months

representative of the minimum and maximum expected CH2O columns worldwide.

Figure 4.8 shows the total systematic error on SCDs to be in the region of 1.1×

1016 molecules cm−2 at high latitudes and 0.9× 1016 molecules cm−2 towards the

equator. O3 interference in the fit is seen to be the largest contributor to total CH2O

fit uncertainty, due to the strength of ozone’s absorption masking formaldehyde

absorption features. Ring effect (not plotted due to y-axis differences) also plays

a significant role in degrading fit quality in parallel with measurement SZA, whilst

BrO induced errors are noted further towards the poles as a consequence of the

molecule’s relative abundance in these regions. Additional uncertainty due to fit

parameters remains within a small range over all latitudes, as does the minimal

interference from the NO2 molecule. Error on the CH2O absorption cross section

itself is seen to contribute an intermediate amount to systematic SCD error. From

this error budget, the difficulty of the CH2O fit is illustrated, whereby it is apparent

a much improved O3 fit is required in order to reduce CH2O error.
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4.2 Earthshine I0 reference

In any CH2O DOAS fit, residual components are introduced through imprecise fit-

ting of major absorbers present in the retrieval window. In the case of CH2O, O3

and Ring absorption remain as major contributors to the residual spectrum. Fur-

thermore, a fitting bias in the CH2O fit is evident in latitudinal means (Figure

4.10), believed to caused by spectral fitting dependencies at high latitudes of the

CH2O fit with O3, Ring, BrO, and contributions from un-defined instrumental issues

(De Smedt et al., 2012). In addition to the latitudinal bias, scan bias is evident from

the eastern to the western portion of GOME-2’s swath, which remain apparent even

with inclusion of Eta and Zeta correction factors in the fit (Section 4.1.4). Correc-

tions for this latitudinal bias typically make use of the Reference Sector Method

(RSM) (Richter and Burrows, 2002). Whilst this partly mitigates for the problem,

it also introduces an extra layer of complexity and error to the retrieval, coupled to

further dependency on an a-priori CTM. Work is presented detailing efforts made

to mitigate for latitudinal bias by reducing fit dependence on the RSM correction,

and so improve the fitting portion of the retrieval further.

Ground based zenith DOAS retrievals must apply a reference background spec-

trum measured at a low solar zenith angle, thereby taking a measurement through

the shortest atmospheric path containing a minimum of absorbers present in the

reference spectrum. Application of a similar reference spectra to space-borne re-

trievals is tested by making use of Earthshine spectra from a clean Pacific reference

sector as background reference in place of the usual extra-terrestrial solar spectrum.

These already contain background concentrations of absorbers (including CH2O),

with fitted concentrations reduced by the co-incident amount of absorber present in

the reference. This should confer an advantage to the retrieval from the strongest

absorbers (O3 and Ring) already being present in the I0 reference, allowing for a

reduction in the relative retrieved concentration masking absorption features of mi-

nor absorbers. O3 and Ring both show broad latitudinal variation across the globe,

whilst CH2O concentrations are highly localised, with background concentrations
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at detection minimums. Removal of background interference from strong absorbers

over all latitudes should remove the latitudinal bias present in the CH2O global

mean by reducing the fitting interplay between CH2O and stronger absorbers. Nor-

malisation of Earthshine fitted SCDs is performed after the DOAS fit, by adding a

CTM defined background CH2O value to Earthshine fitted SCDs.

4.2.1 Earthshine I0 selection

The clean reference sector, from which Earthshine I0 (hereafter referred to as EI0)

are chosen, is set to the same as that defined for the RSM; -170◦ W to -140◦ W.

Initial test retrievals were made for EI0 selections only within a small 10◦ latitude ×

10◦ longitude subset of the reference sector over the equator, as used for correcting

diffuser plate structures in previous GOME-1 retrievals (Richter and Burrows, 2002),

and with a single EI0 to be applied to the entire days data. These were both shown to

offer very poor retrievals at locations beyond their own confines; suggesting EI0’s are

required for the entire reference sector. Therefore selection of the new EI0 is tested

for the entirety of the reference sector strip for two geographic criteria; latitude and

solar zenith angle. Given GOME-2’s 1920 km swath width, and to avoid further

unquantified scan bias contamination in the retrieval, selection in both cases is also

made for scanner position in bins of two scan index width across the swath.

EI0 spectra are sampled in 1◦ intervals from a latitudinal strip over the remote

Pacific Ocean, and only considered for selection providing they fall below the stan-

dard cloud fraction mask of 0.4 (reducing the cloud mask further provides too few

EI0 spectra to allow useful global retrieval coverage). Significant portions of the

reference sector are inevitably covered in cloud, despite use of a moderate cloud

fraction screen. This negates the retrieval on any of these scanner position and

latitude / SZA combinations for the rest of the day’s data, leaving a stripe of no

retrievals across the globe at that latitude.

To circumvent this apparent lack of EI0 references, tests were run experimenting

with a longitudinal widening of the reference sector, which was found to rapidly in-
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troduce enhanced continental trace gas concentrations from Asia and North America

into selected background reference spectra, defeating the object of the EI0 retrieval.

Replacing EI0 references for the infilling of gaps due to cloud, an algorithm is im-

plemented to initially search around the missing scan in a widening 1◦ band, up to

±4◦. If no suitable replacement is found in this search, the temporal range is then

widened 1 day at a time, to a maximum of ±4 days for the same scanner / geographic

position. For SZA selection criteria, a daily solar equator is calculated based upon

the point at which the Sun is directly overhead (e.g. for the 9th of August 2007,

solar equator is calculated at 16.02◦ N), allowing splitting of data into northern and

southern hemispheres relevant to solar position, and ensuring the number of EI0’s

is maximised.

Although both selection criteria should produce broadly similar EI0 sets, the lat-

itudinal selection method allows a greater number of EI0’s to be selected compared

to the SZA method, owing to latitudinal bands covering a narrower surface area

than the 1◦ SZA band, permitting a higher resolution of data from which to fill gaps

in with surrounding data. This impacts on the SZA selection through the introduc-

tion of larger cloud screen related gaps in the daily EI0 set, propagating throughout

the day’s orbits as a longitudinal gap in retrieval coverage. Daily sets of these scan

position and geo-location dependent EI0 spectra are then applied as I0 reference in

place of the daily SMR to give differential SCs. In order to match reference spectra,

trace gas absorption spectra are calibrated to the Earthshine wavelength scale in

this method.

Global AMA SEUS PAC
Mean ±1σ χ2 Mean ±1σ χ2 Mean ±1σ χ2 Mean ±1σ χ2

Ref. −0.30 0.57 8.96 1.01 0.33 7.64 1.14 0.32 6.40 −0.35 0.15 6.28
EI0 0.12 0.68 11.71 1.22 0.43 13.57 1.58 0.36 8.47 0.04 0.21 9.13

Table 4.2: Results for EI0 CH2O DOAS retrievals, presented in the same manner as
Table 4.4. Reference retrieval results are included for comparison.
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Figure 4.9: Example CH2O fit on scan 3107, orbit 4176, performed with an EI0

reference. Compare to Figure 4.2.

4.2.2 EI0 retrieval results

CH2O DOAS retrievals were performed using EI0 references for the entirety of Au-

gust 2007, using the same GOME-2 data (v4) as for the previous sensitivity tests.

All settings remain the same as detailed in Table 4.1, with the following two excep-

tions; solar reference is switched to the appropriate EI0 for the scan, and due to the

lack of a high resolution EI0 spectra to calibrate against inherent to the technique,

wavelength calibration of spectra is disabled.

Looking first at the quality of DOAS fit achievable with an EI0 spectrum, the

sample scan 3107 from orbit 4176 is detailed in Figure 4.9. Comparing this to the

regular retrieval shown in Figure 4.2, fitted concentrations of O3, Ring (EigenVector

1) and BrO are all significantly reduced by an order of magnitude. However Ring

EV2 and EV3 are both seen to increase in the absence of EV1 detection. The Ring
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Figure 4.10: CH2O slant column densities retrieved for the 9th August 2007 over
the Pacific reference sector from which EI0 references are taken. Plots are restricted
to reference longitudes -170◦ W – -140◦W. Regular (REG) and EI0 retrievals with
references selected based on the latitudinal binning scheme (LAT) are shown with
scans >0.4 CF removed. Latitudinal means are presented, with the left most line
plot detailing the mean over the entire reference region, and each subsequent plot
representing the mean of 5◦ strips taken over the same region.

Figure 4.11: As Figure 4.10, but showing χ2 fit quality.

issues, coupled with a degradation in quality of spectral alignment due to the lack of

absolute wavelength calibration, are thought to be the driver behind the reduction

in the global χ2 fit quality by around 30% compared to the reference retrieval.

With regards to the geographic distribution of EI0 fits, CH2O is seen to ex-

hibit a greater range of variation, and noise, than for its regular retrieval. The

majority of fits are now positive, reflected in the global CH2O slant column mean of

∼ 0.12× 1016 molecules cm−2. The latitudinal CH2O ‘hump’ is intensified with an

EI0 fit, due to amplification of latitudinal variation present in the reference sector

used for EI0 selection. Large levels of noise are not noted for O3 and Ring fits (Fig-

ures 4.12, and 4.13), owing to the virtual elimination of these concentrations from

the retrieval. CH2O and O3 latitudinal means for the regular retrieval demonstrate

well the dependence of CH2O concentrations on fitted O3; with a depression of CH2O
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Figure 4.12: As Figure 4.10, but showing retrieved O3.

Figure 4.13: As Figure 4.10, but showing retrieved Ring (EV1).

concentrations occurring in parallel with elevated O3 concentrations, even over what

should be a homogenous region of CH2O such as the reference sector shown.

Scan angle bias remains, albeit at a reduced level, evident in both the fit χ2 and

Ring plots. Due to the scan angle dependent nature of the reference selection and

fitting, retrieval fit quality is seen to increase slightly in the western portion of the

swath, offset by a reduction in fit quality on the eastern side due to amplification of

degraded GOME-2 measurements.

4.2.3 EI0 analysis

DOAS fitting with an EI0 reference is greatly complicated by the increase in Ring

EV2 and EV3 interference in the retrieval, illustrated in Figure 4.9. Referring to

the original Vountas et al. (1998) description of the Ring components when derived

with Principal Components Analysis; EV1 represents the Fraunhofer line filling

component of the Ring effect, which is effectively removed from our retrieval. It can

be assumed that use of the EI0 reference introduces new Ring effect fit dependencies

related to the filling in of atmospheric gas absorption lines, represented by EV2 and
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3, both seen to significantly increase. Although further investigation is required,

this could well be correlated with the presence of cloud in selected EI0 references

impacting on the measured radiances.

Further limitations in the technique arise from the lack of a stringent wavelength

calibration and slit function derivation for EI0 reference spectra, with at least part

of the reduction in fit quality attributable to poor alignment of spectra, in a similar

fashion to that found in sensitivity test 3f (no wavelength calibration). Mitigation

for a changing slit function can be made by deriving the slit function for a regular

I0 retrieval, and applying this slit to EI0 retrieval spectra. Positive aspects of the

retrieval relate to removal of the need to apply a full reference sector correction - with

EI0 retrievals typically returning positive CH2O slant column densities over remote

areas, indicating background values are enhanced due to the co-incident reduction

of retrieved O3 and Ring slant column densities.

4.3 SCD post processing

4.3.1 Cloud fraction

For nadir mode scanning, GOME-2’s detector array has an integration time set to

yield a spatial resolution of 80×40 km2 per pixel. Whilst many entirely cloud free

pixels are found in a regular GOME-2 orbit of approximately 15,000 scans, the vast

majority will be at least partially contaminated with cloud. In our AMF retrieval

algorithm, cloudy pixels are dealt with using the independent pixel approximation

(Martin et al., 2002), as detailed in equation 5.24, leaving a margin of error on the

AMF directly linked to the accuracy of input cloud data. The FRESCO+ (Fast

Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A band) cloud retrieval scheme used

here to provide cloud information, derives cloud properties from GOME-2 PMD

measurements of the O2 A-band (759–770nm) (Wang et al., 2008). Boersma et al.

(2004) summarised expected uncertainties on GOME-1 NO2 measurements due to

cloud, finding a 5% uncertainty in cloud fraction over oceans, and 20% uncertainty
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Figure 4.14: Altering the cloud fraction threshold from our reference retrieval (Au-
gust 2007) shows the wide range of CH2O slant columns (left hand plot, dotted
lines), vertical columns (left hand plot, solid lines), and scan counts (right hand
plot) taken into monthly means for the three detailed study sites. A cloud fraction
(CF) of 1 indicates all scans are taken into account.

over land. In the AMF algorithm presented here, cloud top reflectivity is set as a

Lambertian reflector with an assumed albedo of 0.8, whilst for the clear portion of

the scene, we also rely on surface albedo from an external database.

Scans with an effective cloud fraction of> 0.4 are initially excluded from analysis.

Here, the effect of increasing and decreasing the CF threshold for the reference

retrieval is specifically examined. The high spatial sampling frequency of GOME-2

provides the opportunity to test a higher rejection rate on cloudy pixels for lower

cloud fractions. This will yield less variability in monthly slant column means due to

the reduction in the number of observations, for which SCD retrievals are artificially

modified due to cloud scattering and absorption effects.

Figure 4.14 shows the effect this cloud fraction adjustment has on the monthly

CH2O slant columns and scan counts for August 2007. A cloud fraction of 0.4,

used as the reference threshold, is seen to offer a reasonable compromise between

elimination of cloudy pixels without significantly affecting SCD values. This is

further illustrated in Figure 4.15, particularly for the AMA study site, where the

majority of cloud can be seen to be sitting in the 300–600 hPa region. CH2O slant

and vertical columns for the PAC region are stable above a cloud fraction limit of

0.1. Minor correlations between increasing scan counts and vertical columns are
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Figure 4.15: CH2O SCD against cloud top pressure (CTP), with cloud fractions
from 0–1.0 denoted by colour, for the three study sites on the 9th August 2007. The
Amazon site shows the large number of high CF scans (CF > 0.4) expected in the
area due to the regional climate, the majority of which are between 300–600 hPa,
whilst the southeastern US and Pacific Ocean regions display no clear correlation
between CF and CTP.

noted for the AMA region, due to an increased number of scans with higher cloud

fractions increasing the reflectivity of a radiance measurement, thereby enhancing

the measured CH2O SCD (Palmer et al., 2001). For the SEUS region, slant and

vertical columns decrease from cloud fractions of 0 to plateau above a cloud fraction

of 0.4. The vertical column is seen to increase in parallel with an increased cloud

cover at CF > 0.4, which is not noted for the corresponding slant columns. Whilst

this offers a useful indicator of an appropriate CF threshold, it also shows the AMF

is providing a sub-optimal conversion value for such scans due to an unrealistic

interpretation of radiation transfer above, within, and below clouds. At higher solar

zenith angles, situation is likely to be further compounded by the increasing path

length of light in combination with Mie scattering effected by cloud.

Interaction between cloud and aerosol which exists over the study regions, and

their representation by the AMF, may play a large part in spurious slant to vertical

column conversions above certain cloud thresholds (Boersma et al., 2004). Aerosols

are represented in the AMF by AODs of 6 different types supplied by the GEOS-

Chem CTM (sea salt, desert dust, black carbon, water vapour and SO2), used to

modify the scattering weights implicit in AMf calculation. Biomass burning, often
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Figure 4.16: Reference sector correction for the 9 August 2007. Grey markers indi-
cate retrieved slant column values in the reference strip from which we model our
subtractive polynomial. Solid lines represent the polynomial taken from these val-
ues according to scan position. Note large differences between east and west swath
corrections, illustrating bias present in retrievals according to swath position. “All”
is obscured by “Back” and “Front”, whilst “Centre” is obscured by “West”.

encountered in tropical ecosystems such as the Amazon, encourages pyro-convection,

with associated uplift of aerosol high into the troposphere (∼ 5 km) (Gonzi and

Palmer, 2010). Aerosol at these heights can act to shield incoming radiation from

underlying CH2O, effecting a decrease in the AMF and subsequent increase in CH2O

vertical columns. High clouds also affect the AMF in the same way, but possibly to

a greater extent owing to their increased albedo compared to aerosols. Considering

biomass burning cases, these two processes are likely to act in concert, with a greater

number of aerosol molecules providing cloud formation nuclei.

4.3.2 Reference sector method

To mitigate for unresolved spectral dependencies occurring at high latitudes between

CH2O and strongly interfering BrO and O3 molecules, a reference sector correction

is performed following the standard method detailed in Section 3.4.5, developed for

stratospheric correction of NO2 retrievals (Martin et al., 2002; Richter and Burrows,

2002) and also routinely applied to CH2O data (e.g. Palmer et al., 2006; Barkley

et al., 2008; De Smedt et al., 2008).

Here, the forward scans of the GOME-2 scan packet (see Section 3.3.4) are

further divided into east, centre and west components, consisting of 8 scans each,

allowing investigation into the effect of the GOME-2 scan bias on the reference

sector method (RSM), and final vertical columns. Figure 4.16 and Table 4.3 show
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that by incorporating all scans into the correction, directional scan bias averages

out over the swath, whilst including only east or west scans imparts a clear bias on

the subtractive polynomial according to scan direction applied. Nevertheless, the

eta/ zeta scan bias correction remains essential, with error at swath edges likely

to propagate through monthly and seasonal means. Even accounting for the eta/

zeta correction, assessment of more sophisticated methods of scan bias correction

mentioned in Sections 3.4.5 should be pursued for CH2O retrievals.

4.3.3 Homogenisation of CH2O vertical columns

To test the effect of the application of the reference sector correction on the CH2O

retrieval, differences in CH2O slant columns are compared with their corresponding

vertical columns from prior sensitivity testing (Table 4.4). From these tests, selected

CH2O vertical column results are summarised in Table 4.5. This demonstrates

major reductions in differences between test retrievals and the reference retrieval,

particularly so for tests with previously very large differences, bringing all global

vertical column differences within 21 % of the reference, compared to a maximum

slant column difference of −390 %.

Despite widely varying errors in terms of fit residuals between retrievals, Table 4.6

demonstrates that application of the reference sector correction apparently causes

previously disparate retrievals to converge around a broadly similar set of results.

This ranges from those tests with small effects on global slant column mean (such

Scans Global AMA SEUS PAC

All 0.49 1.62 2.02 0.31
Back 0.45 1.58 1.98 0.28
Front 0.49 1.63 2.02 0.31
Centre 0.30 1.36 1.73 0.12
East 0.54 1.83 2.23 0.46
West 0.30 1.36 1.73 0.12

Table 4.3: Monthly mean CH2O vertical columns for August 2007 (units of
× 1016 molecules cm−2) derived from usage of unique directional swath components
for the reference sector correction, taking the reference retrieval as source data.
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Global AMA SEUS PAC
Fit window (nm) Mean ±1σ Mean ±1σ Mean ±1σ Mean ±1σ

Reference retrieval 0.49 0.43 1.62 0.35 2.02 0.44 0.31 0.11
Spectral range
BrO window
1a. 332–359 0.50 0.43 1.57 0.36 2.03 0.44 0.32 0.11
1b. 332–359 (+ OClO) 0.48 0.42 1.56 0.36 1.98 0.44 0.31 0.12
CH2O window
2a. 325.5–350 0.57 0.48 1.54 0.31 2.05 0.44 0.30 0.10
2b. 332–350 0.49 0.44 1.70 0.40 2.07 0.46 0.33 0.11
2c. 337.5–359 0.39 0.56 1.76 0.49 1.98 0.52 0.28 0.13
2d. 327.5–356.6 0.51 0.48 1.52 0.32 1.89 0.45 0.27 0.09
Absorber effects
3b. O4 0.41 0.41 1.57 0.37 1.84 0.43 0.28 0.11
3e. OClO 0.51 0.47 1.71 0.37 2.12 0.48 0.33 0.11
3g. I0 correct all abs. 0.49 0.42 1.61 0.34 2.00 0.44 0.32 0.11
Polynomial degree
4a. 4th order polynomial 0.55 0.47 1.65 0.32 2.06 0.46 0.31 0.10
4b. 3rd order polynomial 0.58 0.51 1.62 0.32 2.11 0.47 0.31 0.11
Instrument corrections
5a. No scan bias correction 0.52 0.43 1.61 0.34 1.98 0.44 0.32 0.10
5b. No undersampling 0.52 0.44 1.64 0.35 2.07 0.45 0.32 0.11

Table 4.5: Summary of mean vertical columns (units of ×1016 molecules cm−2) for
selected tests, the range of which are in sharp contrast to the variability found with
the SC precursors.

Global AMA SEUS PAC
Test ∆SC ∆VC ∆SC ∆VC ∆SC ∆VC ∆SC ∆VC

Spectral range (nm)
BrO window
1a. 332–359 21 1 0 −3 6 1 17 2
1b. 332–359 (+ OClO) 49 −2 8 −4 12 −2 40 −0
CH2O window
2a. 325.5–350 190 16 35 −5 44 2 121 −2
2b. 332–350 −27 −1 −2 5 −4 3 −16 7
2c. 337.5–359 −390 −21 −98 8 −97 −2 −328 −9
2d. 327.5–356.6 −17 3 −26 −6 −14 −6 −60 −14
Absorber effects
3b. O4 −46 17 11 3 6 9 −38 8
3e. OClO 32 −4 −9 −6 −7 −5 45 −5
3g. I0 correct all abs. 0 2 1 1 −3 1 −8 −2
Polynomial degree
4a. 4th order polynomial −105 −11 23 −2 27 −2 −60 0
4b. 3rd order polynomial 16 −17 −11 0 8 −5 28 0
Instrument corrections
5a. No scan bias correction 133 5 32 1 30 2 99 3
5b. No undersampling 45 5 4 1 14 3 13 5

Table 4.6: Summary of the reference sector correction on the retrieved CH2O vertical
columns relative to the default reference retrieval (i.e. ∆VC). The slant column
differences (∆SC) from each test are also shown for comparison. Differences are in
%.
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as test 3g – I0 correcting all absorbers, with previous slant column differences on the

reference retrieval of 0.03 % converting to 1.69 % in vertical columns), to those with

the largest effects (test 2c – fitting in the original GOME-1 CH2O retrieval window

whose global slant column difference of −390 % is reduced to just −21 %). Of note,

tests 2a, 2c, 4a and 5a stand out due to the much smaller relative differences when

vertical columns are considered instead of slant columns. Based on the PAC study

site, the vast majority of this variability can be attributed to retrievals at or around

the limit of CH2O detection. Ocean retrievals typically return very low CH2O slant

column values, with its production determined only by CH4 oxidation rather than

the spatially limited enhanced continental isoprene sources. This homogenisation

effect on the CH2O vertical columns occurs because once the slant column bias over

the Pacific Ocean is subtracted, subsequent corrected slant columns are at or close to

zero. Addition of a common GEOS–Chem model CH2O background therefore simply

results in CH2O vertical columns of similar magnitude (irrespective of the spectral

fitting procedure). However, whilst the reference sector method adjusts CH2O VCs

to within similar orders of magnitude, it should be noted that the overall effect is to

correct for a global offset, and latitudinal variation caused by spectral interference

with ancillary absorbers at high latitudes. By not discriminating spatially, the

technique maintains compatibility and comparability between the various retrievals.

4.4 Summary

This chapter presented an in-depth analysis of the parameters governing the accu-

racy and efficacy of GOME-2 DOAS CH2O retrievals. Testing has shown the major

parameter influencing the minimisation of fitting residuals for CH2O fitting to be the

spectral fit window, adjustment of which is shown to produce changes in retrieved

slant column between 190 and −390 % globally. Polynomial order, I0 correction,

fitted ancillary absorbers and offset corrections also have an significant impact on

the fit residual. Subtle effects on fit quality and CH2O slant column are also noted

with instrumental corrections, such as wavelength calibration, undersampling and
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scan bias correction, although these should be probably weighted with a similarly

high importance, since the CH2O retrieval is close to the limits of the instrument’s

sensitivity. Reference fit settings (Table 4.1) are found to provide an optimal group

of parameters for global CH2O retrievals, based on the minimisation of error each

setting is seen to provide in contrast to viable alternatives.

Investigation was undertaken to examine the potential for application of a DOAS

reference derived from Earthshine spectra over the remote Pacific. This technique

was intended to remove the negative bias in retrievals by including an amount of

the retrieved absorber in the reference. Complications related to the Ring effect and

wavelength calibration prevent fitting residuals matching those of a well calibrated

regular DOAS retrieval, although the technique displays some promise in the elim-

ination of negative slant columns, reducing the dependence on the reference sector

correction.

Vertical columns are shown to be much less sensitive to DOAS fitting parameters

than their original slant columns, primarily due to application of the RSM technique.

Analysis has shown that regardless of spectral fitting parameters, which often result

in large slant column differences, addition of model CH2O background columns to the

bias corrected slant columns allows convergence of the final GOME-2 vertical column

product to within a range of 16 to −21 % globally for the various CH2O fitting

windows. Cloud fraction is shown to have a large effect on both the monthly mean

slant and vertical columns, the latter being affected by the relationship between the

observed cloud top pressure and the CH2O vertical distribution.

An ideal characterisation of various fitting parameters presented would make use

of synthetic spectra with known trace gas concentrations and artefacts, allowing for a

fully quantitative interpretation of error sources (e.g. Vogel et al. (2013)). However,

the utility of an investigation focussing on real-life measurements continues to show

value to improving retrievals from specific instruments, with Pinardi et al. (2013)

recently conducting a large scale characterisation of CH2O retrievals from a ground

based multi axis DOAS instrument.
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Further improvement to the GOME-2 DOAS retrieval beyond those characterised

here are likely to take advantage of promising adjustments to the DOAS technique

described in Lee et al. (2008) and Puķ̄ıte et al. (2010). The former method applies

a weighting function DOAS technique to retrievals, with selected spectra included

in the SCIAMACHY SO2 retrieval being dependent on scene specific parameters

(including location and ozone interference), in order to correct for latitudinal offsets

imparted by major absorbers. Extension of the technique to other minor trace gases

with similarly weak absorption signals in the far UV would likely warrant investiga-

tion in terms of additional computational overheads for the DOAS calculation, offset

by the theoretical improvements in residual reduction available. The second method

offers a reduction in fit residuals of up to an order of magnitude (when applied to

SCIAMACHY BrO retrievals) by using wavelength dependent fit coefficients calcu-

lated for each spectra in a retrieval, applied as additional parameters in a standard

DOAS fit. This should allow for an improved representation of strong absorber’s

optical depth change throughout its fitting region, allowing for a significant reduc-

tion in latitudinal retrieval bias in retrieval due to O3 and BrO dependencies at high

SZAs.
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Chapter 5

Air Mass Factors

Slant column density measurements of trace gases are converted from concentrations

representative of the absorber amount along the instrument’s line of sight for a path

length L, to a vertical measurement extending perpendicular from the surface to the

top of the atmosphere. Removal of a measurement’s dependence on its light path to

represent that of a vertical column provides us with a geophysical quantity totally

independent of viewing angle and the transmissive properties of the atmosphere.

This expands the range of applications to which measurements can be applied to and

compared with - ensuring comparability with other satellite platform measurements,

and allowing their use in chemical transport models (e.g. isoprene inversions).

An air mass factor (AMF) is calculated for this purpose, defined as the ratio of

absorber present in the slant column density (SCD), to that in a vertical column

density (VCD) extending from the surface of the Earth:

V CD = SCD/AMF. (5.1)

Application of a simple geometric AMF (AMFG), for a planar atmosphere with no

scattering processes accounts for looking through the atmosphere twice, with the

solar zenith angle (ΘS) and instrument line of sight (ΘV ) (Figure 5.1).

AMFG =
1

cos ΘS

+
1

cos ΘV

. (5.2)



Figure 5.1: Light path and geometry for an AMF in a planar atmosphere.

Assuming the instrument is nadir viewing (applicable to GOME-2), we define AMFG

with an effective solar zenith angle ΘE as:

AMFG =
1

cos ΘE

+
1

cos 0◦
. (5.3)

sec ΘE = sec ΘS + sec ΘV − 1

= AMFG − 1.

(5.4)

AMFG = 1 + sec ΘE = 1 +
1

cos ΘE

=
1 + cos ΘE

cos ΘE

.

(5.5)

5.1 Air mass factors in a scattering atmosphere

The troposphere is the most chemically active region of the atmosphere. Absorption

and scattering processes in this layer strongly influence paths taken by light, compli-

cating estimates of light paths taken for satellite radiance measurements. Derivation

of the light path through the atmosphere is further complicated by the sensitivity

of the radiance measurement to the vertical profile of the trace gas measured.

Palmer et al. (2001) decoupled the two problems of radiative transfer in a scat-

tering medium and its sensitivity to vertical absorber profiles, by introducing the

concept of viewing the atmosphere at several levels. For each level, scattering weights

are calculated by a radiative transfer model (RTM), and then integrated over the

vertical height profile of our absorber of interest derived from a chemical transport
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model (CTM). De-coupling the problem in this manner allows for a quantification

of error sources in both parts of the AMF formulation.

We begin by considering the Beer-Lambert law, including τs to represent optical

depth of the absorber throughout the slant column:

τs = ln

(
I0

I

)
= ln I0 − ln I.

(5.6)

As optical depth is a function of absorber amount, this allows the simplification

of the AMF described as a function of the slant column and vertical column (τv)

optical depths:

AMF =
τs
τv

=

(
ln I0 − ln I

τv

)
. (5.7)

Change in radiation intensity due to atmospheric processes of absorption and

scattering (∆ I = I − I0) is re-written to approximate τs:

ln I0 − ln I = ln

(
1− ∆ I

I

)
. (5.8)

And inserted into the AMF equation, appropriate for (assumed) optically thin ab-

sorbers (∆ I / I < 1):

AMF =
ln
(
1− ∆ I

I

)
τv

. (5.9)

This may be simplified by approximating τs as:

ln

(
1 +

(
−∆ I

I

))
' −∆ I

I
, (5.10)

and re-writing the AMF to account for this:

AMF =
−1

τv

∆ I

I
(5.11)
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Change in observed radiance (∂ I) is expected with a changing optical thickness

(∂ τ) throughout the atmosphere, represented by:

∆ I =

τv∫
0

∂ I

∂ τ
dτ. (5.12)

Giving a new definition of the AMF observing this change:

AMF =
−1

τv

1

I

τv∫
0

∂ I

∂ τ
dτ. (5.13)

Allowing the ratio of change in observed intensity to change in optical depth to

simplify to:

∂ ln I

∂ τ
=

1

I

∂ I

∂ τ
, (5.14)

The adjustment of equation 5.13 follows:

AMF =
−1

τv

τv∫
0

∂ (ln I)

∂ τ
dτ. (5.15)

Now the dependency of τ on absorbers throughout the atmospheric path length

is introduced, with σ as the absorption cross section of trace gas in question, n the

number density (concentration of absorber), and dz optical depth of the layer z:

dτ = σ ndz, (5.16)

Which inserted into equation 5.15 becomes:

AMF =
−1

τv

τv∫
0

∂ (ln I)

∂ τ
σ (z)n(z)dz. (5.17)

For the purposes of the AMF, an effective cross section (σe) is used, scaled to

the optical depth by introducing an average concentration of absorber expected in
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the vertical column (Ωv), measured in molecules / cm−2:

σe =
1

Ωv

τv∫
0

σ (z)n(z)dz. (5.18)

And allowing for the optical depth of the entire measured column:

1

τv
=

1

Ωv σe
(5.19)

Equation 5.17 now incorporates σe, within which, the below decoupling of scat-

tering weights (w(z) in blue) and absorber profile as a function of the scattering

weights, also known as the shape factor (S(z) in green), can be identified:

AMF = −
∞∫

0

∂ (ln I)

∂ τ

1

Ωvσe
σ (z)n(z)dz

= −
∞∫

0

∂ (ln I)

∂ τ

σ(z)

σe

(
n(z)

Ωv

)
dz.

(5.20)

Scattering weights are calculated as follows:

w(z) =
−1

AMFG

∂ (ln I)

∂ τ

σ(z)

σe
. (5.21)

With the normalised shape factor:

S(z) =

∞∫
0

n(z)

Ωv

dz. (5.22)

Arriving at the final scattering AMF implementation applied in this work:

AMF = AMFG

∞∫
0

w(z)S(z)dz. (5.23)

In a clear sky situation with only Rayleigh scattering to account for, w(z) is

calculated as a function of viewing geometry, surface albedo from which radiation is
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backscattered, and surface pressure and sensing wavelength to define the absorbing

trace gas vertical profile. The provision of w(z) for air masses including cloud or

aerosol introduces Mie scattering, and its associated dependencies on particle size

and shape to the scattering weight calculation.

The second component, shape factor (S) is derived from a vertical profile of the

absorber of interest provided by an offline CTM; representing the absorber concen-

tration on the σ pressure coordinate system. The vertical coordinate σ is used in

place of z for CTM calculations, as chemical reactions are more reliably modelled as

a function of pressure than optical depth. σ is defined extending from the Earth’s

surface pressure as the base of the coordinate, to the top of the atmosphere with a

pressure of 0. As surface pressure varies across the globe, this must be accounted

for in the AMF calculation with a scene specific surface pressure obtained from a

digital elevation model. Scattering weights w(z) are mapped to the CTM σ pressure

grid to maintain consistency in the calculation by conversion with the hydrostatic

equation to give w(σ).

From this AMF definition, a few basic principles can be observed, and go some

way to explaining the difficulty associated with constraining CH2O VCD measure-

ments, the bulk of which resides in the lower troposphere. Radiation at shorter

wavelengths has a large scattering optical depth; therefore UV scattering occurs

at higher altitudes than for longer wavelength light. The initial work of Palmer

et al. (2001) confirmed these facts with findings summarising the scattering AMF

to approximately half that of AMFG.

Geographic variation of AMFs are accounted for by calculating the AMF based

on gridded approximations of geophysical parameters influencing the observed radi-

ance measurement. Horizontal grid resolution is determined by offline AMF inputs

provided by CTMs (themselves limited by resolution of input meteorological data)

and surface albedo datasets. Palmer et al. (2003) showed the generation of CH2O

from isoprene occurs within 30 minutes under temperature regimes expected for ele-

vated isoprene emissions. In CH2O’s source regions, a mean wind speed of 20 km / h,
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limits the spatial scale over which CH2O can be distributed to between 10–100 km.

This displacement effect and associated uncertainty with source attribution limits

gains to be made from increased spatial resolutions of satellite mounted detection

instruments (Millet et al., 2006), with the OMI and GOME-2 instruments already

operating within this threshold.

5.2 AMF implementation

The baseline University of Leicester (UoL) AMF algorithm is presented, based on

the above scattering AMF definition. Beginning with the GEOS-Chem chemical

transport model for provision of vertical trace gas mixing ratios (Bey et al., 2001), its

choice determines the AMF’s subsequent definition of the horizontal (longitude and

latitude) and vertical (pressure levels) grids, whilst scattering weights are provided

by the LIDORT radiative transfer model (Spurr et al., 2001) for each observation.

5.2.1 GEOS-Chem overview

Version 8-03-01 of the GEOS-Chem global chemical transport model is used to

simulate tropospheric chemistry at global and regional scales, with input data for

the UoL AMF at a resolution of 4◦ latitude× 5◦ longitude. Vertical dimensions are

set to 47 pressure levels from the surface to 0.01 hPa, with the lowermost layers

of the model (surface .2 km) approximated by 14 layers, the model time-step is 1

hour. The model is driven by meteorological fields provided by NASA’s Goddard

Earth Observing System version 5 (GEOS-5) atmospheric model (Rienecker et al.,

2008), updated with mean 3D (those which vary between pressure levels) chemistry

fields on a 1 hour time-step, and 0.5 hour mean fields for horizontal meteorology

variables (z is invariant) (see Yantosca (2013) for a full description of GEOS-Chem

2D input grids). Barkley et al. (2011) (section 2.1 and references therein) provide a

detailed description of model transport and chemical calculation schemes.

GEOS-Chem is a widely used and well evaluated chemical transport model rou-
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tinely used in studies for global and regional calculations of CH2O (Palmer et al.,

2001, 2003; Shim et al., 2005; Palmer et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2007; Palmer et al., 2007;

Barkley et al., 2008, 2011, 2012a, 2013) and NO2 concentrations (Martin et al., 2002,

2004). Vertical profiles are calculated with GEOS-Chem taking into account aerosol

and major chemical species (O3, NOx and VOCs) interactions. Input emission in-

ventories are taken from the global MEGAN BVOC and EDGAR anthropogenic

greenhouse gas emissions databases (Guenther et al., 2006; EDGAR, 2011); which

are regionally overwritten with more detailed models for Europe (EMEP - Vestreng

and Klein (2002)), Mexico (BRAVO - Kuhns et al. (2003)), South East Asia (Streets

et al., 2003) and North America (United States Environmental Protection Agency

(2013); Environment Canada (2013)). Regional anthropogenic emission databases

are also included (see Anthropogenic emissions - GEOS-Chem (2013) for full de-

tails), as are pyrogenic emissions from the Global Fire Emissions Database version

2 (Randerson et al., 2007). Updates to the model from the ‘out of the box’ settings

include addition of dry and wet deposition schemes for chemical species relevant

to CH2O (including isoprene). With the above settings, GEOS-Chem is used to

provide daily mean vertical CH2O mixing ratio profiles and aerosol optical depths

appropriate to GOME-2’s local overpass time set to between 09:00–10:00, for each

4◦× 5◦ grid box.

5.2.2 LIDORT overview

Scattering weights are generated with the LIDORT radiative transfer model, version

2.3 (Spurr et al., 2001; Spurr, 2001), specific to each GOME-2 scan. From the top

of the atmosphere towards Earth’s surface, each atmospheric layer in the model

is described as a homogeneous medium containing scattering particulates acting

to re-direct, and in the case of aerosols, absorb energy. Scattering particles in

the model include aerosol profiles supplied by GEOS-Chem, and number density

profiles of major absorbers (O3 and NO2) based on the U.S. standard atmosphere

climatology, interpolated to GEOS-Chem pressure levels. The model is integrated
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on a layer by layer basis, bounded at the base by a reflecting surface with a pre-

specified Lambertian reflectance (the reflectivity of a surface scattering equally in

all directions required to provide a radiance at the top of a pure Rayleigh scattering

atmosphere). Outputs are provided as scattering weights at the top of a plane

parallel atmosphere in an upwelling direction, for the user defined viewing and solar

zenith geometries. LIDORT outputs scattering weights on a different vertical grid

to that used by GEOS-Chem, therefore requiring LIDORT scattering weights to be

interpolated to the GEOS-Chem σ vertical coordinate.

The reflecting surface at the base of the RTM is specified from an albedo value

derived from the Herman and Celarier (1997) Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

(TOMS) minimum Lambert equivalent reflectance database. This simplifies the re-

flecting surface by describing it as an isotropic reflector, scattering uniformly in all

directions, thereby ignoring angular dependencies on scattering introduced by view-

ing geometries. Partially cloudy scans are taken into account by the independent

pixel approximation (IPA) method (Martin et al., 2002), acting to scale the AMF

as a proportion of cloud present in the scene, with cloud top reflectivity treated as

a Lambertian reflector with an albedo of 0.8. Cloud fraction and cloud top pressure

are taken from the most recent version of the GOME-2 FRESCO+ cloud product,

included in the GOME-2 L1B files (Wang et al., 2008). FRESCO+ does not cal-

culate cloud optical thickness (COT) values, which for the purposes of our AMF

necessitates all clouds to be approximated as Lambertian reflectors, a method con-

sistent with previous work lacking COT values (Barkley et al., 2012a; De Smedt

et al., 2012). Following the notation of Martin et al. (2002), AMFs representing

partially cloudy scenes derived with the IPA require clear sky and cloudy AMFs

(AMFcs, AMFcld), clear sky and cloudy albedos (ALBcs, ALBcld) and cloud fraction

(CF) as input:

AMF =
AMFCS × ALBCS × (1− CF ) + AMFCLD × ALBCLD × CF

ALBCS × (1− CF ) + ALBCLD × CF
. (5.24)

Six aerosol types (mineral dust, tropospheric sulphate, black carbon, organic carbon,
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sea salt and water cloud) taken from Martin (2002) at 400 nm (appropriate to

NO2) are used to generate vertical profiles of aerosol optical depths rescaled to 340

nm. LIDORT uses these profiles in concert with pre-defined extinction coefficients,

effective aerosol radii, single scattering albedos and phase functions, specific to each

aerosol type, for the construction of an atmospheric model from which to derive

scattering weights.

5.2.3 Baseline UoL AMF

Using the above UoL AMF input parameters, AMFs are calculated specific to

GOME-2 for March and August 2007, chosen to reflect the range of expected tro-

pospheric CH2O concentrations. Global formaldehyde concentrations in March are

at or near an annual minimum, whilst concentrations from August show evidence

of seasonally elevated quantities over the South East U.S., as identified in earlier

work (see Chapter 4). Figure 5.2 shows monthly mean AMFs and subsequent CH2O

VCDs for the two months, gridded to 0.25◦. In the AMF plots, the coarse grid of a-

priori CTM data is immediately apparent over the Western Sahara and Himalayas,

whilst regions of elevated AMFs lacking the grid structure account for partly cloudy

and aerosol affected scans. Formaldehyde VCDs are presented with the reference

sector method applied, displaying hotspots over tropical biomes, as well as seasonal

elevations of S.E. U.S. and S.E. Asian emissions.
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Figure 5.2: Monthly mean UoL baseline AMFs calculated with 4◦×5◦ GEOS-Chem
CTM gridded inputs, and subsequent CH2O VCDs for the months of March and
August 2007, gridded to 0.25◦.

5.3 UoL AMF input parameter comparisons

A brief summary is provided of the state of the art in AMF calculations, looking at

formaldehyde and tropospheric NO2 retrievals, with the DOAS fit region of the latter

gas (400–420 nm) especially close to the CH2O retrieval used here (see Chapter 4).

Whilst the basic method of calculation remains the same for all AMFs (e.g. that

of Palmer et al. (2001)), they differ widely in temporal and spatial resolution of

databases called upon to provide a priori parameters.

AMF wavelength CH2O AMF calculations are performed at a wavelength repre-

sentative of their respective slant column fitting windows, with the De Smedt

et al. (2012) CH2O retrieval calculating AMFs at 340 nm for a DOAS slant

column fitting region of 328.5 – 346 nm. With the AMF calculated for a

central wavelength representative of the entire fitting region, Barkley et al.

(2012a) note AMF variation of approximately ±5% between the upper and

lower window limits, demonstrated here in Figure 5.3 with a clear sky AMF

calculation for a moderately high modelled CH2O mixing ratio representative

of values expected over the tropics. To this end, further accounting for strong
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Figure 5.3: Sample clear sky (no cloud or aerosol correction) AMF plotted as a
function of wavelength, with the O3 absorption cross section at 228 K underlain
(dashed line) to detail the close correlation with the latter’s absorption strength on
the AMF.

UV absorption in the far UV end of the DOAS fit window, the De Smedt et al.

(2012) GOME-2 slant column fit applies a series of weighting functions to the

O3 cross sections based on AMF variation due to O3 absorption strength,

tabulated as a function of SZA. Here, the AMF is calculated at 340 nm, mark-

ing a central value in the wavelength window, and maintaining consistency

with the GEOS-Chem aerosol optical depth product used in scattering weight

derivation.

Look up tables – All current AMF calculations detailed in the literature derive

AMFs from pre-calculated look up tables (Boersma et al., 2011; Russell et al.,

2011; Valks et al., 2011; De Smedt et al., 2012), the resolution of which repre-

sents an initial limiting factor in the derivation of an accurate AMF. Taking

advantage of increases in computing storage and processing capacity, the im-

plementation of the AMF algorithm shown in this work differs from those

above by discarding the LUT approach; and instead calculating AMFs on a

per-scan basis, removing the potential for introduction of LUT interpolation

error.

Albedo database – The importance of using an accurate albedo product in AMF

calculations has been cited as one of the most significant factors in reducing
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AMF error (Boersma et al., 2004; Kleipool et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2010),

providing the reflecting surface to the base of the RTM. Albedo products are

taken from a variety of sources, not all native to the instrument for which

the AMF is calculated; no albedo datasets are yet available for GOME-2.

This forces recourse to the use of either a high resolution database such as

the Kleipool et al. (2008) OMI monthly product (with a local overpass time

of approximately 13:30), or use of the Herman and Celarier (1997) TOMS

albedo climatology product (original grid size 1◦× 1.25◦). Neither solution

offers an ideal compromise, but in the initial AMF calculation, we apply the

TOMS product (degraded to CTM grid size) for consistency with its use in the

GEOS-Chem CTM. The Russell et al. (2011) OMI retrieval uses a very high

resolution albedo dataset taken from a MODIS 16 day mean albedo product,

acting to significantly reduce spatial and temporal bias; although inappropriate

for CH2O retrievals with the product unavailable at wavelength ranges lower

than used for NO2 retrievals (∼410 nm).

Topography – Topography databases are required by AMF algorithms for deriva-

tion of surface pressure, providing the base of the σ pressure grid. Due to

the requirement for an accurate specification of the vertical coordinates on

which to calculate trace gas mixing ratios at the correct levels throughout the

atmosphere, the accuracy of input terrain database is critical to the AMF. All

contemporary AMF algorithms make use of high resolution terrain databases

for this calculation in the range of 1 km2 to 3 km2 (Boersma et al., 2011;

Russell et al., 2011; Valks et al., 2011; De Smedt et al., 2012), although in the

initial AMF presented here, GEOS-Chem pressure values are taken directly

from the CTM, derived from the GEOS-5 surface geo-potential database at

model resolution.

CTM – A-priori vertical profiles are generated with CTMs, with the majority of

contemporary retrievals making use of in-house models (Boersma et al., 2011;

Russell et al., 2011; Valks et al., 2011; De Smedt et al., 2012), run at horizontal
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resolutions between 4km × 4 km and 4◦×5◦, and output for between 32–

35 vertical levels up to the tropopause. Groups differ widely in temporal

CTM resolution, with monthly means (Valks et al., 2011) and daily profiles

(Boersma et al., 2011; Russell et al., 2011; De Smedt et al., 2012; Barkley

et al., 2013) both in use; with the latter expected to provide a more detailed

evolution of tropospheric chemistry. Valks et al. (2011) quantified the AMF

uncertainty due to monthly CTM fields by comparing against daily values

calculated over the same time frame, finding monthly fields introduced a 10%

error for tropospheric NO2 AMFs.

5.4 UoL AMF development

Sensitivity of the AMF to its fundamental input parameters is well documented

(Palmer et al., 2003; Boersma et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2004; Millet et al., 2006).

In the initial exposition of the scattering AMF, Palmer et al. (2001) characterised

the AMFs response to viewing geometry, demonstrating a 20% increase in the range

of AMFs calculated for SZAs between 0 and 65◦. Improvements in accuracy for

the viewing geometry portion of AMF calculations are dependent on an increase of

accuracy in the instrument’s ability to measure it’s own axes, and are thus unlikely

to improve beyond GOME-2’s given pointing accuracy of 0.5% (Siddans et al., 2003).

Aerosol

With the AMF algorithm already accounting for cloud effects as detailed above,

further light path modifications due to scattering are introduced by aerosol in the

observed column. The majority of retrievals highlighted in section 5.3 rely on aerosol

corrections implicit in cloud retrievals with the same instrument. This technique

assumes aerosols present in the atmosphere will encourage a higher cloud fraction

and lower cloud top pressure to be calculated than would be ordinarily be observed

for a clean atmosphere, with the independent pixel approximation then accounting

for the aerosol through a modified AMF (Boersma et al., 2004). This method is
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Figure 5.4: Sample model aerosol optical depths calculated with GEOS-Chem for
21st March 2007, at the three different CTM resolutions tested in this work. Also
included in the AMF calculation, (but not shown here), are mineral dust, SO2 and
black carbon.

thought to be reliable because the cloud retrieval algorithm does not distinguish

between clouds or aerosols in determining cloud parameters, providing a simple

measure of all media acting to screen reflected radiances.

Testing this assumption, an explicit aerosol correction in the Boersma et al.

(2011) NO2 retrieval is applied, with OMI observations correlated to MODIS Aqua

aerosol optical depths (AODs) measured approximately 15 minutes earlier (for clear

sky scenes only). The ratio between the original AMF and an AMF calculated taking

the MODIS AOD into account, is applied as a correction factor, showing AMFs

calculated without the explicit aerosol correction go some way to correcting for

aerosols. However in high aerosol loading situations the simplified O2–O2 CF aerosol

correction fails to account for as much as 20% of the aerosol modified AMF. Similar

work conducted for GOME-2 shows this also to be the case for cloud retrievals with

the FRESCO+ algorithm, with cloud free scans yielding a cloud fraction found to

be representative of aerosol fraction (Wang et al., 2012).

In this work, the method of Palmer et al. (2003) is followed in accounting for

aerosol effects, passing vertical aerosol optical depth (AOD) profiles of pre-specified
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aerosol types to the LIDORT RTM to be used in generation of the model atmo-

sphere (Figure 5.4); scattering weights are then calculated taking this extra scatter-

ing source into account. AOD profiles from the GEOS-Chem model are applied, gen-

erated with the same GEOS-5 meteorological database as used for trace gas mixing

ratio vertical columns. Untested modifications to the aerosol correction as applied

here are currently limited to the replacement of aerosol data-sets from GEOS-Chem

derived to the ECMWF MACC aerosol re-analysis product (Morcrette et al., 2009;

Benedetti et al., 2009). As the MACC product is derived in a similar fashion to

that of GEOS-Chem, albeit utilising ECMWF meteorological fields in place of the

GEOS-5 database, the product is subject to a similar set of error sources in its cal-

culation as already encountered with the GEOS product. For this reason, testing

of the MACC aerosol product in the UoL AMF is intended for future work, noting

varying results may arise as a result of differing MACC input emission inventories.

The optimum solution would be to use collocated aerosol observations as for the

Boersma et al. (2011) correction. The AATSR sensor onboard MetOp-A is suited

to these types of aerosol measurements with successful aerosol retrievals made for

the SYNAER product from GOME-1 and SCIAMACHY (Holzer-Popp et al., 2008),

although to date an equivalent GOME-2 product has yet to be published.

Trace gas vertical profiles

For NO2 and CH2O, the accuracy of CTM generated vertical profiles has been in-

vestigated (Martin et al., 2004; Millet et al., 2006; Barkley et al., 2012a). In both

instances, authors were able to compare shape factors calculated from trace gas col-

umn observations made in field campaigns over the South East U.S.A. and North

Atlantic to those calculated with CTM provided values. Consistency between ob-

served and modelled AMFs is high over regions investigated, validating the use

of CTM provided input data for AMF generation over North America, particularly

given the paucity of ground and aircraft based measurements. Further work in profile

validation is required for the rest of the globe however, with uncertainties remain-
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ing for bias and differences between profiles calculated away from North America.

Clear sky AMFs calculated for these comparisons inspire confidence in application

of standard AMF (Palmer et al., 2001), with modelled shape factors imparting a

bias of ∼5% on the AMF over the U.S.A. (Millet et al., 2006), and an estimated 20%

error on AMFs over the Amazon (Barkley et al., 2012a).

Angular albedo effects

A complicating factor in the application of surface albedo as a reflecting surface

on which to base the RTM, is the behaviour of the surface depending on the re-

lationship between incident radiation and viewing angles. Albedo data in use for

this work, and for other highlighted research group’s AMF retrievals, all simplify

the surface representation to that of a Lambertian reflector. Wide angle viewing ge-

ometries encountered with high resolution instruments such as GOME-2 and OMI,

inevitably encounter shadow and illumination effects away from nadir as a function

of their swath, not represented by the albedo database value passed to the LIDORT

RTM. Known as surface reflectance anisotropy, or the bi-directional reflectance dis-

tribution function (BRDF), Zhou et al. (2010) accounted for this effect in a study

comparing the utility of various albedo datasets, as applied to OMI NO2 VCD re-

trievals. Results with the BRDF specifically accounted for indicated VCD changes

of 0–3% in July for northern Europe. However conclusions from the research demon-

strated the dominant control on surface reflectance VCD modulation to be choice

of albedo dataset, changing the VCD by ∼15% on the same VCD retrievals as used

in the BRDF tests. Extending this study to tropical CH2O retrievals may provide

further improvements to the accuracy of the AMF calculation, although currently

no BRDF or high temporal resolution albedo datasets appropriate to the GOME-2

CH2O SCD fitting range and overpass time of MetOp-A exist.
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UoL AMF improvements

Improvements to the UoL AMF algorithm are tested by implementing the following

modifications:

– Increase grid resolution of CTM a-priori inputs to the AMF, in an attempt

to reduce spatial artefacts such as evidence of the original CTM grid (Figure

5.2).

– Area weight grid inputs for individual scans.

– Update albedo database to high resolution wavelength dependent input.

– Introduce a high resolution topography database required for reducing bias in

mountainous terrain following the method of Zhou et al. (2009).

– Incorporate the instrumental slit function to the scattering weight calculation,

and account for the temperature dependency of absorption cross sections.

– O3 vertical mixing ratio climatology to replace fixed values in scattering weight

calculations.

5.4.1 A-priori input grid resolution

GEOS-Chem CTM data at 4◦×5◦ are used in the baseline AMF calculations here

primarily for computational efficiency. Low resolution input databases are known

to lead to inaccurate AMF calculations due to misrepresentation of sub grid scale

inhomogeneities – particularly for strongly geographically varying regions such as

land / sea boundaries (Heckel et al., 2011). A GOME-2 pixel observes an 80 km × 40

km footprint on the Earth’s surface; and with 4◦ longitude at the equator equivalent

to ∼450 km, significant sampling errors are likely to be introduced. Reducing these

sampling errors requires the use of higher resolution a-priori grid inputs for the AMF

calculation, to the point where the satellite instrument pixel size is matched by the

size of a-priori grids. Figure 5.5 illustrates this point with GEOS-Chem CH2O VCD

outputs for the Amazon nested grid region, calculated at the 3 available CTM grid
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Figure 5.5: GEOS-Chem CH2O model VCDs calculated for 21st March 2007 at
the three a-priori CTM resolutions. GOME-2 forward scan pixels are overlain, il-
lustrating the suitability (or lack) of a-priori grid sizes, with only the 0.5◦×0.667◦

grid adequately matching a GOME-2 pixel’s dimensions. Mean CH2O VCD con-
centrations for the region presented are seen to rise with a reduction in CTM grid
size.

sizes, and the GOME-2 scan grid (forward pixels only) overlain. For the three grid

sizes, two facts are immediately apparent; only the nested grid resolution comes

close to approximating the GOME-2 pixel size, and a higher resolution grid imparts

a greater range of model CH2O VCDs, due to a reduction in averaging effects.

Gridded GEOS-Chem meteorological drivers are degraded to model resolution

from high resolution GEOS-5 meteorological data at 0.5◦×0.667◦. In addition to the

4◦×5◦ AMF already demonstrated, CTM a-priori data is also available at 2◦×2.5◦

and the original 0.5◦×0.667◦ resolutions. Due to computational expense, running

GEOS-Chem at the highest resolution is only possible for a subset of South America

(a nested grid covering -85◦W to -33.33◦W longitude and 25.75◦S to 14.25◦N), al-

lowing grid effects at these scales to be tested only over the Amazonian nested grid
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domain. Boundary conditions for nested grid model calculations are provided by

4◦×5◦ model data. Figure 5.6 compares monthly mean AMFs for March 2007 cal-

culated with the baseline 4◦×5◦ a-priori CTM inputs (top left plot) against AMFs

calculated with the two higher resolution CTM datasets. The AMF differences

presented in the right hand column demonstrate the capacity for higher resolution

a-priori grids to better model geographic variation, with largest AMF changes ev-

ident over the Andes and coastal regions. For example, the CH2O point source

located just above the equator (see Figure 5.5), towards the mid-east of the conti-

nent, is also well represented in the higher resolution AMF, manifesting as an area

of reduced AMF compared to the baseline CTM driven version. Although August

2007 AMFs are not shown here, temporal variation in CTM drivers between the

two tested months show higher AMFs for March across the Amazon basin than in

August. Temporal variations are driven by changes in albedo, a-priori model in-

puts (CH2O mixing ratio, AOD, surface pressure and temperature), and to a lesser

extent, differences in GOME-2 viewing geometry between the months.
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Figure 5.6: Monthly mean AMFs gridded to 0.25◦ for March 2007 (left hand column)
at 4◦×5◦, 2◦×2.5◦ and 0.5◦×0.667◦, with % differences of the baseline retrieval AMFs
against those calculated with the two higher resolution a-priori grid inputs in the
right hand columns.

Summarising a-priori grid effects, the use of higher resolution grids for AMF

parameter input varies the AMF in a range of ±25%, with Figure 5.6 showing the

bulk of differences are to be found at the edges of coarse grid cells, coastline, and

mountainous regions. AMFs do not show a uniform spatial response to increasing

a-priori grid resolution, although finer grids clearly allow for AMF calculations with

smoother horizontal gradients, acting to reduce obvious grid artefacts associated

with low resolution input data. Spatial change in AMFs between CTM resolutions
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is being driven by better model representation of albedo and vertical CH2O and

AOD profiles, accounting for an AMF change of around ±25% for strongly varying

geography, whilst central Amazonian regions see more modest changes in the region

of ±5%. Were computing resources to permit availability of nested grid CTM inputs

at a high resolution for the rest of the globe, their application in an upgraded

AMF algorithm would be beneficial. However, as global GEOS-Chem model runs

are currently only feasible at a maximum of the 2◦×2.5◦ resolution, this a-priori

dataset (with a halving of spatial resolution compared to the baseline UoL algorithm)

represents an obvious upgrade for application in an improved AMF calculation.

5.4.2 Weighted pixel means

Testing AMF differences between the three a-priori grid resolutions is extended by

incorporating area weighting of GEOS-Chem CTM inputs to provide a GOME-

2 pixel averaged value, accounting for sub-pixel inhomogeneities overlooked by a

pure grid cell selection algorithm (hereafter referred to as IJ). The baseline UoL

retrieval (and the majority of other research group’s AMF calculations) locate a

satellite observation’s coincident a-priori grid cell by degrading central longitude and

latitude coordinates for a scan to match those of the CTM grid, and selecting the

closest value from the grid. A weighted pixel mean value for each scan represents

a unique averaged value for every individual GOME-2 observation based on the

areal proportions of grid cells underlying the scan. Yielding a spatially constrained

average of the grid cells beneath the scan should allow for a better representation

of the surface the grid is attempting to simulate, particularly over regions of strong

geographic variability.

Weighted pixel means are calculated by deriving the spherical polygon area of a

GOME-2 scan, using the observation’s four Cartesian corner co-ordinates to define

polygon edges as great circle segments (see Chamberlain and Duquette (2007) for

a full mathematical description). CTM grid longitude and latitude vertices whose

cells enclose the GOME-2 scan are also used to derive spherical polygon areas for the
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Figure 5.7: Gridded to 0.25◦, the effect of the pixel mean algorithm applied to
all gridded inputs is displayed on AMFs (leftmost column) for March 2007 and
CH2O VCDs (central). % CH2O VCD differences on their respective IJ VCD (right-
most column) correlate exactly to adjustments in AMF due to pixel area weighting.
Coarse CTMs show most change at grid cell edges, whilst fine scale grids display less
systematic gridded change, but better account for CTM variation due to mountain-
ous terrain. Results for August 2007, not shown here, display a similar distribution
and magnitude of AMF adjustment as found for the earlier month.

underlying CTM grids in the same manner. The values of each contributing CTM

cell to the GOME-2 scan polygon are then added together and divided by the cell

area weight to arrive at an area weighted pixel mean value specific to each GOME-2

observation. Weighted pixel means are tested here by applying the technique on all

gridded inputs to the AMF algorithm for each GOME-2 scan: albedo, topography,

surface pressure, temperature profiles and CH2O and AOD profiles. Monthly mean

differences (gridded to 0.25◦) between IJ AMFs and pixel mean AMFs are presented

in Figure 5.7 for the Amazon region covered by the highest resolution nested grid

CTM.
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Examining VCD differences from the pixel mean method compared to original

IJ values, a clear reduction in grid bias is evident, particularly for the low and

medium resolution a-priori CTM data. Values crossing the edges of grid boxes into a

neighbouring cell are better approximated with the pixel mean technique, providing

an AMF as a weighted sum of grid cells, whilst values from the centre of large grid

cells, particularly for the coarsest grids, are left unchanged. The above results show

pixel mean algorithms work best when applied to data whose resolution is several

times higher than that of a GOME-2 scan, allowing for an accurate representation of

the sum of sub pixel heterogeneity not accessible with larger grid sizes. For higher

resolution a-priori grids, the overall effect of the pixel mean is more subtle than

found for the coarse grid, with a mixed spatial pattern of increases and decreases

in calculated AMF, within a small range of ±5%. At these scales gridding effects

are less noticeable as the CTM grid size reduces towards surpassing the observation

size, with the majority of differences evident for mountainous regions whereby pixel

means can better represent CTM variability caused by terrain inhomogeneity.

5.4.3 Updated surface albedo

Dimensionless surface albedo exhibits variation according to surface type, generally

within a range of 0.01 to 0.2, except for very bright surfaces such as snow / ice

and cloud tops where values are >0.8. High albedo values imply more radiation is

reflected from the surface, with a corresponding increase in AMF to represent an

increased average optical path length (Leitão et al., 2010). Surface albedo does not

exhibit rapid temporal fluctuations on decadal scales for most regions, especially at

the scan size of the GOME-2 data in use here, permitting the use of temporally

averaged products for global AMF calculations. For OMI NO2 retrievals, high tem-

poral and spatial resolution MODIS albedo products have been tested, accounting

for scene variation across the instrument’s small scan size (Heckel et al., 2011; Rus-

sell et al., 2011); although such albedo products do not extend far enough into the

UV to find applicability to CH2O retrievals. The baseline UoL AMF algorithm uses
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Figure 5.8: AMF differences (%) produced by the introduction of the OMI albedo
database at 0.5◦×0.5◦ resolution on the baseline 4◦×5◦ UoL AMF. The blocky nature
of the differences result from the significantly finer resolution of the OMI albedo
product offering a more rapidly spatially varying reflecting surface than is possible
with the baseline GEOS-Chem albedo.

a Lambert equivalent reflectivity (LER) database of monthly averages for 14.5 years

of TOMS radiance data (Herman and Celarier, 1997) measured between 340–380

nm. This dataset is re-gridded from its original 1◦ latitude × 1.25◦ longitude to

match the corresponding a-priori CTM grid size.

Use of an LER database assumes the surface the albedo is attempting to model

scattering equally in all directions. Work by Zhou et al. (2010) investigated the im-

plications for assuming an LER surface through comparisons with a BRDF modified

reflecting surface, finding variation of <5%. More important than BRDF effects, the

choice of albedo database offered up to 20% variation for the OMI NO2 retrievals

tested (November values). These findings are tested here, extrapolating to the CH2O

fitting range by taking advantage of the 0.5◦×0.5◦ Kleipool et al. (2008) OMI albedo

database calculated at 335 nm. Using the reference UoL AMF algorithm at 4◦×5◦,

the original Herman and Celarier (1997) albedo product is replaced with the high

resolution Kleipool database.

A mixed pattern of differences in the AMF are seen for application of the OMI

albedo when compared against those calculated with the baseline TOMS albedo.

Ocean albedos are generally higher with the OMI product, but now take into account

reductions colocated with changes in ocean colour extending from the coasts of

western Africa and South America. Over land, albedos are also generally higher,

with the exceptions of the Sahara, South Africa, and much of the boreal landmass.
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As shown in figure 5.8, the albedo differences encourage a general increase in AMF

of ∼ 5%, although reductions are noted for the previously mentioned regions with

reduced albedo. These AMF changes affect CH2O VCDs with the same spatial

variation, with notable reductions in VCD for regions of enhanced CH2O emissions.

The fine resolution of the Kleipool albedo product prevents significant gains

being made for accuracy of monthly mean CH2O values through application of the

pixel mean algorithm, with spatial variability of the albedo already well captured

at a sub GOME-2 scan size scale. However, pixel mean benefits will be noticed

when parsing the GOME-2 VCD dataset on a scan by scan basis, by reducing the

dependence of the measurement sensitivity to averaging processes designed to filter

out small scale variation. Introduction of the fine scale albedo product helps to

reduce gridding artefacts imparted by the coarse a-priori inputs, although in regions

of enhanced CH2O emissions, the CTM vertical profiles still clearly represent the

dominant variable in the AMF calculation.

A further enhancement to albedo representation is made by applying a temporal

linear interpolation on the OMI albedo product over the measurement date’s two

adjacent months, as applied in the OMI DOMINO NO2 algorithm (Boersma et al.,

2011b). Producing a very subtle modulation of inter-month albedo values (and

consequently AMF), use of the method serves to reduce temporal bias between one

month’s albedo database and the next.

5.4.4 Pressure correction

Accurate surface pressure values are a critical component in the generation of CTM

vertical profiles, defining the base from which CTM mixing ratios extend from. As

noted in the previous a-priori grid size testing work, input parameter grid resolution

carries significant potential to bias the AMF in regions of high geographic variabil-

ity. Zhou et al. (2009) presented a modification to the AMF algorithm designed

to mitigate for terrain bias in mountainous regions due to inadequate simulation of

topography imparted by coarse input CTM grid size; applied for OMI NO2 retrievals
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Figure 5.9: Effect of the vertical profile pressure correction for a scan over the
Colombian coastline at approximately 4.5◦ north; with CH2O mixing ratios (solid
line) along the bottom x axis and corresponding calculated shape factor S (dotted
line) on the top axis. The corrected CH2O profile is shifted upwards and reduced
in magnitude as a result of the lower surface pressure value on which to base the
profile. Scattering weights are accordingly reduced, acting to reduce the AMF for
this scan, and subsequently increase the CH2O VCD.

over the European Alps. Replacing low resolution terrain inputs in the AMF model

with pixel mean high resolution topography data enables application of the hypso-

metric equation to derive a new surface pressure value for the observed scene. The

CTM σ pressure coordinates are adjusted to represent the atmosphere extending

from a base defined by the new surface pressure, followed by a re-scaling of the

parameters mapped to it.

The pressure correction is implemented here for CH2O, replacing the GEOS-

Chem surface pressure database derived from GEOS-5 surface geo-potential (Rie-

necker et al., 2008) at CTM resolution, with the 0.0083◦×0.0083◦ GMTED2010

digital elevation model (Danielson and Gesch, 2011). Following the terminology of

Zhou et al. (2009), this high resolution topography dataset is run through the same

pixel mean algorithm previously outlined, to arrive at an area weighted effective

terrain height for the GOME-2 scan heff . Corresponding CTM values of surface

temperature (Tsurf ), surface pressure (pCTM) and CTM terrain height (hCTM) are

also area weighted to provide a mean value for the observation. An effective surface
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pressure peff is first derived:

peff = pCTM ×
(

Tsurf
Tsurf + Γ× (hCTM − heff )

)−g/rΓ
, (5.25)

with Γ the adiabatic lapse rate of 6.5 K / km, g as gravitational acceleration at 9.8

m/s−2, and r dry air gas constant of 287 J kg−1K−1. Based on this, the tops and

bottoms of layers l are defined for peff and pCTM , using the original GEOS-Chem η

vertical coordinate:

pCTMb
(l) = ηA(l) + pCTM × ηB(l)

pCTMt(l) = ηA(l + 1) + pCTM × ηB(l + 1)

peffb(l) = ηA(l) + peff × ηB(l)

pefft(l) = ηA(l + 1) + peff × ηB(l + 1).

(5.26)

With the new vertical co-ordinates, a scaling factor is calculated:

peffscl(l) =
peffb(l)− pefft(l)

pCTMb
(l)− pCTMt(l)

. (5.27)

Vertical temperature profiles and CH2O mixing ratios are then transferred to the

new peff grid, and scaled with peffscl , whilst total column AODs are preserved by

interpolating values to the new grid. Figure 5.9 details a sample CH2O profile

before and after application of the pressure correction, with shape and amount of

the vertical profile changing as a function of the scaling value derived for the new

pressure grid.

Individual GOME-2 orbits are presented in Figure 5.10 to illustrate the effect of

the pressure correction on a scan by scan basis, with differences between the coarse

CTM and GMTED terrain grids immediately apparent. To evaluate the effect of the

pressure correction against uncorrected values, corrected values are analysed with

respect to AMFs calculated with area weighted CTM inputs (Figure 5.11), thereby

isolating pressure correction as the only variable. From this, we can see that incor-

poration of high resolution terrain data into the AMF calculation highlights ±5%
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Figure 5.10: Orbits over the nested Amazon region for August 8th 2007, scans with
a CF >0.4 are excluded. The effect of the pixel mean algorithm is apparent when
comparing the top row of baseline 4◦×5◦ IJ AMFs with the middle row’s pressure
corrected values. The bottom row details differences as a result of the pressure
correction over elevated terrain, and to a lesser extent coastlines.

discrepancies between coarse resolution CTM terrain (and pressure grids) and the

surface it is attempting to simulate, with pixel mean effects noted along CTM grid

boundaries. Mountainous regions, for which the technique was originally intended to

correct vertical profiles for, exhibit the largest change in AMF regardless of month,

displaying typical AMF reductions of ∼5%, translating to an increase in observed

CH2O VCD. Given the importance of CH2O profile shape for scattering weight cal-

culations throughout the model atmosphere, this pressure correction and scaling of

the profile to a more realistic value than provided with the CTM alone, represents

an important component in efforts to reduce terrain and grid related errors.
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Figure 5.11: Effect of the Zhou et al. (2009) pressure correction illustrated as the
difference against a fully area weighted set of AMF inputs. In this case, differences
between the two tests are exclusively due to the pressure correction routine. As such,
the correction is most noticeable over mountainous terrain, effecting a reduction in
AMFs in the region of -5%. Noticeable gridding artefacts occur along the edges
of the 4◦×5◦ CTM grids, where the pressure correction causes difference in AMFs
between pixel mean only pressure, and terrain corrected values.

5.4.5 LIDORT absorption cross sections

Accurate representation of absorption cross sections plays a large role in reducing

fitting residuals for the DOAS fitting portion of the retrieval (Chapter 4). Applying

the same philosophy to the generation of scattering weights with the LIDORT RTM,

absorption spectra used in this calculation are carried through from the DOAS fitting

procedure to the AMF calculation. The baseline AMF implementation generates

scattering weights with CH2O absorption spectra recorded by Cantrell et al. (1990),

convolved to an arbitrary OMI slit function for an unknown orbit. This is improved

on by passing Meller and Moortgat (2000) CH2O absorption spectra convolved to

the current orbit’s asymmetric slit function, identical to that applied in the SCD

portion of the retrieval.

Benefits of basing RTM calculations on the same cross sections as applied in the

SCD portion of the retrieval should arise from the inclusion of time dependent slit

function degradation throughout the instrument’s lifetime. Furthermore, temper-

ature dependency of formaldehyde is now accounted for throughout the extent of

the LIDORT model atmosphere by applying temperature coefficients supplied with

the original high resolution CH2O spectra. Formaldehyde absorption cross sections

and temperature coefficients are convolved to the GOME-2 slit function specific to

the observation’s parent orbit. These are both passed to a modified LIDORT cross
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Figure 5.12: RTM absorption cross section optical depths showing original hard-
coded values (dashed line), and GOME-2 orbit convolved values (solid line). Vari-
ation in σ throughout the depth of the atmosphere is due to temperature (column
3), now accounted for in the CH2O cross section.

Figure 5.13: Monthly mean AMF differences on nested Amazon AMFs caused by
the introduction of orbit specific CH2O and O3 absorption cross sections, with the
former incorporating temperature dependence into the scattering weight calculation
for the first time.

section generator, outputting a temperature adjusted CH2O absorption cross sec-

tion value for the calculated AMF wavelength (Figure 5.12). The same theory is

applied to O3 cross sections (although the baseline AMF RTM implementation does

already account for temperature dependency of this absorber). Figure 5.12 details

the effect of this change on both cross sections, as well as illustrating the fixed

U.S. standard atmosphere vertical temperature profile on which the cross section

temperature dependency is based.

Figure 5.13 shows a slight reduction in monthly mean AMFs of approximately

-2% arising from the introduction of orbit specific absorption spectra into the RTM

scattering weight calculation. Due to the close correlation with CTM CH2O ver-

tical profiles (e.g. Figure 5.5), the main driver of geographic variability for these
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AMF differences is thought to be the modulation of RTM scattering weight gener-

ation through the introduction of the temperature dependent CH2O cross section.

With LIDORT cross sections updated to account for temperature throughout the

atmosphere, a corresponding adjustment of the DOAS portion of the retrieval to

incorporate a temperature dependency could well further enhance the accuracy of

the first portion of the retrieval.

5.4.6 O3 vertical mixing ratios

Profiles of CH2O mixing ratios are provided as output from the GEOS-Chem CTM,

intended to represent a geographically heterogenous latitudinal variation of the trace

gas. In the baseline UoL AMF algorithm, O3 vertical mixing ratios are fixed to

a single profile representing the U.S. standard summertime atmosphere; ignoring

major spatial variation in O3 concentration and profile. With the strength of O3

absorption so important for scattering weight generation in the lower UV region

CH2O is fitted, the fixed O3 VMR is likely to introduce significant errors. This is

tested with the incorporation of a temporally and latitudinally dependent O3 VMR

climatology.

Using the TOMS version 8 O3 climatology (Bhartia, 2002) as applied in the

SCIATRAN v2.2 radiative transfer model (Rozanov et al., 2005), monthly ozone

VMRs are provided in one of eighteen 10◦ latitude bands for 61 atmospheric levels,

appropriate to the observation’s month of year. Further tailoring of the O3 VMR

is implemented by scaling the new VMR values to coincident GOME-2 O3 total

column concentration from the DLR retrieval (Loyola et al., 2011a). These VMRs

are passed to LIDORT to be applied in scattering weight generation in place of the

original U.S. standard atmosphere values.

Results of the O3 VMR substitution are presented in Figure 5.14, where large

scale spatial variation is visible in the differences on the baseline retrieval for both

months, with the difference closely matching the spatial distribution of O3. March

2007 AMFs are seen to be generally depressed in the northern hemisphere, coincident
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Figure 5.14: Differences imparted on the 4◦×5◦ IJ retrieval by the inclusion of the
TOMS O3 climatology. As the climatology is latitudinally and temporally depen-
dent, the two tested months exhibit differences in the distribution and magnitude
of adjusted AMF as a function of the upgraded GOME-2 scaled O3 VMRs.

with seasonally elevated total O3 columns around the poles. For August, the same

effect is not as prominent in the southern hemisphere, owing to the SZA limit on

observations preventing incorporation of very low latitude observations in monthly

means. Consistently reduced for both months by up to -5%, updated AMFs over

mountainous terrain reflect the reduced ozone columns retrieved by the DLR product

acting to scale the VMR with a dependence on topographical effects on O3 for

these regions. The AMF is shown to be highly responsive to the upgraded O3

VMR correction; with the TOMS v8 climatology offering a control on temporal and

broad scale latitudinal ozone trends, whilst small scale regional ozone features are

modulated with the DLR O3 column scaling.

5.5 Updated AMF algorithm

An improved AMF algorithm has been generated based on a combination of the

above tested AMF developments. A-priori CTM inputs are increased in grid size

from 4◦×5◦ to 2◦×2.5◦, having been shown to reduce CTM grid artefacts by way

of providing a closer representation of localised CH2O vertical profiles. The sur-

face albedo database is updated to the Kleipool et al. (2008) OMI product at

0.5◦×0.5◦, derived for 335 nm and so closely matching the AMF wavelength cal-

culated here, with the finer spatial resolution better simulating spatial variability

in albedo. Unique albedo values are provided with the OMI database on a per-
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Figure 5.15: Differences between monthly mean AMFs calculated with the baseline
UoL AMF, and the final UoL AMF algorithm taking into account upgrades tested
and presented. The finer grid of the 2◦×2.5◦ CTM provides the majority of change
in AMF distribution, with the O3 climatology correction also evident in the Au-
gust plot. Changes in AMF magnitude are noted around coastlines and significant
mountain ranges, in part effected by the pressure correction of vertical profiles, and
to a lesser extent, pixel averaging of coarse gridded CTM inputs in these areas.

observation basis, as area weighted means for the present AMF calculation. This

better reflects sub-pixel scene inhomogeneity, particularly over coastlines; addition-

ally, a temporal interpolation is performed to reflect inter-month albedo change

(Boersma et al., 2011b). The Zhou et al. (2009) pressure correction for AMFs over

mountainous terrain is included, necessitating the use of weighted pixel means for

all CTM inputs, and so providing a better approximation of terrain variability by

scaling absorber profiles to match a surface pressure value, newly derived with en-

hanced accuracy from the high resolution DEM. CH2O and O3 absorption cross

sections convolved to each orbit’s asymmetric slit function are carried through from

the DOAS portion of the retrieval for use as RTM inputs for scattering weight cal-

culation, also taking into account the temperature dependency of CH2O. TOMS

ozone VMR climatology values replace the previously hardcoded O3 VMRs, which

in conjunction with observation specific scaling to the GOME-2 measured O3 col-

umn, adjust the AMFs through use of ozone scattering weights appropriate to the

measurement’s time and location.

Differences of the improved UoL AMF against the baseline implementation are

illustrated in Figure 5.15. Change in CTM grid size represents the largest driver

of global AMF change comparing new to old, with the upgrade to a 2◦×2.5◦ CTM

manifesting in a gridded appearance. Upgrading the albedo database to the high
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Figure 5.16: Calculated with the AMF algorithm taking into account all of the
implemented upgrades, monthly mean AMFs and subsequent CH2O VCDs are pre-
sented for March and August 2007, gridded to 0.25◦.

resolution OMI product represents the other major change on global AMF calcula-

tions, with its use correlating to general AMF increases. Pressure corrections over

mountainous terrain force reductions in the AMF of ∼5%, due to the rescaling of

CTM vertical profiles – proving particularly relevant for elevated Amazonian CH2O

emissions directly eastwards of the Andes. Impacting AMFs in mountain regions

are the updated O3 vertical mixing ratios, visible in both month’s difference plots

with reduced AMFs over the Himalayas and Andes. The ozone correction also acts

to provide a more subtle global AMF modulation in concert with the latitudinal

and temporal variation of the TOMS climatology. Finally, AMF reductions of ∼2%

are included due to the application of orbit specific absorption cross sections for

scattering weight generation, affecting the AMF through the introduction of a tem-

perature dependence on CH2O VMRs. Figure 5.16 displays monthly mean AMFs

and subsequent CH2O VCDs calculated with the upgraded UoL AMF algorithm, for

the tested months. CTM gridding artefacts are entirely removed from a combination

of the upgraded CTM resolution, and application of pixel mean area weighting for

gridded inputs. A slight reduction in CH2O VCDs is noted for regions of elevated

emissions, although the improved AMF allows for a much improved discrimination
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Figure 5.17: Monthly mean AMF error for March and August 2007, gridded to
0.25◦.

of regional and point emission sources.

5.6 AMF error

AMF error is calculated following the method of Boersma et al. (2004) for NO2 AMF

error calculation, and validated for CH2O retrievals by De Smedt et al. (2008). This

estimation takes into account sensitivity of the AMF due to uncertainties in cloud

fraction, cloud top pressure, albedo, and absorber profile. Following the notation of

De Smedt et al. (2008), AMF errors (σ2) are derived for each scan as follows:

σ2AMF =

(
∂AMF

∂as
σas

)2

+

(
∂AMF

∂CF
σCF

)2

+

(
∂AMF

∂CTP
σCTP

)2

+

(
∂AMF

∂S
σS

)2

.

(5.28)

With ∂AMF indicating the AMF change due to perturbation of the denominator

variable, by the denominator variable’s assumed error. Assumed error for surface

albedo as (0.02), CF (0.05) and CTP (60 hPa) are all taken from the respective vari-

able’s maximum error as detailed in its corresponding literature. Absorber profile

error (S) is calculated by perturbing CH2O profile values below the altitude of the

two layers above the CH2O mixing ratio peak by +25%, whilst layers above this are

perturbed by -25%.

Therefore error estimates are presented in Figure 5.17 as monthly means for

the two months selected for AMF parameter testing, both providing representative

values for elevated and background CH2O emissions for all locations of interest.
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Figure 5.18: Monthly mean contributions of constituent errors to total AMF error
for March 2007, gridded to 0.25◦.

Errors contributing to the total AMF error are presented in Figure 5.18, showing

albedo and CTP contribute <15% globally, with contributions from CF increasing

to ∼20% in the worst cases. Absorber profile errors are frequently cited as the largest

error source in AMFs (Boersma et al., 2004; De Smedt et al., 2008), with errors here

ranging from 30–60%. For GOME-2 in particular, errors on the absorber profile are

thought to be magnified due to the mid-morning overpass time (09:30) of MetOp-A.

Demonstrated in Figure 5.19, the majority of CH2O would be expected to be in the

very lowest levels of the troposphere for regions of high formaldehyde concentration.

When perturbed for error estimation, the profile will exhibit a distinctive ‘kick’,

giving rise to significant errors in the region.
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Figure 5.19: Monthly mean geophysical parameters used for above AMF error cal-
culations.

5.7 Summary

Previous AMF calculations beginning with Palmer et al. (2001) made use of coarser

resolution a-priori data, partly due to computational restrictions on the running of

CTMs at the time, and partly for the close matching of these coarse grids to GOME-

1 pixel sizes. With increases in both of these elements, the need for a coincident

adjustment of a-priori databases to better match increased GOME-2 scan resolu-

tions is apparent. A reference UoL AMF algorithm based on the work of Barkley

et al. (2011) for CH2O retrievals is presented, utilising GEOS-Chem CTM a-priori

input data at 4◦×5◦. This is upgraded by incorporating recent developments pro-

posed for NO2 AMF calculations, as well as several novel improvements to the AMF

algorithm. Major changes to the AMF are found with use of a higher resolution

2◦×2.5◦ GEOS-Chem a-priori, and the OMI albedo product at 0.5◦×0.5◦. More

subtle modifications to the AMF are effected with pressure correction of VMRs

over mountainous terrain, and pixel mean weighting of gridded inputs better rep-

resenting sub-pixel inhomogeneity. Use of a temporally and spatially dependent

O3 climatology, and incorporation of orbit specific temperature dependent absorp-
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tion cross sections allows for a more accurate estimation of atmospheric scattering

weights, translating to enhanced accuracy in the AMF.

Further improvements to the updated AMF are envisaged, with a need for co-

located aerosol data to improve scattering weight calculations specific to each obser-

vation. Additional fixes to the GEOS-Chem CTM have been proposed by Sabolis

et al. (2011), aiming to reduce the prominent CH2O hotspot over the Mediterranean

Sea in summertime via the reduction of Saharan model dust emissions. Were an

appropriate BRDF database to become available extending to the fitting region

of GOME-2, an improved albedo term could be included in the AMF calculation.

Similarly, use of an albedo database derived with GOME-2 should reduce AMF

bias due to instrumental and temporal sampling differences between GOME-2 and

OMI. Cloud optical thickness and cloud top albedo data from complimentary sen-

sors mounted onboard MetOp-A could be used in the derivation of AMFs for cloudy

scenes, greatly improving over the current fixed cloud representations.
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Chapter 6

VCD Evaluation and Comparison

Following large scale DOAS parameter sensitivity testing for the slant column re-

trieval (Chapter 4), and assessment and implementation of several improvements to

the air mass factor algorithm (Chapter 5), this chapter focusses on the application of

these optimised retrieval settings for the derivation of a 5 year CH2O vertical column

product from the GOME-2 instrument. Seasonal means and regional time-series are

presented for CH2O columns generated for this new product. The consistency of

GOME-2 CH2O VCDs to GEOS-Chem modelled VCDs is analysed. Finally, corre-

lations are drawn against complimentary environmental parameters (aerosol optical

depth, rain rate, land surface temperature and chlorophyll fluorescence) to investi-

gate year to year variations.

6.1 Five year CH2O VCD product

Approximately 309,600 GOME-2 orbits were processed to generate a 5 year CH2O

VCD product spanning 2007–2011 (inclusive). An optimised processing stream was

developed for use on the University of Leicester’s high performance computing clus-

ter. With a mixture of Bash shell scripting, Python and Fortran programming

languages, one year’s VCDs can be generated in approximately 24 hours, using 439

CPU cores (Intel Xeon X5550 at 2.67 GHz). Processing time is divided into three

roughly equal portions, with pre-processing covering the extraction of relevant ra-



diance and geo-location parameters from the native GOME-2 L1B product, cross

section convolution followed by SCD generation with a modified version of QDOAS,

and reference sector method application and AMF calls completing the data pro-

cessing chain.

6.1.1 VCD seasonal means

In the following discussion, seasonal GOME-2 VCD means are presented spanning

2007–2011. GOME-2 is timetabled to record observations at an enhanced ‘zoom’

spatial resolution of 10 km × 40 km on the middle day of each month, and for

selected other orbits as per mission requirements. All zoom orbits are removed from

processing in order to reduce a distinctive striping effect imparted on the mean

along zoom orbit tracks. GOME-2 back-scan measurements (with a larger scan

footprint of 240 km ×40 km) are included in means, with the area weighting of the

gridding procedure distributing portions of larger scans as a function of area. South

Atlantic Anomaly affected scans also remain in the mean, with monthly and seasonal

averages largely acting to remove the random pattern of bad pixels. Scans with a

cloud fraction >0.4 and SZA >60◦ are not included in the mean (see Chapter 4).

Seasonal CH2O means processed with the above criteria for 2007–2011 are presented

in Figure 6.1.

Means for DJF reflect the southern hemisphere summertime, with Australia

exhibiting VCD concentrations of around 1.0× 1016 molecules cm−2, which then drop

off to background levels of ∼0.5× 1016 molecules cm−2 for the rest of the year. In the

northern hemisphere spring (MAM), emissions over south east Asia and India rapidly

reach a peak, followed by a global surge in concentrations during JJA, with the

majority of the Earth’s landmasses experiencing a northern hemisphere summertime.

In autumn (SON), northern hemisphere emissions recede to similar values to MAM,

whilst the Amazon and South America reach an emission peak.
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Figure 6.1: GOME-2 CH2O VCD seasonal means for 2007–2011, gridded to 0.1◦, no
smoothing of data is applied. Scans with CF>0.4 and SZA >60◦ are excluded.
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Figure 6.2: Mean annual GOME-2 CH2O VCD change between 2007–2011, gridded
to 0.1◦. Also plotted are the extent of regions subsequently used for monthly mean
analysis.

6.1.2 VCD trend

To analyse changes in global CH2O concentrations over the course of the 5 year

product, mean annual trend is calculated following the method of Richter et al.

(2005) for NO2 trend analysis. Annual CH2O global means are calculated from UoL

GOME-2 VCDs on a 0.1◦ grid for each year in the available time-series. A linear

regression is applied to each cell (straight line fit with residual minimisation) through

the 5 years of data, to calculate the average annual gradient for each sampled grid

point on the globe, shown in Figure 6.2.

There exists a possibly for skewing of trends at higher latitudes, for which

GOME-2 data is sampled only on a seasonal basis due to the inclination of MetOp-

A’s orbit. With only a 5 year time-series to perform gradient calculations on, it is

also acknowledged that single anomalous years for any location could bias a trend.

Spatial patterns evident suggest a general decrease in CH2O emissions over most

landmasses, with regional exceptions of increasing emissions over Finland and west-

ern Russia. These increases are likely attributed to the exceptional series of wildfires

experienced in these regions in 2010 (Huijnen et al., 2012). Slightly larger decreases
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are noted for parts of southern South America, although with the region being

strongly affected by the South Atlantic Anomaly, attribution of this feature to an

increased strength of SAA effects as a function of instrument degradation is possi-

ble. West Africa and parts of northern South America show slight CH2O column

increases, as does much of Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. Further instrumental

bias is seen over oceans, where a faint east / west scan bias manifests itself as al-

ternating patches of minor increases and decreases, in line with MetOp-A’s orbital

path. Based on these gradients, CH2O emissions exhibit a mixture of spatial pat-

terns for the time-series, with general decreases over landmasses with the exception

of increases over some of the equatorial tropics.

6.1.3 Model comparisons

Comparisons are drawn with GEOS-Chem CTM formaldehyde VCDs, generated

with model settings detailed in Section 5.2.1. In GEOS-Chem’s case, many of the

chemical parameters relevant to generation of model CH2O columns are derived from

the MEGAN BVOC model (Guenther et al., 2006). GEOS-Chem CH2O VCDs are

calculated from area weighted mean vertical mixing ratios used for AMF calculation,

specific to each observation. With CTM VCDs calculated for the same viewing ge-

ometry and scene specific parameters as applied for the derivation of its correspond-

ing GOME-2 VCD, use of an averaging kernel (Eskes and Boersma, 2003) is not

necessary, with the relationship between modelled and measured columns implicit

in the companion CTM VCDs. Nevertheless, averaging kernels are calculated for

each observation and included in the final GOME-2 CH2O product for users wishing

to compare results to external CH2O databases.

Figure 6.3 shows monthly means over the extent of the product for GOME-2 and

GEOS-Chem CH2O VCDs. In addition to global means, four sub-regions of elevated

formaldehyde concentrations are presented, whose spatial coverage are plotted on

Figure 6.2. Observed global CH2O means generally reflect the CH2O background due

to methane oxidation represented in GEOS-Chem columns very well. For the four
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Figure 6.3: Monthly mean CH2O VCDs from GOME-2 and GEOS-Chem. Both
dataset’s temporal patterns are very similar, although magnitude is seen to vary
somewhat for west African and Amazon regions.

sub-regions, temporal patterns of CH2O concentrations compare very favourably

from model to observation, particularly so for the south east U.S.A. and south east

Asia. Figure 6.4 shows the correlation between modelled and measured columns,

confirming the close matching of both datasets in trend and magnitude. Bias exists

for the Amazon and west African regions, with CTM VCDs consistently 0.25 and

0.8× 1016 molecules cm−2 higher respectively, also shown in Barkley et al. (2013) for

SCIAMACHY and OMI observations over the Amazon. Causes for this disparity

may be related to a relative paucity of in-situ observations for these regions lead-

ing to less well evaluated model concentrations, particularly when compared to the

relatively data-rich south-east U.S.A. (Frost et al., 2002; Fried et al., 2008; Parrish

et al., 2012). With further reference to the CTM VCDs, a better model represen-

tation over the U.S.A. is likely due to a better understood NOx chemistry for high

NOx concentrations over the U.S.A. (Sillman and He, 2002; Martin et al., 2003) than

for more remote tropical regions with lower NOx quantities (e.g. Pike et al. (2010)).
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Figure 6.4: Correlation between monthly mean CH2O VCDs from GOME-2 and
GEOS-Chem. Mean bias between the two datasets is shown to be small in all cases,
with excellent agreement for the south east Asia and south east U.S.A. regions.

In the monthly mean time-series the Amazon region is seen to almost double its

CH2O emission peak in 2007 and 2010 compared to adjacent years, tying in with

noted Amazon drought years (Lewis et al., 2011; Saatchi et al., 2013). Furthermore,

Amazon model formaldehyde columns reach their peak 1–2 months early compared

with GOME-2 observations for the summers of 2008 and 2009.

6.1.4 Fire screening

Biomass burning is known to contribute large amounts of formaldehyde to the at-

mosphere over short spaces of time (Gonzi et al., 2011). The intense heat associated

with major wildfire events serves to rapidly elevate trace gas and aerosol burning

products into the troposphere (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). A fire screening proce-

dure is applied to UoL CH2O VCDs in order to remove the signal due to biomass

burning, leaving a better representation of biogenic only emissions. To do so, the

method of Barkley et al. (2013) is applied, using daily 0.5◦×0.667◦ grids of MODIS
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Figure 6.5: Monthly mean time series of fire-screened CH2O columns plotted along-
side un-screened columns for the entirety of the UoL product.

Terra, MODIS Aqua (Giglio et al., 2003) and ENVISAT AATSR (Arino et al., 2005)

fire counts to remove any VCD measurements falling within a 1 grid cell radius of

fire affected cells. The technique removes 9.423% of GOME-2 observations for the

entire dataset, with the screened monthly means presented in Figure 6.5. Anomalies

on the total VCD trend are also given in the subplots, representing the variation in

monthly means with seasonal variation removed. These are calculated by deriving

12 total monthly mean values covering the observation period (2007–2011), followed

by subtracting the relevant total monthly mean from each ‘normal’ monthly mean

value.
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Biomass burning emissions contribute significant amounts of CH2O to the global

budget, evidenced by the 0.25× 1016 molecules cm−2 reduction in measured formalde-

hyde concentrations when fire screened. Amazon and S.E. Asian regions experi-

ence significant biomass burning events, reflected in the reduction of monthly mean

columns when CH2O VCDs are fire screened. VCD time series over the south east

U.S.A. are not greatly effected by fire screening, with the region being well man-

aged by humans and so experiencing little in the way of massive burning events.

Fire screening has a only a small effect on monthly VCDs for West Africa, with

the prevalence of wildfire and its effects on CH2O columns expected to be slightly

northwards of the region examined (Marais et al., 2012).

6.1.5 Retrieval comparisons

Further evaluation of the new UoL CH2O product is possible through comparison

with the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA) GOME-2 formaldehyde VCD

product (De Smedt et al., 2012). The BIRA product is retrieved in the same two step

fashion as for the work presented here; with slant columns derived through DOAS

fitting of GOME-2 radiances to absorption cross sections, followed by conversion to

vertical columns with an AMF. Settings for the first step in the retrieval are similar

between UoL and BIRA retrievals (Hewson et al., 2013), therefore the majority of

variation is expected to arise from the SCD–VCD conversion.

Monthly means and correlations between UoL and BIRA products are presented

in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The BIRA monthly mean time series is seen to be slightly

smoother than for the UoL product in the global mean, although the UoL product

has a small mean global difference of +1.696× 1015 molecules cm−2. This closeness

of temporal patterns and small difference is continued for all regional means (with

the exception of a very small negative difference for south east Asia). For the south

east U.S.A. noticeable differences exist for annual minima and maxima, with the

UoL product retrieving approximately 0.3× 1016 molecules cm−2 higher concentra-

tions at the peak of the growing season, offset by slightly lower concentrations during
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Figure 6.6: Monthly mean UoL CH2O VCDs from retrievals presented in this work,
plotted alongside the BIRA GOME-2 formaldehyde product (De Smedt et al., 2012).
UoL concentrations and temporal patterns closely match those of the BIRA product.

wintertime.

Without a thorough inter-comparison of AMF calculation inputs for the two re-

trievals, reasoning for differences between both products are only speculated upon.

However, with both AMFs using the 0.5◦ OMI albedo product (although UoL applies

area weighted values) and FRESCO+ cloud product, variation is likely caused by

CTM choice (GEOS-Chem and IMAGES – also affecting the ‘added back’ reference

sector method concentrations), use of an aerosol correction (BIRA do not explic-

itly correct for aerosol) and further UoL specific corrections detailed in Section 5.5.

A more thorough parallel validation of UoL and BIRA VCDs against in-situ mea-

surements of CH2O concentrations should allow for a better analysis of the small

differences present, nevertheless current agreement between the two datasets inspires

confidence in the new UoL retrieval. Such work is not pursued here due to the lack

of available in-situ CH2O column measurements.
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Figure 6.7: Scatterplots of UoL and BIRA CH2O, with R values indicating strong
agreement between the two datasets for all regional cases. A small positive bias is
evident for the new UoL retrieval compared against BIRA VCDs. Note global BIRA
data spans 2007-2010 only, therefore UoL global data is cropped to match this.

6.2 Environmental correlations

Cycles of formaldehyde VCD concentrations throughout the year (detailed in Sec-

tion 6.1) are now examined with respect to several closely linked environmental

parameters. GOME-2 formaldehyde time-series are compared with GEOS-Chem

aerosol, TRMM monthly mean precipitation rate (inferring water availability to

isoprene emitting vegetation), AATSR land surface temperature (heat tolerance of

plants), and the new GOME-2 fluorescence product. Land surface temperature and

GOME-2 fluorescence datasets in the following section are relevant to land based

parameters only, therefore for these comparisons GOME-2 CH2O VCD means are

masked to remove ocean cells which may otherwise introduce bias from the CH4

background source.
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Figure 6.8: Monthly mean plots of UoL CH2O VCDs and GEOS-Chem AODs for
four significant aerosol types.

6.2.1 Aerosol

Total column aerosol optical depths (AOD) calculated by GEOS-Chem for inclusion

in the AMF scattering weight calculation are used for investigation of correlation

between calculated CH2O VCDs and aerosol effects. With six aerosol types repre-

sented (mineral dust, SO2, black carbon, organic carbon, sea salt and water cloud),

some correlation is expected with formaldehyde – particularly for the black and or-

ganic carbon types, frequently associated with biomass burning events (Gonzi and

Palmer, 2010; Gonzi et al., 2011).

Large amounts of mineral dust are known to be transported from the Sahara

over the Atlantic Ocean providing fertilisation for the Amazon basin (Bristow et al.,

2010), although correlations between mineral dust AODs at 340 nm and CH2O

VCDs in the region are not significant (R = -0.423). Closer inspection of Figure
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Figure 6.9: Correlations between monthly mean UoL CH2O VCDs and GEOS-Chem
mineral dust AODs.

6.9 reveals a distinctive grouping of elevated monthly mean AODs matching low

(for the region) VCD values of 0.5–1.0× 1016 molecules cm−2. Time series plots

show an increase in mineral dust AODs for the Amazon 2–3 months prior to major

formaldehyde concentration peaks, although year round values are low compared

to the other regions examined. South east U.S.A. and south east Asia experience

large increases in mineral dust AODs around the same time as for the Amazon, but

show larger AOD peaks. Mineral dust AODs for West Africa exhibit larger peaks up

to 2010 (AOD=0.5), after which values return to similar levels as for other regions

(AOD=0.1–0.2). The adjacency of West Africa to Saharan mineral dust sources, in

concert with meteorological conditions for years with larger AOD peaks would be

the most probable cause for enhanced AODs.

SO2 AODs are seen to be largely region dependent - with the Amazon showing

only one peak in mid 2007 coinciding with the major CH2O VCD peak, before

returning to an almost constant value for the rest of the observation period. For other

regions, SO2 AODs show a more regular cycle. South east Asia has an annual SO2
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AOD peak late in the year, preceding formaldehyde emission peaks by 1–2 months.

U.S.A. values are less variable in their annual cycle, although clear correlations with

summertime CH2O concentration maxima are evident. Twice yearly SO2 peaks for

West Africa do not show significant correlation with CH2O cycles for the region.

Over West Africa black carbon emissions are particularly strong in comparison

to other regions examined, exhibiting a regular biannual cycle, likely reflecting the

temporal regime of biomass burning seasons. South east Asia and the Amazon also

show minor black carbon peaks, correlating with elevated organic carbon peaks in

these regions. For all regions bar the south east U.S.A. organic and black carbon

emissions are very closely matched in their timing and relative increases against

their respective background trends, suggesting the same cause is responsible for

both emissions. Looking back to Figure 6.5, large VCD reductions are evident in

VCDs for 2007 when fire screened. These factors allow identification of 2007 as

a major year for biomass burning events, with formaldehyde VCDs, organic and

black carbon all increasing to levels well beyond regular annual emission peaks.

Correlations between sea salt and CH2O VCDs are low, and therefore not plotted,

with the two parameters showing little in the way of coincident variation.

Testing the relationship between monthly mean GOME-2 cloud fraction and the 6

aerosol optical depth parameters showed little to no correlation between variables for

monthly means. A more detailed investigation of individual orbits is required for the

CF / aerosol correction effect to be fully validated for GOME-2 CH2O measurements.

For this to take place, a complimentary set of cloud and aerosol measurements is

required (Boersma et al., 2011), which for GOME-2 is currently unavailable.

6.2.2 Precipitation

Precipitation affects vegetation health through partially controlling water availabil-

ity for uptake via the roots of vegetation, so bearing a large impact on the operation

of the biosphere (Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000). A connection between formaldehyde and

precipitation is expected to exist in the spatial, and to a greater extent, temporal
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domains, given plant health, and consequently isoprene’s emission dependence on

water availability to vegetation (Müller et al., 2008).

Satellite measurements of precipitation

Launched in 1997, the JAXA / NASA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

provides rainfall data from its suite of microwave instruments specifically designed

for precipitation monitoring (for a comprehensive description of the instrument see

Huffman et al. (2007)). The orbit of the TRMM spacecraft covers only the tropics

(50◦S – 50◦N), precluding a global analysis, although the sub-regions selected for

analysis all fall within this domain. Rain rate is a precipitation intensity measure-

ment defined as the amount of rain in mm falling on a given location per hour. For

comparison with CH2O VCDs, the TRMM monthly mean level 3 rain rate product

at 0.25◦ (3B43) was obtained through the NASA Giovanni data service (Acker and

Leptoukh, 2007). 3B43 is derived primarily with TRMM data, but also takes into

account ancillary data from other satellite microwave instruments, all of which are

weighted by ground based rain gauge measurements before arriving at a monthly

best estimate rainfall rate.

TRMM monthly mean precipitation : comparison to GOME-2 CH2O

Regional means of TRMM rain rate data are shown in Figure 6.10 alongside GOME-

2 CH2O VCDs. Anomalies on the monthly means are shown in the smaller subplots

relevant to each region, calculated following the method outlined for fire screen

anomalies. The nature of TRMM observations means no cloud screening is per-

formed, whilst UoL CH2O have a significant number of cloud affected scans removed

from the mean. This may lead to a mis-match between dataset sampling, however for

spectroscopic observations of CH2O, there currently exists no alternative to mitigate

for cloud screening problems.

The Amazon rainfall time-series exhibits a noticeable reduction in peak monthly

rainfall at the beginning of the GOME-2 measurement period (MAM 2007), and
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Figure 6.10: Monthly mean time series of UoL GOME-2 CH2O VCDs (in blue)
and TRMM hourly rain rate (in green). Lower subplots for each region display the
anomaly on the mean.

for DJF–MAM 2010. Anomalies over the Amazon region confirm concentrations of

CH2O were elevated above the observation period trend in 2007, with TRMM rain

rate preceding this high value with low values in the anomalies noted at the beginning

of the observation period. With a similar pattern noted in 2011, there appears

to be a correlation for the Amazon between elevated periods of rainfall preceding

seasons of depressed CH2O concentrations compared to the observation trend. South

east Asia shows the highest and lowest monthly mean values, corresponding with

monsoon type weather systems noted for the region (Romatschke et al., 2010).

Apart from the south east U.S.A., studied regions show significant swings in

monthly mean rain rates throughout the year, corresponding to seasonal variation of

the ITCZ. For the south east U.S.A., situated too far north to be drastically affected

in this fashion, rain rates show much less of a cycle, remaining within a small range of

0.05–0.2 mm / hr all year round. Patterns in U.S.A. anomalies are harder to discern,

although an anti-correlation between increased rain rate and CH2O concentrations
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is noted for 2009. West African monthly means are consistently high for CH2O and

TRMM rain rate, showing less variation than other study regions. Time series and

anomalies for the region show a noticeable anti-correlation between the two datasets

– when the rain rate is high, CH2O concentrations are low, whilst the opposite is

true for periods of low rainfall. These linkages can be caused by the fact that both

CH2O concentrations and rain rate are driven by a common third parameter (e.g.

meteorological dynamics), thereby offering a coincidental correlation between the

parameters through seasonal cycles.

6.2.3 Land surface temperature

Vegetation has previously been shown to exhibit a response to temperature with in-

creased isoprene emissions (Rinne et al., 2002; Millet et al., 2008). Using data from

the Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) satellite instrument, a

University of Leicester and Norwegian Institute for Air Research group have devel-

oped a high resolution land surface temperature (LST) product (Ghent et al., in

preparation). This data is compared and correlated with GOME-2 CH2O VCDs

to assess the dependency of formaldehyde emissions on temperature at global and

regional scales.

AATSR LST method

Land surface temperature measured from space makes use of radiometric observa-

tions in the infra-red region, taking measurements from two adjacent channels whose

central wavelengths are close. LST is estimated via the linear relationship between

measured radiances, based on the assumption that the difference in radiances can

be modelled as a function of the Planck function and atmospheric absorption due to

water vapour (Prata, 2002). AATSR, mounted on-board the ENVISAT instrument

provides data covering the GOME-2 CH2O VCD time-series here, with observations

recorded at a local overpass time of 10:00 providing a reasonably matched set of ob-

servations for comparison with GOME-2 (local overpass 09:30). The LST product
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Figure 6.11: Monthly mean time series of CH2O VCDs and AATSR LST. Left
hand axis and blue line represents GOME-2 formaldehyde VCDs, right hand axis
is AATSR LST. Anomalies are shown in the lower subplots, derived in the same
manner as detailed in Figure 6.10.

is provided as gridded monthly means at 0.25◦, generated from AATSR orbits cloud

screened to include completely cloud free scans only.

AATSR LST : comparison and correlations to GOME-2 CH2O

Figure 6.11 shows monthly mean time series of GOME-2 CH2O and AATSR LST

plotted together. Global LST exhibits significant year round changes from varia-

tion in insolation receipt for landmasses predominantly in the northern hemisphere,

whereas formaldehyde emissions show less variation at a global scale, modulated
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instead by a stable CH4 background. For the Amazon, elevated CH2O peaks agree

with the seasonal shift in LST, although maximum mean LST lags behind maxi-

mum mean CH2O by 1–2 months. For the two maximum Amazon emission years

(2007 and 2010), the year’s first mini LST peak (February – March) is seen to

be slightly higher than for adjacent years, although examination of the anomalies

suggests variation in temperature is minimal.

Formaldehyde emission and LST patterns for south east Asia and south east

U.S.A. are both very similar. In both cases, LST and CH2O monthly means and

anomalies are very well matched, with neither parameter significantly departing from

the trend without the other doing so also. Patterns are harder to discern over west

Africa due to year round high temperatures correlating with year round elevated

CH2O emissions. This region appears to offer a dual peak of LST, reflecting the

movement of the inter-tropical convergence zone, with the springtime peak matching

elevated formaldehyde, and the autumn peak anti-correlating with emissions.

6.2.4 Chlorophyll fluorescence

With concentrations of formaldehyde linked to plant productivity and health via

isoprene emissions, CH2O vertical columns are now compared with measurements

of vegetation photosynthesis. Chlorophyll fluorescence observations provide direct

measurements of photosynthetic efficiency from vegetation (Meroni et al., 2009).

The link between light emission by chlorophyll and photosynthesis arises from a

proportion of radiation absorbed by chlorophyll undergoing excitation in the plant,

and being re-emitted at longer wavelengths. This fluorescence process acts in com-

petition with photosynthesis for the application of a plant’s absorbed radiation bud-

get. Meroni et al. (2009) note a complicated relationship between photosynthesis

and fluorescence based on light and plant stress factors (water availability and heat

tolerance).
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Figure 6.12: Fluorescence spectrum of a sugar beet leaf (Figure 1a, Meroni et al.
(2009)).

Measurement method

Investigation of spectroscopic measurements of vegetation fluorescence reveals two

characteristic chlorophyll emission peaks at 690 and 740 nm (Figure 6.12). Fluores-

cence emission signatures are detectable in passively sensed backscattered radiation,

through the addition of these fluorescence peaks to the reflected solar spectrum.

Although the additive signal is very weak at approximately 1–5% of an observed

spectrum (Meroni et al., 2009; Guanter et al., 2010), by viewing the Fraunhofer

lines (areas of reduced irradiance in the solar spectrum due to absorption in the

Sun’s photosphere and Earth’s atmosphere), the chlorophyll re-emission signal is

more readily detected.

For passive remote sensing applications, three Fraunhofer lines are commonly

used in the visible and near infra-red - Hα at ∼656 nm, O2−B at ∼687 nm, and

O2−A at ∼760 nm. A very narrow Fraunhofer feature width (on the order of 0.5

– 2 nm, with O2 bands at the higher end of the scale), places a requirement for

sampling of the radiance spectrum at very high spectral resolution for applicability to

fluorescence measurements. The basic principle behind remote sensing of chlorophyll

fluorescence examines these Fraunhofer lines for the amount of infilling from an

assumed re-emission of radiation by vegetation.

Passive sensing of fluorescence is typically made using the O2 bands, being closest
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to chlorophyll emission signatures illustrated in Figure 6.12. Sensing in the O2 bands

presents fluorescence retrieval problems from the susceptibility of the windows to

atmospheric interferences and the bi-directional reflectance distribution function,

as well as the requirement for very high resolution spectrometers with which to

accurately discern the amount of infilling.

These problems combine to make retrieval of fluorescence from space difficult,

with the user required to account for scattered sunlight in the standard air mass

factor scheme, as well as mitigation for the attenuation of the desired fluorescence

measurement in the reflected spectrum. Early simulations by Sioris et al. (2003)

examining the possibility of space-borne fluorescence observations with the current

generation of spectrometers found Fraunhofer filling by chlorophyll emissions to be

on the same order as effected by rotational Raman scattering (Ring effect), confirm-

ing the viability of the measurement.

Satellite chlorophyll fluorescence

Due to the requirement for radiance measurements to be made with high spec-

tral resolution spectrometers, space-borne monitoring of chlorophyll fluorescence

has only recently become a reality, with the launch of the Greenhouse gases Ob-

serving Satellite (GOSAT), a Fourier transform spectrometer designed to discern

narrow absorption lines of atmospheric trace gases. Frankenberg et al. (2011a) ini-

tially explored the application of radiance data at typical space borne spectrometer

resolutions to the technique outlined above, proving its suitability for chlorophyll

fluorescence measurement with a series of theoretical radiative transfer experiments.

Application to actual GOSAT data, ideal for its high spectral resolution, demon-

strated the utility of space-borne fluorescence measurements, providing a first global

view of the parameter (Joiner et al., 2011; Frankenberg et al., 2011b). However the

low spatial sampling imparted by GOSAT’s 82 km2 circular scan footprint render

global coverage of the instrument coarse at best, suitable for providing monthly

means on 2◦ × 2◦ grids.
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Figure 6.13: Sample GOME-2 fluorescence monthly global means for March and
August 2007. Elevated IF values correlate closely to seasonal variation in vegetation
phenology.

Extending the fluorescence fitting range to make use of 866 nm Ca II Fraun-

hofer line filling, (Joiner et al., 2012) pioneered measurement compatibility with the

lower spectral resolution, but far higher spatial resolution measurements of SCIA-

MACHY, although noting the move away from the traditional ∼700 nm fitting range

is expected to impact on measurement precision. A development of the fluorescence

retrieval for GOME-2 has applied radiative transfer modelling to spectral measure-

ments covering the O2 A-band, separating absorption by the atmosphere, reflectance

from the surface, and radiance due to fluorescence (IF ) (for full retrieval details see

Joiner et al. (2013)). Advantages of this updated methodology have shown GOME-2

data can overcome the spatial limitations of the GOSAT retrieval, whilst mitigat-

ing for the measurement precision losses of the SCIAMACHY retrieval. GOME-2

IF retrievals for March and August 2007 are shown in Figure 6.13, with spatial

distribution closely matching that seen for CH2O as a result of biogenic emissions.

GOME-2 fluorescence : comparisons to GOME-2 CH2O

In this work, the chlorophyll fluorescence dataset of Joiner et al. (2013) is applied.

Quality control on the dataset prior to user distribution includes cloud fraction

filtering (<0.4) and SZA filtering (<70◦). Whilst the SZA filter for the GOME-2

IF product is 10◦ higher than for the UoL CH2O product, the quantity, quality and

validity of the extra data at these latitudes is not significant for CH2O, therefore

GOME-2 IF is cropped to match UoL CH2O. These GOME-2 IF data are averaged
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Figure 6.14: Monthly mean GOME-2 IF and UoL CH2O VCDs for the entire study
period.

to global 0.25◦ monthly grids for comparison with UoL CH2O measurements.

Figure 6.14 shows monthly mean variation in GOME-2 IF alongside GOME-2

CH2O VCDs, masked to land cells only. The global GOME-2 IF mean contrasts with

formaldehyde by exhibiting only one major annual peak, as opposed to formalde-

hyde’s slightly muted second annual peak. Monthly GOME-2 IF means for the

Amazon show an annual pattern of a springtime (MAM) peak, followed by drops

in fluorescence for the summer, and ending the year with another, smaller IF peak.

Figure 6.15 confirms a distinctive anti-correlation between Amazon CH2O and IF ,

with the largest CH2O concentration peaks coinciding with major drops for IF (e.g.
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Figure 6.15: Correlation between 2007–2011 monthly mean GOME-2 IF and UoL
CH2O VCDs.

JJA 2007 and 2010). Conversely, IF peaks are matched by major dips in CH2O

columns, reflected in an R value of -0.494. Results for south east Asia and south

east U.S.A. show a clearer picture, with the two parameters closely tracking one

another throughout the year. Maximum south east Asian IF values occur approxi-

mately 4 months after the CH2O peak, whilst south eastern U.S.A. fluorescence data

match formaldehyde with an R of 0.872. As with the Amazon region, west African

agreement of CH2O and IF exhibits a bi-annual cycle of peaks early in the year,

followed by a mis-match later on. Although fluorescence itself is a time dependent

parameter in much the same fashion as CH2O, these results show that fluorescence

can provide a useful parameter for monitoring plant health, and by extension, CH2O

emissions, particularly for the Amazon region where biomass stores are high.
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6.3 Summary

A 5 year atmospheric formaldehyde concentration product is generated from the

processing of GOME-2 radiance data spanning 2007–2011. The product makes use

of optimised spectroscopic parameters, and a significantly updated air mass fac-

tor algorithm, both detailed in the previous two chapters. Trend analysis for the

observation period is performed on the entire dataset, exhibiting general small de-

creases over land with the exception of equatorial regions, and increases over oceans.

Comparison against GEOS-Chem modelled CH2O columns shows very strong agree-

ment between the two datasets. Comparison to the existing BIRA GOME-2 CH2O

product also details similarity in retrieved columns, with variation between the two

thought to arise from differing AMF routines. Validation against in-situ datasets

would be preferable, although a current lack of relevant ground and aircraft based

measurements covering the study period for regions of significantly elevated CH2O

columns precludes this for the time being.

Comparisons and correlations are drawn with four environmental parameters,

demonstrating the utility of CH2O as an atmospheric variable relevant to more de-

tailed studies of biogenic interactions, particularly for the tropical regions. A mixed

picture of regional correlations are found, with those regions exhibiting large swings

in temperature (south east U.S.A.) also showing similar variation in CH2O concen-

tration – suggesting here temperature is one of the primary drivers for CH2O. For

regions less affected by seasonal temperature variation (e.g. Amazon, West Africa)

correlations are not as clear, with a variety of factors likely to be contributing to

seasonal cycles. In these instances, there exists a possibility for the use of CH2O

columns in combination with fluorescence measurements to provide an index of

biomass health. It is acknowledged rain rate may not represent the best hydrologi-

cal parameter to investigate with reference to isoprene emission, and by extension,

vegetation studies, due to the fact these parameters are more likely to be affected by

moisture availability to roots than instantaneous rainfall measurements. However,

given the coverage issues associated with soil moisture products (e.g. Pradhan et al.
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(2011), Wagner et al. (2013)), the availability of the TRMM product outweighed

the problems associated with generating a new soil moisture climatology solely for

this small study.

Fluorescence measurements from GOME-2 (Joiner et al., 2013) are also compared

with the CH2O product, exhibiting a mixed pattern of coincident variation between

the two datasets. Peak formaldehyde concentrations are seen to correlate with low

fluorescence values for some regions (Amazon, West Africa), with similar activity,

albeit on a smaller scale, shown for south east Asia and south east U.S.A. General

patterns drawn from these environmental correlations indicate an anti-correlation of

formaldehyde concentrations with rain rate. Data from the Amazon region suggests

reductions in monthly mean CH2O concentrations (e.g. JJA 2009), are preceded

by above average periods of rainfall (e.g. MMA 2009), whilst the opposite is true

for periods of elevated CH2O concentrations. Anomalies on the annual observation

trend show temperature fluctuations to agree less well with CH2O variation, indicat-

ing for the regions studied, water availability plays a larger role in isoprene emission

than temperature.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter presents an overview of work conducted for the project, together with

further analysis, suggestions for improvements, and future work. Radiance data

from the GOME-2 instrument flying aboard the MetOp-A satellite have been used

to generate a new 5 year retrieval of tropospheric formaldehyde vertical columns,

which are analysed to better understand variations in biogenic emissions.

Split into two main components, the retrieval consists of spectroscopic fitting

of absorption cross sections to the GOME-2 radiances to derive line of sight CH2O

concentrations, and a calculation of a conversion factor to vertical column con-

centrations. Difficulties in the DOAS fitting portion are related to the very weak

CH2O absorption signal in comparison to other fitted absorbers, and accounting for

GOME-2 instrumental degradation over the lifetime of the mission. The satellite

DOAS community have developed a range of methods to mitigate for these effects

(Vountas et al., 1998; Aliwell et al., 2002; Van Roozendael et al., 2002; Cai et al.,

2012). The first objective of this work was to derive an optimised CH2O retrieval

by parameterising these error sources in an extensive series of sensitivity tests on

actual GOME-2 data.



7.1 DOAS parameter testing

Split into 4 parameter groups, DOAS fit settings of importance were identified from

the literature and previous satellite spectrometer CH2O retrievals. The spectral

fit range was determined as bearing the largest effect on retrievals, specifying the

encroachment interfering absorption cross sections are able to make on the retrieval.

Inclusion and exclusion of certain absorbers is also seen to carry a large impact on

retrieved SCD and fit error, with some absorbers simulating the CH2O absorption

cross section and thereby artificially reducing retrieved CH2O SCDs (e.g. BrO).

Accounting for broad-band atmospheric effects in the DOAS fit is carried out by the

subtraction of a fitted polynomial to radiances, the level of accuracy with which this

can be performed depending on the ability of the polynomial to model these effects.

In the small wavelength fit range used for CH2O, a 5th order polynomial is shown to

be most appropriate for removal of slowly fluctuating atmospheric absorption from

the fit, in contrast to previous GOME-1 retrievals with wider fitting ranges, where

3rd order polynomials were found sufficient (Wittrock et al., 2006). Parameter

testing for this work also served to identify the homogenisation of slant columns

processed with the reference sector method to account for retrieval bias. Despite

various DOAS fit parameters producing different slant column CH2O concentrations,

subsequent application of the RSM largely homogenised vertical columns to within

an approximate range of 16–21% globally.

Absorption cross sections

Advances in O3 and Ring retrieval accuracy are needed to significantly improve the

CH2O retrieval by reducing interference from these major absorbers in the formalde-

hyde fitting range. The availability of recently re-calibrated pre-launch measured O3

GOME-2 cross sections (Chehade et al., 2013), and new high resolution cross sec-

tions intended for spectroscopic applications (Gorshelev et al., 2013) points towards

an awareness of these needs in the DOAS community. However, early applications

of these updated O3 spectra have shown little to no reduction in fit residuals from an
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improved ozone fit, so important for increasing the signal available for the CH2O fit,

with the Malicet et al. (1995) cross sections apparently remaining the optimal choice.

Updated CH2O absorption cross sections (Chance and Orphal, 2011) have become

available since work for Chapter 4 was conducted, although exploratory retrievals

with these for GOME-2 have not found improvements on the Meller and Moortgat

(2000) cross sections. Mitigation for the Ring effect remains a major uncertainty

in CH2O retrievals, being the second most effective absorber in the formaldehyde

fitting range after O3, further highlighted in the EI0 work here. The Vountas et al.

(1998) Ring correction method offers an adequate representation of the Ring ef-

fect, although integrating scene specific variables, such as wavelength dependence of

Fraunhofer filling in due to multiple scattering caused by aerosol and cloud, should

offer an improved Ring correction term (Langford et al., 2007).

Instrument corrections

Whilst problems with accuracy of absorption cross sections are relevant to all DOAS

applications, GOME-2 inflicts several instrument specific nuances on the retrieval

which increase fit residuals. Although largely removed in monthly means, the east-

west swath bias evident upon examination of individual orbits remains a significant

problem for using small temporal windows of GOME-2 data. This scan degradation

is thought to be caused by a layer of outgassed material coming to rest on the scan

mirror (Dikty and Richter, 2011). The current EUMETSAT recommended fix of

applying polarisation vectors does not provide a sufficient correction. To this end,

several groups are pursuing their own empirical radiance correction models based on

several years worth of retrievals, generating temporally dependent scan angle cor-

rection factors after the retrieval is conducted (Loyola et al., 2011b). An optimised

solution would entail a thorough characterisation and modelling of the layers of

matter in the spectrometer which are causing problems, allowing for a pre-retrieval

correction of radiances. Such studies have been successful in the past, offering mit-

igation for SCIAMACHY’s radiometric throughput issues (Snel and Krijger, 2009;
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Krijger, 2013).

South Atlantic anomaly (SAA) affected areas encompass a large part of the

Amazon basin, affecting retrieval accuracy for this major region of CH2O emissions.

Observations subject to an SAA event yield spurious values in the retrieval, for which

current solutions are to remove the affected scan entirely, or expand this to ignore

all scans within a pre-defined SAA affected region. Neither of these are implemented

in the UoL retrieval, as monthly means serve to largely remove SAA effects due to

the averaging process successfully accounting for outliers. However, an explicit SAA

correction would be preferable in order to ensure scan counts are maximised over

the SAA region. For their GOME-2 NO2 retrieval, Richter et al. (2011) implement

a procedure to detect anomalous spikes in individual Earthshine spectra, which in

conjunction with an error weighted DOAS fit, serves to largely remedy affected scans.

With the UoL retrieval not making use of DOAS error weighting, the method was

adapted to ignore bad pixels all together by adding gaps to the fit over bad pixels,

proving unsuccessful. Reasons for the failure are thought to be related to SAA

affected scans in the CH2O fitting range impacting on a greater number of pixels

per scan than for the higher wavelength NO2 fit, resulting in numerical instability in

the DOAS procedure. It is thought implementation of error weighting in the DOAS

procedure could alleviate these problems to a certain extent.

Future research directions

The QDOAS software retrieved approximately 164,250,000 CH2O SCDs for the 5

year retrieval, offering a ready-made, stable, and well supported DOAS solution for

CH2O retrievals. However, despite QDOAS’s heritage of validation and evaluation,

constructing an in-house UoL DOAS algorithm would offer significant benefits for

future work. These would include the ability to rapidly update the code in order

to include new features such as WF-DOAS (taking into account radiance changes

due to absorber profile), radiance error weighting on fits, and inclusion of scan

specific geo-physical parameters such as atmospheric temperature for temperature
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dependent cross sections. The prospect of an instrument specific DOAS retrieval

would allow total integration of the SCD and VCD processing streams, greatly

speeding up extended retrievals from the current scheme’s dependence on several

different pieces of software working in harmony.

7.2 Air mass factors

For development of the air mass factor, several parts of the algorithm were identified

whose input parameter resolution could be upgraded thanks to the availability of

new databases, and an improved version of the CTM. The addition of area weight-

ing of gridded inputs enables a true per-observation AMF retrieval. Allowing for

the inclusion of pressure correction of coarse CTM vertical absorber profiles over

mountainous terrain brought about a general reduction in AMF for these regions,

acting to increase the retrieved CH2O VCD. Novel additions to the AMF algorithm

are concerned with the accuracy of radiative transfer modelling, by applying orbit

specific absorption cross sections carried through from the DOAS fit to scattering

weight generation in order to account for instrument degradation and better match-

ing initial spectroscopy. Improved representation of O3 vertical mixing ratios for

scattering weight generation is also included by scaling TOMS v8 ozone climatology

data to each observation’s DLR retrieved O3 concentration.

AMF error characterisation is presented for two months proving the viability of

error product generation for each scan, however in further work, an error product

covering the full time-series of observations would be desirable. Spatial resolution

of input databases and CTMs are now much more in line with the increased spatial

resolution of a GOME-2 scan, with pixel area weighting serving to reduce grid

induced bias further. Expanding the nested CTM from the Amazon region to global

coverage would therefore be likely to provide the next significant step forward for

AMF accuracy. Despite accounting for aerosol effects by way of CTM aerosol data,

the possibility for a double aerosol correction is acknowledged, whereby both an

explicit CTM aerosol correction, and an aerosol modified O2 – O2 CF serve to modify
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the AMF at scattering weight generation, and independent pixel approximation

stages. Mitigation for this would make use of a future GOME-2 aerosol product

in conjunction with independent, but co-located cloud observations (Leitão et al.,

2010).

Use of the high resolution OMI albedo product is seen to bear a large effect on

calculated AMFs, due to the improved resolution on previous products. There exists

a 3 hour time window in between OMI and GOME-2 local overpass time (13:30 and

09:30 respectively), in which differences in surface albedo are likely to occur. With

GOME-2 still operational at time of writing there now exists an almost seven year

record of GOME-2 radiance data – were a new albedo database to be generated

with GOME-2 data utilising the instrument’s enhanced spatial resolution, further

significant changes to AMFs could possibly be expected. On this theme, testing

CH2O AMFs for BRDF sensitivity may produce a different set of findings to the

small changes found for the Zhou et al. (2009) NO2 retrieval.

Future research directions

Although presented for CH2O, the UoL retrieval should be easily extensible to tro-

pospheric glyoxal (CHOCHO) and NO2 retrievals. The AMF program is set up in

such a way to allow this extension by the simple change of AMF calculation wave-

length. Representing a slightly larger challenge for changing the observed trace gas,

the DOAS portion of the retrieval would need a more thorough period of charac-

terisation, optimisation and validation, particularly given the paucity of existing

glyoxal retrievals (Wittrock, 2006; Lerot et al., 2009). Application of the AMF to

existing and upcoming satellite instruments (e.g. TROPOMI) would be a trivial

operation, with the primary concern being matching of DOAS fit window wave-

lengths to the stipulated AMF wavelength and associated wavelength dependent

input grids (albedo and aerosol). An improved AMF cloud correction should also

take into account available DLR OCRA/ROCINN cloud parameters (Loyola et al.,

2011a), offering retrieved values of cloud top albedo and cloud optical thickness for
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input to the scattering weight generation.

7.3 CH2O VCD evaluation and comparisons

The penultimate chapter presented a 5 year CH2O VCD generated with techniques

detailed in the previous two chapters. This was compared to model CH2O VCDs,

demonstrating excellent agreement with GEOS-Chem data and so lending confidence

to the new retrieval. Trend analysis was performed on the entire dataset in an effort

to discern long term spatial variation, showing a slight reduction in columns over

landmasses, and a very slight increase over oceans. In addition to GEOS-Chem, UoL

VCDs show good agreement with the BIRA GOME-2 formaldehyde VCD product,

with differences between the retrievals likely attributable to post SCD steps in the

retrieval. Application of a MODIS / AATSR fire screen is intended to remove the

influence of biomass burning affected scans from the dataset, discarding 9% of all

GOME-2 scans with a strict screening algorithm. VCD trends remain the same with

fire affected data removed, although major CH2O concentration peaks in 2007 and

2010 were reduced.

Comparison of formaldehyde VCDs with the associated environmental variables

of aerosol, rainfall rate, land surface temperature and fluorescence were then drawn.

Few comparisons of this kind are noted in the literature, with mechanisms describ-

ing CH2O formaldehyde emission response to external parameters at a global scale

still requiring exploration. Aerosol optical depth from GEOS-Chem and VCD com-

parisons are made, with both showing similar temporal patterns for emissions, but

providing an inconclusive picture as to the relationship between the two due. TRMM

rain rate data correlate with CH2O VCDs in a general sense of annual cycles as well,

however a clearer picture of CH2O concentration reliance on moisture may well be

garnered from soil moisture datasets, whose values can be more reliably linked to veg-

etation health. Similarly, land surface temperature shows general agreement with

observed columns globally and for studied regions, expected given the knowledge

of isoprene’s emission dependence on the parameter. New GOME-2 fluorescence
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data gives an indication of the photosynthetic efficiency of vegetation, exhibiting

a complicated relationship with formaldehyde VCDs. Some studied regions (south

east U.S.A. and Asia) showed strong matching of time series for both annual cy-

cles and magnitude, whilst for others (Amazon and west Africa) there exists clear

anti-correlations. This suggests further research needs conducting investigating the

matching dependencies of these closely related variables in order to ascertain causes.

Future research directions

The local overpass time of MetOp-A (09:30) means GOME-2 precedes the CH2O

peak by 3–4 hours, although use of the data in tandem with those observing the

peak (e.g. OMI) provides an important component in analysing the temporal evolu-

tion of the formaldehyde column. Further validation of the product against in-situ

datasets is required in order to increase confidence in the retrieval further than its

excellent agreement with model and satellite datasets. There is currently a scarcity

of such real world data, largely due to the inaccessibility and associated expense of

conducting measurement campaigns in the tropics where CH2O is most prevalent.

This is exemplified by regional studies in this work of west Africa and the Ama-

zon, which both show excellent agreement with CTM CH2O VCD temporally whilst

disagreeing on magnitudes. Despite this, previous work has shown good agreement

between in-situ measurements and satellite observed columns (Martin et al., 2004;

Millet et al., 2006; Vigouroux et al., 2009).

Given the high spatial resolution of GOME-2, coupled to the extended time-

series of data available, a detailed analysis of CH2O columns at local scales should

provide an interesting compliment to regional analysis here. Gridded to 0.1◦ monthly

means, the dataset is entirely applicable to examination of emissions from mega-

cities and industrial centres - although it is acknowledged extra aerosol and haze

generally associated with these regions may prevent a reliable discrimination of the

CH2O signal. To this end, a more thorough examination of CH2O’s interaction with

regional aerosol concentrations could provide further insights into isoprene’s role
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in secondary organic aerosol production, whilst increasing accuracy of the highly

sensitive aerosol correction in AMF calculations (Leitão et al., 2010; Veefkind et al.,

2011). On a similar theme, investigating the relationship of CH2O concentrations

to various environmental and meteorological parameters should provide a better

insight into the role of the trace gas at local and regional scales, with well validated

trace gases such as NO2 already receiving such attention (Zhou et al., 2012).

7.4 Conclusions

In an effort to ensure optimal retrieval settings are in use, tropospheric DOAS re-

trievals of formaldehyde with the GOME-2 instrument have been thoroughly char-

acterised by an extensive suite of sensitivity tests in the first portion of this work.

Air mass factors were calculated for each observation in a 5 year GOME-2 dataset

using an upgraded AMF algorithm taking into account advances in spatial resolu-

tion of input databases and several novel additions to improve the representation

of scattering weights in the calculation. Both DOAS retrievals and AMF calcula-

tions were combined in the final chapter for the generation of a continuous five year

global dataset spanning 2007–2011. Following evaluation against model and other

group’s satellite CH2O columns, exploratory correlations were drawn against several

external environmental parameters.

For a development of work with the new 5 year UoL formaldehyde dataset pre-

sented here, its application to isoprene inversions would represent the next logical

step. The confidence in this dataset inspired by the thorough description of al-

gorithms and testing gone into its construction for this work should allow for an

improvement in the understanding of isoprene’s effects on tropospheric chemistry.

The relevance of such retrievals as presented here can only increase as the climate

adjusts in response to anthropogenic forcing, providing extremely valuable data with

which to validate the spatial and temporal components of the growing number of

Earth system models accounting for atmospheric chemistry.
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